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SUMMARY

Introduction
Since the economic reform started .19 years ago, China's economy has undergone a fundamental economic
structural transformation. A highly decentralised and market oriented economy has gradually replaced the
central planned economic system. To fulfil its goals of economic reform, modernising the country and
building up a market economy, China needs the assistance of foreign capital and technology. Chinese
economists have abandoned the self-sufficiency theory and accepted the logic of specialising national
production and integrating into international trade in order to increase export earnings. As People's Daily
stated: "No country in today 's world can develop at a relatively high speed without maintaining contacts
with other countries".1

Attracting foreign investment has been part of the strategy of seeking out financial support from various
foreign sources. In 1979, foreign investors were, for the first time in the PRC's history , allowed to make
direct investment through setting up equity joint ventures. Since then foreign investment has increased
steadily through a variety of business means. China has its attractions to foreign investors. For instance,
cheap labour, huge domestic market, and rich in natural resources . Moreover, China also offered a number
of economic incentives for foreign investors. Thus, it is not an exaggeration to say that China has been a
place catching the eyes of foreign investors.

However, there are concerns and complaints from international investors. Some of the concerns are caused
by lack of understanding of the legal and economic environment of today ' s China. A study of the Chinese

1

See People's Daily, December 3 1, 1982.
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legal framework concerning foreign investment can bring more confidence and predictability to a foreign
investor, and, to some extent, reduce investment risk.

Chinese Legal Environment For Foreign Investment

The past 19 years have seen the consistent improvement of the Chinese legal framework on foreign
investment.

At the very beginning of economic reform, China' s foreign investment law left plenty of room for
negotiation and bargaining. The first law on foreign investment, the Equity Joint Venture Law vaguely
stated that joint ventures are encouraged to export their products; the products of joint ventures may also be
sold in China; profits of joint ventures may be remitted abroad; the lawful rights of foreign investors are
protected by Chinese law; and technology contributed by foreign partners of joint ventures must be
advanced and actually suit the country's needs. As the establishment of joint ventures is subject to
administrative approval, the ambiguity of the law actually gave administrative authorities the discretion in
relation to giving or withdrawing concessions.

However, being aware of foreign investors' concerns about the overall investment environment, China has
endeavoured to develop a comprehensive legal infrastructure for foreign investment.

Special provisions about protecting foreign investment are provided in the Constitution. Specific laws
relating joint ventures and wholly foreign owned enterprises have been enacted and amended. Foreign
investment businesses are governed by separate set of law regarding taxation and arbitration.

The legal development in the intellectual property regime is remarkable. During the course of drafting,
Chinese legislators closely studied western legislative experience and practice. As a result, the legislation in

. VI.

this area is very close to international standards. Besides, China joined a number of international
conventions involving protection of intellectual property.

Laws concerning dispute resolution have been improved and completed. Traditionally, Chinese preferred
non-litigation means of resolving disputes. However, investors of other cultures are keen to choose to settle
disputes through formal procedure. With the increase of international trade, China has made efforts to
complete a set of laws relating to dispute resolution. Laws concerning arbitration have been improved
remarkably. More and more foreigners are qualified arbitrators of the China International Economic and

Trade Arbitration commission. Now , foreign awards and judgements can be enforced in China.

Joint Ventures as A Selective Investment Vehicle

A variety of means of foreign investment are available. Among them, compensation trade and processing
are the simplest forms of investment. Compensation trade refers to the investment where foreign investors
bring equipment and are repaid within a period with products made by using the equipment. Processing
refers to the situation where foreign investors supply equipment and Chinese recipients processing products
within an agreed period for the foreign investors.

From the Chinese point of view, this form of investment brings capital but not advanced technology. Thus
this form of investment is not the most favoured by the Chinese, especially the Chinese authorities, even
though this type of investment is very popular in practice. From the viewpoint of foreign investors, this type
of investment does not involve marketing products in the Chinese domestic market. Thus, if a foreign
investor has a view of entering into the Chinese domestic market, this type of investment is not the best
choice.

. Vll.

Technology transfer can directly bring advanced technology into China. However, this type of trade cannot
satisfy other desires of the Chinese, such as learning foreign management skills, and using the foreign
partner as a channel for exporting products. For a foreign investor, this is not a type of investment involving
directly manufacturing products which can take the advantage of cheap labour, and marketing in China.

A wholly foreign owned enterprise is highly preferred by some investors, as it is a type of investment where
the investor can exercise full control. However, this form of investment does not satisfy the Chinese
expectation of learning management skills. Therefore, the Chinese authorities impose some strict conditions
for setting up such kinds of enterprise. One of the conditions is that the enterprises must export 50% of its
products.

The Chinese are in favour of joint ventures, as this form of investment can satisfy the needs of gaining
foreign capital, technology, advanced management skills, and marketing expertise. Preferential tax rates are
given to joint ventures. Joint ventures can obtain supplies, land, and necessary labour in a manner almost
the same as state-owned enterprises. Moreover, better opportunities of access of domestic market are given
to joint ventures.

There are three types of joint ventures, equity joint ventures, contractual joint ventures creating Chinese
juristic persons, and contractual joint venture not creating juristic persons. The first two types of joint
ventures take the form of a limited liability company. The last one is essentially a Chinese partnership.
Different types of joint venture have different legal liabilities. Which form of joint venture may be
negotiated between a foreign investor and a Chinese partner, depends on the their business ambitions and
needs.

. Vlll .

Object of This Thesis
This thesis seeks to:

1.

Identify the concerns of Australian investors contemplating making direct investments in China.

2.

Identify and examine the possible vehicles of direct foreign investment in China.

3.

Identify and examine China's economic incentives for attracting direct foreign investment.

4.

Examine the possibility and feasibility of accessing the Chinese domestic market for foreign
investors.

5.

Examine the Chinese legal framework respecting protection of foreign investors and their property.

6.

Assess and examine the management and controls of foreign investors over different foreign
investment structures in China.

. ix .

CHAPTERl

INTRODUCTION

This thesis is a study of the problems facing the establishment of joint ventures
between Australian investors and Chinese participants in the People's Republic of
China. For the purposes of focusing the discussion, it will proceed on the basis of an
assumption that the cooperation is contemplated by an Australian corporate investor
and a Chinese enterprise with the status of a juristic person.

Since the econormc reform of China, it is the country's urgent need to acquire
advanced technology, modern management skills, and enhance its capacity to access
the resources of foreign capital. As with most Chinese enterprises, the Chinese
enterprise expects the potential foreign partner to provide capital and technology for
manufacturing exportable products, and, if possible, assist with the export of the
products.

In terms of technology, one of the major concerns of the potential Chinese partner is
whether the technology to be imported is up to date. It would also like to make the
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technology supplier provide training for the personnel involved in the use of the
technology.

In addition, the Chinese enterprise hopes that through cooperation, it can benefit from
the foreign partner's input of modern management skills, so as to enhance its ability to
manage an enterprise capable of international competition.

From the above mentioned concerns, it seems to the Chinese enterprise that it will be
advantageous to establish a limited liability company with the potential partner to
combine their complementary strength and share risks, eg, the potential foreign
partner contributes technology and capital, and brings management and marketing
skills. The Chinese enterprise will contribute sites and labour.

To the Australian corporate investor, China's low cost labour resource is a definite
attraction. Accessing the untapped Chinese domestic market is a major goal to the
Australian investor. It is keen to maximise the possibility and potential of selling the
new products in the Chinese domestic market.

Suppose the potential Australian investor possesses the technology that is required by
the potential Chinese partner and is prepared to contribute the technology as part of
the investment in the proposed cooperation. The concern of the Australian investor,
regarding the technology investment, is whether the proprietary technology can be
safeguarded by the Chinese law.

2

Other concerns of the potential Australian investor include: if a business alliance is
established, to what extent can it retain control over the new business entity? If the
Australian investor owns a subsidiary in another country, which manufactures and
sells the same products in that jurisdiction, can it negotiate with the potential Chinese
partner to limit the products of the new business entering into the two countries, under
Chinese law? Does Chinese law permit the profits made in China to be remitted
abroad freely in hard currency? Can invested capital be repatriated back to Australia?
What are the tax implications in both China and Australia of setting up the new
business? Moreover, does China have a sound legal environment which ensures the
rights of a foreign investor and provides the economic and legal certainty for the
foreign investment activities?

If the Chinese legal system can provide the mechanisms of cooperation which makes
it possible for the parties to realise a set of economic benefits sufficiently attractive to
both of them, a business alliance can go ahead.

The examination and analysis of the feasibility and practicability of the business
alliance and the methods of cooperation will be developed as set out below:

Chapter 2 presents an overview of the Chinese legal system. It analyses the Chinese
legal system in transition. This analysis leads to an examination of the historical
development of the Chinese legal system and the role of Chinese-Foreign joint
ventures in the Chinese economic reform. In today's China, law and legal mechanisms
are all means serving the end of establishing what the Chinese call a "socialist market
economy" . For the purpose of building up a market economy, economic reforms have
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been carried out. During the course of the economic reforms, Special Economic
Zones and joint ventures serve as China's windows to observe the outside world, as
well as the frontier of the reforms . The legal development in those areas is
remarkable. Chapter 2 examines the developing process of the legal framework of
Chinese-Foreign joint ventures, by pointing out that China has constantly readjusted
the law and the policies to improve the investment environment and to enhance the
scale, quality, and efficiency of investment. The legal governance of foreign
investment can be roughly divided into two periods: the initial stage, in which
preferential treatment acted as an essential element in all the legal activities; and the
rationalisation stage, in which China has begun to limit the preferential treatment and
to focus on improving investment structures, perfecting its legal system, and
integrating its national law into international practice.

Chapter 3 focuses on the legal protection of intellectual property. It examines the
development and principles of the Chinese patent law, trademark law, copyright law,
the law on technology transfer protection, and computer software protection
regulation. China has made great efforts to improve its basic legal framework for
protecting intellectual property, in order to let technology exporters feel safe to make
technology transfer in China. The legislative work regarding intellectual property was
carried out after examining the systems in western countries. 1 As a result, the Chinese
legal framework on intellectual property is very close to the international standard,
and therefore, attracts less criticism.2

1 See Wang Guiguo, "Economic Legal Reforms", China Review 1993, The Chinese University Press, 1993, p 7.21.
2 Ibid.
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Chapter 4 analyses the different business structures m China and Australia. By
examining the Australian business vehicles such as companies, trusts, partnerships,
and contractual joint ventures, and the Chinese foreign investment vehicles such as
equity joint ventures, contractual joint ventures, and wholly foreign owned
enterprises, it points out that an international investment involves shifting of social
and legal background. An international investor may need to be aware of the need to
avoid using his or her domestic experience of investment as a reference when he or
she makes international investment decisions. 3 In Australia, a joint venture is a
business structure used by business participants. It is invented to provide a structure
for combining capital and skills and for achieving a satisfactory position under tax
and trade laws of Australia, which other business vehicles such as companies and
partnership can not achieve. 4 However, it is still too early to say that there is a
separate legal concept of joint venture recognised by Australian law, even though
there is a tendency for the courts to recognise the concept of joint venture. 5 Under
Chinese law, joint ventures are a means of absorbing foreign investment. The legal
framework for joint ventures has been constantly improved and developed. Unlike an

3 One of the difficulties in international investment is that there are legal concept confusions. For example, a pure joint venture
in Australia is a contractual relationship. However, a joint venture under Chinese law is either a partnership or a company. The
detailed analysis on this point is carried out in Chapter 4 of this thesis .
4 See J. D. Merralls, "Mining and Petroleum Joint Ventures in Australia: Some Basic Legal Concepts", Australian Mining and
Petroleum Law Journal, Vol. 3 No. I, p I .
5 See United Dominions Corporation Ltd v. Brian Pty Ltd [ 1985] 157 CLR I. In thi s case, Mason, Brennan and Deane JJ gave
a judicial description of the status of joint venture in the Australian law : "The term 'joint venture' is not a technical one with a
settled common law meaning. As a matter of ordinary language, it connotes as association of persons for the purposes of
particular trading, commercial, mining or financial undertaking or endeavour with a view of mutual profit, with each participant
usually (but not necessari ly) contributing money, property or skill. Such a joint venture (or, under Scots law, "adventure") will
often be a partnership. The term is, however, apposite to refer to a joint undertaking or activity carried out through a medium
other than a partnership: such as a company, a trust, an agency or joint ownership. The borderline between what can properly be
described as '.joint venture' and what can properly be seen as no more than a simple contractual relationship can on occasion be
blurred."
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Australian joint venture, a Chinese-Foreign joint venture is either a company or a
partnership.

Chapter 5 examines the taxation consequences of choosing different business
vehicles. Even though taxation may not be the decisive factor in the process of
making an international business choice, it is definitely one of the most important
considerations. The first segment examines the Chinese taxation consequences of
using different foreign investment vehicles. The second segment analyses the
Australian taxation consequences of those vehicles. The analyses lead to a conclusion
that a joint venture, especially an equity joint venture, is the most desirable
investment structure, from a taxation point of view.

Chapter 6 explores the management and marketing aspects of different investment
structures in China. It points out that from a viewpoint of control, a wholly foreign
owned enterprise is the best choice. However, it is more advantageous to set up a
strategic business alliance in order to reduce risk, overcome bureaucratic trade
barriers, and gain economic assistance from local. partners. In any form of business
alliance, there is the issue of control. The degree of interdependence is higher in some
forms of alliance, whereas the proportion of flexibility is higher in others. The
analyses of interdependence and flexibility lead to a conclusion that a contractual
joint venture creating a Chinese juristic person may be the best cooperative business
structure for the proposed business alliance.

Chapter 6 continues with an examination of the accessibility of the Chinese domestic
market. Domestic sales of the products of foreign investment enterprises and foreign

6

enterprises were tightly restricted in the early stage of importing foreign investment.
Later, the concessions of opening the domestic market and the liberation of foreign
exchange were made. Today, although the domestic sales are closely monitored by
the government, it is possible for a joint venture to sell most or part of its products in
the Chinese domestic market. However, the plan of domestic sale should be
negotiated at the feasibility study stage for the purpose of gaining government
approval. It is also possible for a wholly foreign owned enterprise to sell less than
50% of its products in the domestic market with administrative approval. However,
the conditions of domestic sale are comparatively strict.

Chapter 7 examines remittance of profits and repatriation of capital. The Chinese
authorities used to use taxation and foreign exchange control as a restriction to ensure
that foreign investors kept their profits inside China for as long as possible. Today,
the taxation barrier is lifted and foreign exchange control has also been alleviated by
the mechanisms provided in later legislation. Generally speaking, there are not many
problems for the profits of a foreign investment enterprise or a for_eign enterprise and
investment capital upon the winding up of the enterprises, to be freely remitted out of
China in hard currency.

Chapter 8 discusses the Chinese legal framework of dispute settlement. In traditional
China, mediation was the primary mode of dispute settlement. 6 This was the result of
promoting Confucian philosophy which stressed the establishment of natural harmony
in human relations. Litigation was viewed as an interruption of the social harmony. In
6 See Stanley Lubman, "Mao and Mediation: Politics and Dispute Resolution in Communist China" , in Ralph H. Folson and
John H. Mi nan, Law in the People's Republic r!f China, Commentary, Readings and Materials, Martin us Nijhoff Publishers,
1989, p 90.
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Mao's China, this tradition was preserved, partly because of the traditional values
existing in the minds of those national leaders, and partly because of the overlap
between Confucian philosophy and Communist ideology towards law and social
control.7 As a result, most civil disputes were settled outside courts. With the start of
economic reform and promotion of the rule of law, the importance of the role of the
judiciary has been increasing. However, the tradition of mediation has not given way
to a judicial regime. The Chinese have continually attached importance to the role of
mediation. China has also been aware of the importance of building up a respectable
legal structure and institutions for resolving disputes, especially for foreign related
disputes. Even though there is still a gap between the theory and practice of settling
disputes, the legal system pertinent to dispute settlement has improved remarkably.
The improvement of the legislation regarding arbitration is the most remarkable
development.

Chapter 9 concludes the thesis by analysing the advantages and disadvantages of each
investment structure. It makes the final recommendation on which investment
vehicle(s) may be the most suitable for the potential business cooperation between the
Australian corporate investor and the Chinese enterprise.

7 The communist government in Mao's time believed that the disputes among people are different in nature from those between
people and the class enemies. The disputes among people are not intrinsically hostile, thus can be solved in an informal way.
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CHAPTER2

THE CHINESE LEGAL SYSTEM IN
TRANSITION

This chapter reviews of the Chinese legal system. It discusses the functions of the law
in traditional and modern China. This will help readers to gain an overall
understanding of the legal investment environment of China, since operating a SinoForeign joint venture is not an isolated business activity. It is a transaction which
happens in a particular social and legal background, and involves a series of
theoretical and practical issues.

2.1 THE IMPORTANCE OF UNDERSTANDING THE
CHINESE LEGAL SYSTEM
Recently, there have been many discussions in the western world on the issue of a
"greater China", 8 the centre of the fastest growing economic region of the future 9 .
8 See Chris Rowley and Mark Lewis, "Greater China at the Crossroads? Convergence, Culture and Competitiveness", in Chris
Rowley and Mark Lewis (ed) , Greater China, Political Economy, Inward Investment and Business Culture, Frank Cass, 1996,
p I.
9 This prediction was made before the currency crisis recently occurred in the South-East Asian countries.

9

Although the Chinese may feel that this may be an exaggeration and have even
criticised some broadcasts for irresponsibly over-estimating the prosperity of the
Chinese economy, 10 there is no sign of a cooling down of these discussions." China
has become a focus of Western media. Issues concerning China frequently appear in
the news for a range of reasons, including the development of economic reforms, joint
ventures, and trade.12

How does the Western world feel when it faces China's economic growth and
potential? Should it feel fear or confidence? This is one of the causes for the recent
world and regional attention on China.13 However, for many, it is pragmatic issues
that catch the eye. China is becoming a trading partner of many countries. Its limitless
market is an exciting attraction to the developed world. The International Monetary
Fund claimed that China is the third largest economy of the world. 14

For strategic reasons, China has been a priority of Australian foreign policy since
1972. 15 Since the Hawke government, Australia has begun to concentrate on the

1O The Chinese national leaders have officially criticised the Western media for some misleading reports and broadcasts.

11 See Chris Rowley and Mark Lewis, "Greater China at the Crossroads? Convergence, Culture and Competitiveness", in Chris
Rowley and Mark Lewis Greater China, Political Economy, Inward Investment and Business Culture, Frank Cass, 1996, p 1.

12 Ibid.
13 See Owen Harries , "The Anti-China Syndrome", Stephen Fitzgerald, "How (not) to Deal With China", and Robin Fitzsimons,
"As China Moves In", Quadrant - Need We Fear China ?, July/August 1997.
14 The International Monetary Fund used a new measure, which is different from the one it used in the past, to calculate the size
of C hina's economies. This new measure increased the calculation result cons iderably. See Lachlan Strahan, Australia's Chino,
Changing Perceptions From the I930s to the 1990s, p 3 14. Also see Dick Wilson, China, The Big Tiger, A Nation Awakes,
1996, Abacus, 1996, p 268.
15 See Gareth Evans and Bruce Grant, Australia's Foreign Relations in the World of the 1990s, Melbourne University Press,
1995, p 248.
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econormc potential for Australia. The two way trade was worth $6.1 billions m
1993. 16 Now, China is the second largest export market of Australia.17

The huge Chinese market offers an export opportunity for Australia. After the
econormc reform, China's need for capital, raw materials, high technology, and
modern management skills, has opened a range of opportunities for Australian
industry and commerce.

Traditionally, Australia's major export commodities in the Sino-Australian trade were
wheat, sugar, wool, iron ore, and mineral products. 18 Now, there is more potential of
exporting materials such as building materials, consumer products and leading-edge
equipment. 19 Up to 1996, Australia was China's sixth biggest supplier of building
materials. 20

China now is the world's largest labour-intensive products export country. Its ability
to produce low-cost goods in footwear, clothing, and textiles makes it an important
exporter to the Australian market. 21

16 Ibid, p 253 .
17 This because of the reunion between China and Hong Kong. See Lachlan Strahan, Australia's China, Changing Perceptions
From the 1930s to the 1990s, Cambridge University Press, 1996, pp 314. Also see Gareth Evans and Bruce Grant, Australia's
Foreign Relations in the World of the 1990s, Melbourne University Press, 1995, pp 254-255.
18 See Gareth Evans and Bruce Grant, Australia's Foreign Relations in the World of the 1990s, Melbourne University Press,
1995, p 160.
19 See "Checking Out China" , Overseas Trading , August 1996, pp 6-7.
2 0 Ibid, p 6.
21 See H . A. Dunn, "Australian Interests in China", Sino-Australian Relations - the Record 1972-1985, Centre for the Study of
Australian-Asia Relations, 1985, p 20.
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Today, China is also viewed as "a vital component of Australia's 'enmeshment' with
Asia". 22 Dealing with a country with such strategic and economic importance and
with a culture and a system which are fundamentally different, it is in Australia's
interest to study and understand it.

Law is an important touchstone for measuring any civilisation. 23 Therefore, although
China was not a legally oriented society in tradition, its legal system deserves a
detailed analysis. Especially at the time when China has been progressing rapidly
with economic and social change, and has chosen to pursue a direction of "rule of
law".

2.2 THE LEGAL SYSTEM IN TRADITIONAL CHINA
Law and legal philosophies in traditional China were dominated by the Confucian
ethic. Confucianism was formed in the Spring and Autumn Period (770-476 BC)
which was the most active period in legal, political and social thought in traditional
China. Hundreds of schools of political, social and legal theories were formed during
that period. Some of them dominated China in coming centuries. In terms of legal
philosophy, there were two important schools, Confucianism and Legalism. Any
discussion of traditional legal philosophy and history of China would be incomplete

22 See Lachlan Strahan, Australia's China, Changing Perceptions From the 1930s to the 1990s, Cambridge University Press,
1996, p 213.
23 See Derk Bodde and Clarence Morris, "Basic Concepts of Chinese Law" , Law in Imperial China, Harvard University Press,
1967, p 6.
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without giving at least a brief introduction to the legal approaches of these two
schools. 24

The two schools held different views regarding the relative roles of law and morality
in society. While Legalists upheld that there should be a set of rules equally
applicable to all citizens and backed by strict punishment in case of non-compliance,
Confucianists argued that government should win the hearts of the people, not gain
their outward submission by force. 25 The application of legal rules would lead people
to think of their own selfinterest and make them become contentious and litigious,
and people would manipulate law to suit their own interest. 26

The core of Confucianism was that it emphasised the differences of human nature and
upheld that only through the harmonious operation of these differences, can a society
achieve a sound social order. 27 Confucianism never mentioned there should be a
social principle which would apply to all the people equally. On the contrary, it held
that people were born unequal in virtue and intelligence and, later, they would go into
different classes accordingly. 28 Those who came from different classes had different
obligations and duties. Therefore, people's behaviour could be governed by a series of

24 See Albert_Hung-yee Chen, An Introduction to the Legal System of' the People's Republic of China, Butterworths Asia, Hong
Kong, p 8.
25 See Derk Bodde and Clarence Morris , Law in Imperial China, Harvard University Press, 1967, p 20.
26 Confucianism upheld Ii (morality) as the rule of social behaviours and Legalism upheld Fa (law) as the rule of social
behaviours. The two are very different rules of behaviour. Confucianists were keen to maintain different orders in society and
required people to behave according to different modes of behaviour. Whereas legalists promoted to maintain the legal order of
the society which should be a uniform standard of behaviours. There was no room for compromise between the two schools, at
this point. See Qu Tongzu, Law and Society in Traditional China, Paris Mouton & Co La Haye, 1961, pp 267. Also see Albery
Hung-yee Chen, An Introdu ction to the Legal System of the People 's Republic China , Butterworths Asia, Singapore, p 9.
27 See Qu Tongzu, Law and Society in Traditional China, Paris Mouton & Co La Haye, 1961, p 227 .
28 Ibid, p 226.
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ritualistic norms. By obeying moral norms, including self-restriction and selfcriticism, people would do the proper things which were suitable to their social
positions. 29 For example, rulers and their officials should establish good models and
be kind, and common people should obey and be faithful to the rulers. By this way an
ideal harmonic society could be established. Logically, this ideal society should be
governed by great people rather than law. 30 Litigation should be avoided. Law should
only be used when ethics failed to fulfil its duty and the main function of law was
punishment. 31

Confucianism officially became the state ideology and dominated traditional China
since the second dynasty (Han, 206 BC - 220 AD). As a result, China had not
developed an advanced legal system which would establish and uphold civil rights. 32
Law as a last resort to settle disputes was regarded as a substitution of ethics and
mainly relied on for its punishment function. 33

29 The emperor set up a good model of behaviour for his followers. See Phillip M. Chen, Law and Justice - The Legal System in
China 2400 B.C. to 1960 A.D., Dunellen Publishing Company, 1972, pp 25-40. Also see Thomas Chiu, Lan Dobinson and
Mark Findlay, Legal Systems of the PRC, Longman Group, 1991 , pp 1-3.
3 o See Qu Tongzu, Law and Society in Traditional China, Paris Mouton & Co La Haye, 1961 , p 236. Confucianists set up the
"five human relationships" , father and son, ruler and subject, husband and wife, elder and younger brother, friend and friend.
They believed that if people really act according to principles of the five human relationships, an ideal society, in which the
ruler acts as ruler, the father as a father, and the son as a son, etc, would be reali sed.
31 There are many statements expressed the ideology by intellectuals of Confucian School. For examples, "Great men have their
proper business, and little men have their proper business" , "Some labour with their minds , and some labour with their strength.
Those who labour with their minds govern others; those who labour with their strength are governed by others. Those who are
governed by others support them ; those who govern others are supported by them. This is a principle universally recognised.",
"Superior men diligently attend to the rules of propriety, and men in an inferior position do their best". "The great men devote
themselves to governing, and the small men devote themselves to labour" . Also see Phillip M. Chen, Law and Justice - The
Legal System in China 2400 BC to 1960 AD, Dunellen Publishing Company, 1972, p 28.
32 See Roman Tomasic and Peter Little, Insolvency Law and Practice in Asia, FT Law & Tax Asia Pacific, 1997, pp 22-24.
33 See Derk Bodde and Clarence Morris, Law in Imperial China, Harvard University Press, 1967, pp 3-4.
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Towards the end of its feudal system, China attempted to modernise its legal system.
However, the efforts were frustrated one after another, due to the intervention of civil
wars among warlords, the Sino-Japanese war, and the civil war between the
Goumindang Army and PLA.

With the establishment of the People's Republic of China in 1949, the officially
accepted legal philosophy is Marxism-Leninism. Classic Confucianism and Marxism
dominated the traditional China and Mao's China respectively share a common
position of underestimating the role of law and regarding law as a tool of ruling. 34
Under Marxist theory, law will eventually wither away when the communist society
is realised by mankind. This theory helped the left radicals in the late 1950s and the
Cultural Revolution to make China a lawless state.

In Mao's time, although the goals of society were changed, many of the techniques
used were still very similar to those used in the traditional Chinese society, for
example, encouraging people to settle their disputes through mediation other than
courts. 35 Mediators usually used social value to pursue and impose pressure on the
parties to settle their disputes outside of litigation. 36

34 According to Marxian ideology, law as a governing instrument of the ruling class only exists in a class society. In a class
society, different classes have different interests. Law, together with other coercive machineries including army, prisons, and
police, only protects the interests of the ruling classes. Marxian theory divides the history of mankind into the following stages:
primitive, slavery, feudal , capitalist, socialist, and communist. Among those stages, only slavery, feudal, capitalist and socialist
societies have classes, therefore need law. In the communist society, because of the highly developed economy and cu ltural life,
the private ownership and classes along with all the ruling machineries will be elimi nated, as their social basis will no longer
exist.
35 See Phillip M. Chen and Tamkang College, Law and Justice, The Legal System in China 2400 B. C. to 1960 A. D. , Dunellen
Publishing Company, 1972, p 3.
36 Ibid.
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The failure of Mao's unrealistic attempt to modernise China resulted in an economic
decline in the late 1950s and the early 1960s. As a result, Mao's capability as the
nation's leader was questioned by some of his colleagues. This was the cause of the
Cultural Revolution which resulted in the dismantling of existing political, social, and
economic structures. During the Cultural Revolution, the lawless situation in China
exacerbated the man-made disaster. One may even say that the cultural revolution
would not have occurred if China was ruled by law at that time.

With the end of the disorder of the Cultural Revolution, recalling the bitter
experience, the new leadership and intellectuals called for the establishment of a legal
system. This was stated in the communique from the Eleventh Central Committee
issued after its third plenary session:

In order to safeguard people's democracy, it is imperative to strengthen the socialist legal
system so that democracy is systematised and written into law in such a way as to ensure
the stability, continuity and full authority of this democratic system and these laws; there
must be laws for people to follow, these laws must be observed, their enforcement must
be strict and law breakers must be dealt with. From now on, legislative work should have
an important place on the agenda of the Congress and its Standing Committee.
Procuratorial and judicial organs must maintain their independence as is appropriate; they
must faithfully abide by the laws, rules and regulations, serve the people's interests, keep
to the facts, guarantee the equality of all people before the people's laws, and permit no
one to have the privilege of being above the law. 37

37 The third plenary session of the Eleventh Central Committee of the Chinese Communist Party of China was held in 1978.
See Communique of the Third Plenary Session of the Eleventh Central Committee of the Chinese Communist party of China.
The English version was published by Joint Publishing Co (Hong Kong) in 1978.
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China's economic reform towards the goal of modernising the country, also requires
the adoption of a modern legal system serving the purpose of governing the market
economy.

Since 1978, China has made great efforts to build an efficient legal system. This
process involves transplantation of legal concepts, terminology and institutions from
the western world.

Yet, many questions can be asked. How does one assess China's years of effort at
building up a completed legal system under the Marxian legal and ruling theories?
What is the relationship between Marxian theory and the development of law and
legal institutions?

2.3 THE CHINESE LEGAL SYSTEM IN TRANSITION

With the traditional legal system faded into the background, Mao's China followed
the Soviet Union model in its law making process during 1950s. This process was
interrupted by the Cultural Revolution.

Since the econoilllc reform, Chinese law makers studied the legal theory and
experience of the Western world. Chinese legislation clearly reflects the influence of
both Common Law and Civil Law. The Chinese also observe certain traditional
values in their legal system. Therefore, it may not be inappropriate to call this legal
system a "socialist" legal system with Chinese characteristics.
17

2.3.1 The Ideology

Since 1987, China has carried out economic reform. Mao's radical way of
modernising the country, which resulted in the catastrophic experience of the Great
Leap Foreward and the Cultural Revolution, has served as a lesson to China's new
leadership. New policy makers have sought to adopt more pragmatic measures to
direct the country's material development. China has turned to capitalism to seek
economic and legal mechanisms for developing the country.

However, unlike Russia, China has not officially abandoned the communist ideology,
even though it is hard to find much similarity between the Marxian economic and
legal theories upheld by today's government and those upheld by the authority before
1978. 38 The Chinese policy makers have stated that China will not give up Marxism
as it is the most suitable ideology for today's China. They believe that the most
attractive aspect of this ideology is that it promotes social equality. 39 At the time
when the country is experiencing economic reform, this ideology will hold the
country together to realise the goal of common enrichment. 40

38 Today, the Chinese new leadership emphasises the development of Marxism. See Deng Xiaoping, "Establishing Socialism
with the Chinese Characteristics", in Den Xiaoping, The Selected Works of Deng Xiaoping, The People' s Publishing House,
1993. Also see the speech of Jiang Zemin at the graduation ceremony of the Extramural Class for Ministerial and Provincial
Level Cadres, Central Party School, on May 29, 1997. There are a number of articles on the topic, by officials and intellectuals.
Also see Xu Chongwen, the Philosophy Institution of China Academy of Social Science, "A Few Points of View Concerning the
Nature of Socialism", Jing Ji Yan Jiu , Vol. 12, 1994.
39 See Deng Xiaoping, "Establishing the Socialism with the Chinese Characteristics" , in Deng Xiaoping, The Selected Works
of Deng Xiaoping The People's Publishing House, 1993. Also see Li Tieying, "Questions Concerning the Establishment of the
Legal System of Socialist Market Economy", Qiu Shi Za Zhi, Vol. 11 , 1997, p 11. Li is a senior official of the central
government. He used to hold the post of Minister of the Education Ministry.
4 o See Li Tieying, "Questions concerning the Establishment of the Legal System of Socialist Market Economy", Qiu Shi Za Zhi,
Vol. 11 , 1997, p 11. Also see Sun Shangqing, "Market Economy and Development of Productive Force", Jing Ji Yan Jiu , Vol.
6, 1996, pp 4-5. Sun Shangqing was a famous economist of China and a member of Editor Committee of Jing Ji Yan Jiu , one of
the most influential economic publications of China, when he was alive. Also generally see the Research Group of" Socialist
Distribution Theory and Practice with Chinese Characteristics", the Economic Institution of China Academy of Social Science,
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Deng Xiaoping convinced the Chinese people that it should not be a contradiction that
the government insists on communism on the one hand, and introduces capital
mechanisms on the other, because these are methods and methods have no basis in
class. 41 The Political Report stated: "Theoretical and ideological innovations for
reform should not be restrained by the abstract question of whether such innovations
are capitalist or socialist; all modern business and enterprise operation mechanisms,
foreign capital, resources, technologies and talented personnel, no matter whether
they are socialist or capitalist, should be made use of for socialism". 42

The economic reform aiming at establishing a market economy, has progressed. It is
made clear that the activities of establishing the market economy and the market
economy itself must be guided, promoted and protected by law. 43 As the Central
Committee of the Communist Party of China declared:

The establishment and improvement of the socialist market economic structure must be
regulated and guaranteed by a complete legal system. We must pay due attention to legal
construction, ensure the co-ordination of reform and opening up to the outside world with
legal construction, and learn to use law and legal mechanisms to manage the economy.
The goals of building a legal system are: First, following the principles prescribed in the

"Getting Rich - the Core and the Foundation Stone of the Distribution Theory with the Chinese Characteristics", Jing Ji Yan Jiu,
Vol. 12, I 994.
41 See Deng Xiaoping, The Selected Works (Jf Deng Xiaoping (volume 3), The People's Publishing Hou se, 1993. p 373 .
42 See the Political Report delivered by Jiang Zemin in the Fourteenth Congress of the CPC "Accelerating the Reform, the
Opening to Outside World and the Drive for Modernisation, so as to Achieve Great Successes in Building Socialism with
Chinese Characteristics", in People's Daily (Overseas edition), 21 October 1992, p 2.
43 In The Selected Works of Deng Xiaoping. Deng stated that China should develop its economy and legal system at the same
time. Also see "Speech at the 2nd Session of the Eighth NPC, Delivered by Qiao Shi on 22 March 1994", Economic Daily, 23
March 1994.
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Constitution to speed up economic legislation, further improve civil, commercial and
criminal laws and the legislation associated with state organisations and administrative
affairs, and initially establish a legal system appropriate to the socialist market economy
by the turn of the century; secondly, reform and improve the judicial system and the
administrative rule-enforcement mechanism, improve the quality of judicial and
administrative rule-enforcement work; and thirdly, establish and improve a sound lawenforcement supervisory mechanism, legal service organisations, deepen and promote
legal education, and enhance a sense of law and awareness of legal systems throughout
the whole society.44

Officially, the Chinese still uphold the Marxian legal theory that law is the ruling tool
of the ruling class, it only exists in class societies and will die out upon the realisation
of the communist society. Its function is to serve the political end of the ruling class.
However, an ideological breakthrough has provided all the grounds and the rationality
for the efforts of building up and completing a commodity economy oriented legal
system. This ideological breakthrough is the theory of the primary stage of socialism.

At the Thirteenth National Congress of the Communist Party of China (1987), the
party formally declared that China was a socialist country in its primary stage.

The core meaning of the theory of the primary stage of a socialist country is that
China is in a socialist stage and will continue the development as a socialist country.

44 See paragraph 44 of the Decision <!f the CPC Central Committee on Some Issues Concerning the Establishment <!fa
Socialist Market Economic Structure. Also see the Quotation in Jianfu Chen, "China: Constitutional Changes and Legal
Developments", in Alice E-S Tay and Conita SC Leugn (ed), Greater China: Law, Society and Trade, The Law Book
Company Limited, 1995, p 150.
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As China's socialist society is in its primary stage, China should face the reality and
go through this stage and not detour it. 4 5

To face the reality that China is a socialist country in its initial stage and not by-pass
it means that the initial stage is different from the transitional period. During this
stage, there are conflicts between the growing requirements for materials and the
underdeveloped productive forces. Hence, within this period, China has to accomplish
the industrialisation, commercialisation and modernisation which many other
countries have achieved in the capitalist stage. 46

For the above reasons, in the primary stage of a socialist society, the function of law
and other coercive machineries with the function of maintaining the social and
economic order, should not be reduced, but enhanced.

Today, the Chinese policy makers and scholars put more and more emphasis on the
scientific aspects and the objective regulatory function of law. They also highlight the
importance of the pioneering work that the Chinese are confronting in the course of
developing the legal system to achieve the goals of economic reform. 47

45 See Ma Hong, "Introduction", in Kate Hannan (ed), China, Modernisation and the Goal of Prosperity - Government
Administration and Economic Policy in the late 1980s, Cambridge University Press, 1995. Ma Hong is the Former President of
the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences and the honorary director of the Research Centre on Economic, Technological and
Social Development under the State Council of the Chinese Communist Party.

46 See Ma Hong, "Introduction", in Kate Hannan (ed), China, Modernisation and the Goal of Prosperity- Government
Administration and Economic Policy in the Late 1980s, Cambridge University Press, 1995.
47 See Li Tieying, "Questions Concerning the Establishment of the Legal System of Socialist Market Economy", Qiu Shi Za
Zhi, Vol. 11, 1997, p 14.
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2.3.2 The Law

Since 1978, the legislative activities have been very fruitful. The Chinese Constitution
bestowed legislative power on the National People's Congress (NPC) and its Standing
Committee. The Constitution also granted limited legislative power to the State
Council, and the People's Congresses and their standing committees at provincial and
municipal level.48

In China, statutes are basically classed into three categories: The Constitution
("mother law"), basic statutes and general laws. Basic statutes are the important laws
after the Constitution but before the general laws. For example, the Criminal Code,
the Civil Code, the Civil Procedure Law, the Nationality Law, the Basic Law of the

Hong Kong Social Administrative Region of the People's Republic of China, and the
Copyright Law, etc, are basic laws. However, the Computer software Protection
Regulations, the Implementing Regulations of Copyright Law, and Recognition and
Administration of Well-Known Trademarks Tentative Provisions are general laws.

The Constitution can only be amended by NPC. NPC also has the exclusive
legislative power for enacting and amending basic statutes. At the national level, 49 the
legislative procedure has four stages: Bill submission, examination, adoption and
promulgation. 50

48 China has three municipalities which are directly governed by central government as a province. They are Beijing, Shanghai
and Tianjin.

49 Excluding local level and Indicating NPC and its Standing Committee, and the State Council.
50 See Guiguo Wang, Business Law <~f China, Cases, Texts and Commentary, Butterworths Asia,
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1993, p 27 .

The legislative work has been increasing consistently. The National People's
Congress and its Standing Committee have formulated numerous legislation covering
almost all the major fields . The most profitable year for NPC and its Standing
Committee was 1993 when 20 statutes and 13 resolutions were passed, an average of
one law every 18 days. 51 Large numbers of laws are related to the economy. To the
national wide, hundreds of statutes and thousands of administrative regulations and
rules are drafted and promulgated each year. The legislative plan of the five years
term of Eighth NPC (1992-1997) was to draft 125 laws, among them 54 laws relating
to market economy, and have all of them guaranteed for full deliberation. 52

The legal framework of the market economy for further development and refinement
of law was decided in "The Ninth Five-Year-Plan of National Economy and Social
Development and the Outline of Long-Range Goals of 2010"(Outline). 53 The Outline
set up the structure of legislation. Chinese legislative activity will be carried out
mainly in the following fields :

(1) laws regulating the subjects of the market economy. In other words, laws

regarding the qualification of entering into the market. These include the
laws regulating the establishment, change and termination of enterprises
including company law, law of partnership, law on cooperative enterprises,
transactors' law, commercial bank law, insolvency law, etc.

51 see "NPC Accelerates Law Making", Beijing Review, 7- 13 March 1994, p 5.
52 This figure is equivalent to the legislative work of the past 40 years (from 1949 to 1992, China enacted 170 statutes). See
Jianfu Chen, "China: Constitutional Changes and Legal Developments", in Alice E-S Tay and Conita SC Leugn (ed) , Greater
China: Law, Society and Trade, The Law Book company Limited, 1995, p 152.
53 It was passed in the Fourth Secession of the Eighth National People's Congress.
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(2) Laws regulating market conduct. These include insurance law, security law, law
on land transactions, and intellectual property law, etc. The laws require market
activities to be conducted under the principle of voluntariness, equity, exchange
of equal value, and good faith. Persons involved in market activities should
perform their duties while enjoying their rights.

(3) Laws concerning macro-control leverages including the law of planning, price
law, budget law, and taxation law, etc. As the market economy has its inherent
weaknesses such as anarchy, it requires certain control methods to ensure that it
develops with certain degree of objectivity, stability and rationality. This will
assist China to fulfil the goal of changing the method of economic control, ie,
replace the method of administrative control with the method of legal control.

(4) Laws regarding labour and social welfare. These comprise labour law, social
insurance law, and regulations on public funding for accommodation.

(5) Laws involving foreign trade and investment. To facilitate international exchange
and cooperation, China must establish national uniform legislation
conforming with international standards. China has enacted foreign trade law,
tariff law, customs laws, and foreign investment laws. However, China does not
have an anti-dumping law. Chinese authorities are aware of the need for an antidumping law to protect national industry. 54

To fulfil the legislative plan, the level of expertise needs to be further enhanced. The
country has been calling for comprehensive and systematic studies of foreign laws
and legal theories by the Chinese law-makers and legal scholars. 55

54 See the summary by Li Tieying in "Questions Concerning the Establishment of the Legal System of Socialist Market
Economy", Qiu Shi 'Za Zhi, Vol. 11, 1997, pp 12-13.
55 See "To Boldly Borrow Legislation Experiences in Developed Countries in order to Perfect Chinese Market Legislation",
People's Daily (Overseas edition), 5 December 1992, p 3, and "Report of the Work of the Standing Committee of the NPC"
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2.3.3 The Legal Institutions

With the founding of the People's Republic of China in 1949, the former legal system
of Gournindang was abolished by the Common Program of the Chinese People 's

Political consultative Conference. The Common Program was the de facto
Constitution of that time. Thus it was also called the Provisional Constitution which
was replaced by the 1954 Constitution later.

Under the Common Program, the Organic Law of the People's Courts was enacted in
1951. The Organic Law of the People 's Procuratorates came into effect in 1954.

The 1954 Constitution conferred on the Courts independent adjudication power, and
gave the People's Procurator-General's Office the supreme supervisory powers to
ensure the strict observance of the laws by all government organs at all levels as well
as by all citizens. The People's Procurator-General's Office had the power to
investigate and prosecute criminal cases, exercise judicial supervision over the
investigatory, trial and penal activities of the public security organs and courts. And
the people's procuratorates were to be independent and not subject to the interference
of other organs in the course of exercise of their authorities. 56

(1994) in People 's Daily, 26 March 1994, pp 3. Also see Jianfu Chen, "China: Constitutional Changes and Legal
Developments", in Alice E-S Tay and Conita SC Leugn (ed), Greater China: Law, Society and Trade , The Law Book
company Limited, 1995, p 152.
56 See Article 83 of the 1954 Constitution.
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The functions of the People's Courts and the People's Procuratorates have remained
the same in the current Constitution. 57

Tertiary legal education discontinued for about 10 years during the Cultural
Revolution and resumed in 1978. 58 The adult education system also began to offer
legal training. 59 The Supreme Court has its own Judicial Cadres' University (adult
education) to train senior judges. The Ministry of Justice has its own Administrative
College of Political Science and Law mainly to train personnel for the judiciary
system. Each judiciary department at provincial level also has such a college.

57 Since the establishment of the People's Republic of China, China has had 5 Constitutions, they are: The Provisional
Constitution of 1949, the Constitutions of 1954, 1975, 1978, and 1982. The 1975 Constitution was the product of the Cultural
Revolution . It abolished many principles in the 1954 Constitution including the principles that all citizens were equal before the
law, individuals had a right to inherit private property, and trials must be independent and serve the law. It also abolished
institutions such as public assessor, public trials, procurance legal defence. It included some practices of the Cultural
Revolution. For instance, it had provisions such as "The proletariat must exercise full dictatorship over the bourgeoisie in the
superstructure, including all spheres of culture", and "holding great debates and writing big character posters are new forms of
carrying on socialist revolution created by the masses of the people". Some wording of the constitution was not legally technical
and clear. It had statement such as "PLA is the pillar of the Cultural Revolution". With the end of the Cultural Revolution, the
1975 Constitution was replaced by the 1978 Constitution. The 1978 Constitution recovered the basic principles abolished by
the 1975 Constitution, repudiated the revolutionary provisions of the 1975 Constitution, and set up the goals of modernisation
of China. It emphasises the importance of the rule of law. Facing the new ideo logical and practical problems brought by
economic reform, China revised the 1978 Constitution. The new Constitution was enacted in 1982. It is a popular view, that the
1982 Constitution is the best drafted Constitution since the founding of the People's Republic of China. The 1982 Constitution
made seven fundamental changes: I. it enhanced the power of the NPC; 2. it restored the position of President of the People's
Republic of China; 3. it established a military affairs control committee; 4. it made the premier responsible to NPC; 5. it
strengthened the local governments' authority; 6. it deprived the political function of communes; 7. it limited the serving terms
of some high officials. Also see Ralph H. Folsom and John H Minan, "Constitutional Law and the Chinese Communist Party",
in Ralph H. Folsom and John H. Minan (ed) Law in the People's Republic of"China, Commentary, Readings and Materials,
Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, 1989, pp 21-22.
58 See China Law Yearbook 1987, pp 20-22. Also see Han Depei and Stephen Kanter, "Legal Education in China", in Ralph H.
Folsom and John H. Minan (ed) Law in the People's Republic of China, Commentary, Readings and Materials, Martinus
Nijhoff Publishers, 1989, pp 208-209.
59 The adult education system is a system which is parallel with tertiary university education. As places in universities are
limited and the competition for entry is intensive, there are a large number of people enter into adult education insti tutions.
Unlike universities , adult education institutions do not have limitation on age for entry. But like tertiary universities, there are
examinations for entry. However, the examinations are comparatively easier to pass. The adult education system can not offer
certain specialised courses . Students may take less subjects to completing their courses . The education is carried out by ad ult
education institutions such as TV and Broadcast Universities, Night Universities, and Correspondence Universities. Some
lectures are given after hours such as evenings and weekends. To take some courses which need to be carried out during
working hours, candidates currently employed usually need to provide evidence of approval from their employers for enrolment.
The employers are then obliged to temporarily release the students from their work and send them to study . The adult education
does not offer degrees . The qualification is regarded as equivalent to tertiary education. Certainly, there are gaps between formal
university education and adult education from an academic point of view. In practice, except for certain professional jobs, there
usually is no discrimination between people who hold tertiary qualifications and those who hold adult education qualifications,
in terms of gaining employment, attaining promotion and eaming salary. The qualifications from certain adult education
institutions are recognised nationally, some regionally.
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Although a not small number of graduates are recruited every year, the demand for
personnel with professional legal training is still great. 6 0

Efforts have also been made to establish a legal profession. The profession of lawyer
did not exist in traditional China. Since the Tang Dynasty, 61 there were some people
(Shongshi) bearing some of the functions of lawyers. They obtained their knowledge
of the law and of judicial proceedings through self study or apprenticeship.62 They
advised people in litigious matters and provided legal services, most commonly,
drafting petitions and pleadings. However, their role was not officially recognised.
They could not represent their clients' cases in courts. Moreover, their work was not
respected by judges as well as society. They bore the image of stirring up litigation
and breaking the harmony of society. In the worst cases, they were punished by
judges for drafting inaccurate pleadings.

The draft of the code of civil and criminal procedure at the end of Qing Dynasty
(1910) expressed the intention of creating a legal profession. With the fall of the
Dynasty, the code was never promulgated. 63 The warlord government promulgated a
lawyers statute in 1912. Two years later, the Goumindang Government promulgated a
lawyers' law which was abolished in mainland China after 1949.

6 0 See Han Depei and Stephen Kanter, "Legal Education in China", in Ralph H. Folsom and John H. Minan (ed) Law in the
People's Republic of China, Commentary, Readings and Materials, Martin us Nijhoff Publishers, 1989, pp 213-215.
61 See Albert Hung-yee Chen, An Introduction to the Legal System of the People's Republic of China, Butterworths Asia, 1992,
p 13.
62 Ibid, pp 13-14.
6 3 See Jenkin Chan Shiu-Fan, "The Role of Lawyers in the Chinese Legal System". Ralph H . Folsom and John H. Minan (ed) ,
Law in the People's Republic of China, Commentary, Readings and Materials , Martin us Nijhoff Publishers, 1989, p 216.
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The efforts of building a lawyer system started in 1954. 64 Up to 1957, there were
2,500 full-time lawyers and 300 part time lawyers working in about 800 Legal
Advisory Offices. 65 However, from 1957 to the end of the Cultural Revolution, the
legal profession together with the Ministry of Justice were abolished.

The process of rebuilding the legal profession started in 1980. The Provisional

Regulations on Lawyers was promulgated in 1980 and came into effect in 1982. The
Provisional Regulation (Lawyers Regulation) stipulated the legal status of lawyers
and the function of lawyers. Lawyers were given a status of "the state legal workers"
whose work was to provide legal assistance to state agencies, enterprises and units,
social organisations, people's communes, and citizens. 66

To be a lawyer, Under 1980 Lawyers Regulation, one was to satisfy any of the
following conditions:

1. a graduate of a law school, or a faculty of a higher institute of education and had
completed two years' service in judicial work, law teaching or legal research;
2. had undergone professional legal training and worked as a judge in a court or as a
procurator in a procuratorate;

64 S_e e Article 7 of the 1954 Organic Law of the People's Courts of the People's Republic rf China.
65 In fact, the lawyers were legal cadres. They were supervised by the Judicial Ministry. See Ralph H. Folsom and John H.
Minan, "The People's Lawyers", in Ralph H. Folsom and John H. Minan (ed) Law in the People's Republic of China,
Commentary, Readings and Materials, Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, 1989, pp 201. Also see Jenkin Chan Shiu-Fan, "The Role
of Lawyers in the Chinese Legal System", in Ralph H. Folsom and John H. Minan (ed) Law in the People 's Republic of China,
Commentary, Readings and Materials, Martin us Nijhoff Publishers, 1989, p 217.
66 See Article I of the 1980 Provisional Regulations on Lawyers of the People's Republic of China.
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3. had received higher education and had completed at least three years training;

4. with the professional legal standard of either 1 or 2 above and had also received
high school educational level and is fit to be a lawyer.

Since 1986, the country has introduced a national examination system for lawyers'
qualification. A person must pass the examination to be eligible for a practising
licence and then being addressed as a lawyer. 67 A law has been introduced to govern
the examination activities. The law sets up the academic prerequisites for candidates
of the examination.68

In 1996, a new Lawyers Law replaced 1980 Lawyers Regulation. The new law has
some distinctive developments. Firstly, it, for the first time, introduces provisions of
establishing a legal aid system. Legal aid will be available to five classes of people
who are not financially capable to bring a suit. They are: dependents, those injured
through work, criminal litigants, those claiming compensations from the state, and
those suing for pensions. 69 Details such as which institution is responsible for the aid,
and how lawyers take on the obligation, will be provided in future legislation.

Secondly, the new Lawyers Law sets out new structures for law firms. A domestic
law firm is required to have an independent name, address and constitutional

67 The person who has satisfied the conditions and passed the examination does not automatically become a lawyer. He or she
must work for a law firm . He or she must attach himself or herself to a law firm to gain the practice licence. Initially, the
Examination for Lawyer's Qualification was held once every two years. Now, the examination is held annually.

68 A candidate is required to at least complete a course in a law college (3 years) or possess an equivalent qualification.
69 See Article 41

of the

1996 Lawyers Law.
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documents.7° In addition, all law firms must have minimum assets of RMB 100 000
'

and at least one practising lawyer. 71 Legally, there are three kinds of law firms, stateowned law firms , cooperative law firms, and partnerships .72 The first two categories
of law firms operate with limited liability. Partners in partnership law firms assume
their unlimited civil liabilities jointly and severally. 73

Thirdly, the new law formally recognises the legal status of the All-China Lawyers'
Association with branches at provincial level. The Association has the status of a
juristic person.74 It comprises practising lawyers, law professors and research fellows.
Its function is to advise on legislative changes, to promote legal research, legal
educational exchanges and other studies.7 5 The law intends to make the Lawyers'
Association similar to the law societies in Western Countries. 76

Over the years, the society of lawyers has been noticeably strengthened. In 1979,
there were only about 2,000 lawyers in China.77 The number jumped to 5,000 in

7o See Article 15 of the 1996 Lawyers Law.
71 See Article 15 of the 1996 Lawyers Law.
72 See Article 16, 17 and 18 of the 1996 Lawyers Law.
73 See Article 16, 17, and 18 of the 1996 Lawyers Law.
74 See Article 37 of 1996 Lawyers Law.
75 See Article 40 of 1996 Lawyers Law.
76 See Patrick She1Tington and Virginia Chan, "New Lawyers Law Needs Further Legislative Clarification", China Law &
Practice, Asia Law & Practice, July/August 1996, p 29.
77 See "Reforms Demand More Lawyer Services", Beijing Review 21-27 September 1992 p 7.
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1981. By 1987, there were 14,000 full-time lawyers and 24,000 part-time lawyers78
operating in 3,000 legal advisory offices (law firms).79

According to the reform plan of the Ministry of Justice, the numbers of lawyers will
increase to 150,000 by the end of this century. so

One important branch of the legal profession which gains little attention from the
outside world, is that of public notary. Unlike Common Law countries where notaries
only perform routine duties such as attestation of signatures and the administration of
oath, Chinese notaries are entrusted a wide range of powers. They are civil servants
with legal training and eduction. 81 The duties of notaries are to certify contracts, wills,
trusts, inheritances, gifts, property divisions, adoptions, familial relations, personal
status, educational degrees, work records, birth records, marital status, death notices,
the validity of signature or seal, and certify that copies, photocopies, portions or
translations of documents are identical with the original documents. 82

78 Since the restoration of lawyer system, there have been 3 categories of lawyers in China: Full-time, part-time and specially
invited. This results from the shortage of lawyers. The category of specially invited lawyers is the most controversial. They are
the people who retired from their legal professional work or legal academic work. A typical invitee is a retired judge, a retired
procurator, or a retired senior official from a judiciary department. There are some comments about that those people may use
their social influence and relationship to affect or manipulate the judgements of cases. This would undermine the trials and the
legal profession. Moreover, there are worries and contentions about their professional responsibilities. The Ministry of Justice
has been aware of the worries and the reflections from practice. This category is to be abolished. Some provincial judiciary
departments have set up goals of abolishing specially invited lawyers before the end of the century. Part-time lawyers are also to
be abolished after the abolishment of specially invited lawyers. They are the people who qualified to be lawyers, but cannot
leave their current jobs to practise on a full-time basis. Serving judges and other personnel of courts, procurators and serving
personnel of public security bureaux have never been permitted to practise as a part-time lawyer, because of the likelihood of a
conflict of interest. Recently, the restriction has also been made on the staff of the judiciary system.

79 See Ralph H. Folsom and John H. Minan, "The People's Lawyers", in Ralph H. Folsom and John H. Minan (ed) Law in the
People's Republic of China, Commentary, Readings and Materials, Marti nus Nijhoff Publishers, 1989, p 204.
SO See State Council Approves Lawyer Reform Plan in Principle .

81

Tung-Pi Chen, "The Chinese Notariat: An Overlooked Cornerstone of the Legal System of the People's Republic of China",
in Ralph H. Folsom and John H. Minan (ed), Law in the People 's Republic of China, Commentary, Readings and Materials ,
Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, 1989, p 263.

82 See Article 4 of the 1982 Provisional Regulations on Public Notary of the People's Republic <4' China .
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At the beginning of the People's Republic of China, the duties of public notary were
performed by the People's Courts. 83 In 1956, notarial offices were established outside
the courts. 84 The notarial system did not have a better fate than other legal institutions
during the Cultural Revolution. Not until the late 1980s, did it resume its influence.
Since its recovery, the function of notarial system has been strenuously promoted and
its importance highly recognised by the country. The reason is that the country is
using the notarial system as an instrument of upholding legality, preventing disputes,
and reducing litigation .85

Today, in China, the state plans are basically carried out by economic contracts. The
notarial system exercises a judicial control over the legality and practicality of
economic contracts. More and more parties involved in economic contracts choose to
notarise their contracts. 86 Some administrative regulations and local laws impose
mandatary notarization on certain transactions. Thus the notarial system is used as an
instrument to maintain and consolidate China's economic order, and to ensure the
realisation of the state plans. 87 At a time when the Chinese economic law is still in its
development stage, the notarial system has been playing a significant role in filling
the legislative gaps.
83 See Tungpi Chen, "The Chinese Notariat: An Overlooked Cornerstone of the Legal System of the People's Republic of
China", in Ralph H. Folsom and John H. Minan (ed) , Law in the People's Republic of China, Commentary, Readings and
Materials , Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, 1989, p 265.

84 Ibid.
85 Ibid, p 263.
86 According to the 1985 Succession Law, notarization is a way of making valid will.
87 See Tung-pi Chen, "The Chinese Notariat: An Overlooked Cornerstone of the Legal System of the People's Republic of
China", in Ralph H. Folsom and John H. Minan (ed), Law in the People's Republic o_fChina, Commentary, Readings and
Materials , Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, 1989, p 26.
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The notarial system also plays an important role in protecting foreign investment and
trade. The law requires the use of notarization in external economic activities. The
Chinese citizens studying or working abroad are also required to notarise their legal
documents.

Therefore, the nature of the work of the notary in China is fundamentally different
from the work of the Anglo-American notary. In China, to notarise a document, a
notary needs to examine the evidence provided by the applicant, and sometimes, to
undertake a thorough investigation including the applicant's identity and legal
capacity to be involved in certain legal activities. 88

The validity of a notarised document is recognised by the courts. 89 A notary even has
the power to certify execution of uncontested claims to recover debts or property. The
claimant or applicant can rely on the certificate to apply to the court for compulsory
execution, without going through the litigation procedure. 90

Regarding the important role of public notary in maintaining the Chinese civil and
economic order, it is appropriate to say that the Chinese notarial system constitutes a

88 If the applicant is an individual, to ensure that the applicant possesses the legal capacity. If the applicant is a enterprise, to
ensure whether it is legally registered and licensed.
89 A court must recognise the evidentiary validity of a notarised legal act, fact or document, unless contrary evidence is
provided. See Article 59 of the 1991 Civil Procedure Law of the People's Republic of China.
90 See Article 168 of the 1991 Civil Procedure Law of the People's Republic <!f' China.
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cornerstone of the Chinese legal system. It deserves a better understanding, especially
by those who carry out their businesses in China.91

2.3.4 Legal Framework for Foreign Investment

One important strategy of the Chinese econoffilc reform has been to seek the
assistance of foreign technology, capital, management skills, and marketing
experience and networks. Hence, foreign trade and investment have always been a
focus of legislation. A legal framework regulating foreign trade and investment has
been set up during past 19 years. The legislation regarding joint ventures and Special
Economic Zones (SEZs) has been specially fruitful, as a result of their important roles
in the economic reform. 92

The different strategies of attracting foreign investment have been carried out in
different stages. In the initial stage, the main strategy of attracting foreign investment
was preferential treatment. The most important method was taxation incentives. This
policy was reflected in the early legislation. 93 Foreign investment enterprises were
subject to three income tax rates, 15%, 25% and 33%, whereas national enterprises
paid 55% income tax. In addition to tax incentives, the preferential treatment also
91

See Tung-pi Chen, "The Chinese Notariat: An Overlooked Cornerstone of the Legal System of the People's Republic of
China", in Ralph H. Folsom and John H. Minan (ed) , Law in the People's Republic if China, Commentary, Readings and
Materials, Martin us Nijhoff Publishers, I 989, pp 263-264.
92 Joint Ventures and SEZs were regarded as the frontiers or windows of the economic reform by the Chinese policy makers.
Joint ventures are the channels of getting foreign advanced technology, to the Chinese. New methods of reform are usually
carried out in SEZs first, and then, after gaining enough experience in SEZs, are promoted nation wide.

93 The old Income Taxation Law on Joint Ventures, Income Taxation Law on Wholly Foreign Owned Enterprises, Industrial
and Commercial Consolidate Tax Law, were all drafted according to the spirit of the policy.
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embraced a wide range of business aspects including entrance, investment,
management, production, marketing and withdrawal of foreign

capital

and

remittances of profit.94

The purpose of offering preferential treatment was to provide an advantageous
investment environment for foreign investors. Nevertheless, the government saw the
necessity of changing the strategy. On the one hand, for fair competition, the gap in
differing treatment between foreign investment enterprises and national enterprises
should be gradually narrowed. 95 On the other hand, the national and international
experience has illustrated that foreign investors attach even greater importance to the
overall investment environment, ie, infrastructures, legal systems, and market
economic structures. 96 Therefore, since the mid 1990s, for long term benefits, China
has made efforts to readjust its foreign investment policy. This new strategy is
designed to rationalise foreign investment. 97 In this stage, China should carry out the
work of perfecting the legal system, strengthening infrastructure, and expanding
investment scope.

94 See the early legislation such as the 1979 Equity Joint Venture Law, the
Regulation of Encouraging Foreign Investment.

1988 Contractual Joint Venture Law and the 1986

95 There were increasing worries

that the tax discrimination between foreign investment enterprises and national enterprises
would put national enterprises in a very disadvantageous situation. See Zhang Jinyuan, "Using Foreign Capital or Used by
Foreign Capital", Xin Hu.a Wen Zhai, Vol. 5 1993, p 52.
96 The international investment experience indicates that national treatment is more popular than preferential treatment. China
also looked at the experience of some small countries which fail to provide foreign investors with preferential treatment in
labour cost and tax policies, but still attract considerable foreign investment, because those countries provide an overall sound
investment environment. See Xiao Fangyang, "The Focus of Improving Foreign Investment Laws", Le1:al Science and Practice ,
February 28-31 , 1994, pp 47-49.

97 See Wu Bian, "Rationalisation of Foreign Investment Policies", Beijing Review, May 20-26, 1996, p 17.
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The income tax rate of national enterprises has been reduced to a level equalling the
tax rate for foreign funded enterprises. Some other taxes are imposed indiscriminately
on both foreign funded enterprises and national enterprises. 98

More new laws have been formulated and more gaps have been filled. Some notable
laws and regulations enacted recently include:

Provisional Regulations governing the Establishment of Investment-type Companies
by Foreign Business Investment;
Provisional Regulations on Several Issues Concerning the Establishment of Foreign
Investment Companies Limited by Shares;
Provisional Regulations on Foreign Investment Guidelines;
Provisional Regulations Concerning the Foreign Trade Agency System;
Regulations Prohibiting the Arbitrary Charging of Fees, Raising of Funds and
Imposing of Fines in relation to Foreign Investment Enterprises;
Principles and Main Points of the Ministry of Foreign Economic Relations and Trade
Concerning the Examination and Approval of Contracts and Articles of Association
of Foreign Investment Enterprises;
Administrative Measures on the Registration of Enterprises of Foreign Countries
Engaging in Production and Operational Activities within the Territory of China;
Ministry of Foreign Economic Relations and Trade Notice Prohibiting Foreign
Businesses from Using Renminbi within Chinese Territory to Purchase Goods for
Export;
Ministry of Foreign Economic Relations and Trade Measures for Foreign Investment
Enterprises Purchasing Domestic Products for Export to Achieve a Balance of
Foreign Exchange Income and Expenditure.

More legislative activities have been launched in taxation, protection of intellectual
property and other relevant areas. 99
98 Such as value-added tax , consumption tax and business tax .
99 For example, the 1996 Regulation and Administration of Well-Known Trademarks Tentative Provisions.
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Meanwhile, along with the deepening of the economic reform, the consistent
development of economy, the gradual diversification of investment activities and
forms, and the increases in economic lawsuits, many laws and regulations in effect no
longer suit the needs of existing investment activities and require amendment.loo The
Equity Joint Venture Law has been amended more than once. Patent Law, Trademark
Law and Economic Contract Law were all subject to amendment. All of these are part
of the efforts of improving China's investment environment.

2.3.5 The Role of Contract

The 1981 Economic Contract Law and the 1985 Foreign Economic Contract Law
have been the most important legislation governing contractual relationships in China.
However, they were produced in an atmosphere of heated academic debate involving
the concept and sphere of economic law.tot

Some challenged the necessity of having econoffilc law as an independent and
separate branch of law. 102 When the disagreement about the independent status of
economic law became less intensive and most jurists agreed that economic law is an

JOO See Wu

Bian, "Rationalisation of Foreign Investment Policies", Beijing Review, May 20-26, 1996, p 18.

1OI There was no concept of "economic contract" in China, at first. The concept of "economic contract" came with the
introduction of the concept of "economic law" at the beginning of 1980s. The concept, regarded as differing from "commercial
law" in the Anglo-American system, was borrowed from the former USSR legal system. There were many arguments about
whether China should have an economic law. If China should have an economic law, then what should be its scope? Some held
that economic law should only regulate economic relationships between governmental organisations, and between governmental
organisations and citizens. Economic relationships between citizens should be regulated bycivil law.
I0 2 See GuiGuo Wang, Business Law o(China, Cases,

Texts and Commentary,
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Butterworths Asia, 1993, p6.

independent and separate branch of law, 103 the debate focused on the province of
economic law.

Some jurists held that smce the contract relationship had traditionally been in the
scope of civil law, economic contract law ought not to be cut off from civil law.
Moreover, economic contract law could not operate without the assistance of some
basic civil law principles and concepts such as capacity, legal personality and
agency. 104

The academic debate had little effect in practice. Since 1979, commercial divisions
appeared in the people's courts. Economic procuratorates emerged to investigate and
prosecute economic crimes. In particular, the State Council established the Research
Centre for Economic Legislation to coordinate research on economic law and to
prepare the economic legislation. 105 The Economic Contract Law came into effect in
1981 and was followed by a range of subordinate regulations for particular types of
economic contract. I06

The development of economic law determined the coverage of the 1986 Civil

Code.107 As Henry R. Zheng observed:

1o3 There is no argument that environmental law, banking law, insurance law, tax law, land law, foreign investment law , patent
law, trademark law, and copyright law, etc, are economic laws . See Guiguo Wang, Business Law of China, Cases, Texts and
Commentary, Butterworths Asia, 1993, p 7. Also Henry R. Zheng, China's Civil and Commercial Law, Butterworths, 1988, p
18.
I0 4 See Henry R. Zheng, China's Civil and Commercial Law, Butterworths, 1988, pp 17-18 .
IOS See Wang Chenguang, Introduction to Chinese Law, Sweet & Maxwell Asia, 1997, p 130.
106 See Wang Chenguang, Introduction to Chinese Law, Sweet & Maxwell, 1997, p 130.
I07 It is also translated as the General Principles of the Civil Law of the People's Republic of China .
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Initially, the Civil Code was intended to be comprehensive, dealing with contract
problems in most areas currently governed by individual contract statutes. Out of a total
of 465 articles in the fourth draft of the Civil Code Circulated in 1982, 241 articles dealt
with contracts. However, the promulgation of various individual statutes governing
contracts, particularly the Economic Contract Law and the Foreign Economic Contract
Law, significantly altered the original approach of the Civil Code. Since many areas
initially covered by the draft civil code were pre-empted by individual contract statutes,
the Civil Code no longer sought to provide an all-inclusive set of detailed contract laws,
but by existing separate statutes, and to stipulate rules commonly applicable in
implementing these existing statutes. This new approach significantly reduced the number
of provisions addressing contract issues in the Civil Code. The Civil Code promulgated in
April 1986 contains only about 60 articles dealing with contracts and does not contain an
independent chapter covering contract law. Provisions on contract law are arranged under
various headings. Liability for breach of contract, for instance, is discussed in the chapter
on civil liability, while the formation of contracts is discussed in a chapter entitled, "Civil
Legal Acts". 108

Broadly speaking, a rough line can be drawn between economic law and civil law.
That is: Economic law regulates the relationships arising from the management of
national economy and business activities, and relationships among state organs,
enterprises and other economic entities. 109 Civil law regulates individual citizens' civil
activities. 110

108 See Henry R. Zheng, China's Civil and Commercial Law, Butterworths, 1988, p 49 .
109 See the definition in China's Great Encyclopedia (Law Volume). Also see Ralph H . Folsom and John H. Minan, "Contract
Law", in Ralph H. Folsom and John H. Minan (ed) Law in the People's Republic of China, Commentary, Readings and
Materials, Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, 1989, p 551.
l lO See Ralph H. Folsom and John H. Minan, "Contract Law", Ralph H. Folsom and John H. Minan (ed) Law in the People's
Republic of China, Commentary, Readings and Materials , Martin us Nijhoff Publishers, 1989, P 551.
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Over the past years, China has developed two parallel systems of contract law, the
law governing domestic contracts and the law governing contracts with foreign
elements.

The 1981 Economic Contract Law stipulates the scope of its regime. It regulates
contracts between legal persons for the purpose of realising certain economic goals
and clarifying each other's rights and obligations. 111 Legal persons mainly include:

•

An organisation with independent autonomy, separately owned assets, a
budget, and the capacity to engage in economic activities;

•

agricultural bodies;

•

government departments;

•

business units; and

•

social organisations_ 112

Therefore, the contractual relationships between legal persons including individuals
on one hand and legal persons on the other, are regulated by the Economic Contract

Law and its numerous subordinate regulations. 113 Individual contractual relations are
governed by the Civil Code.

I I I See Artie 2 of 1981 Economic Contract Law of the People's Republic of China.
112 See Gao Yongfu, "Economic Contract Laws in China", in Ralph H. Folsom and John H. Minan (ed), Law in the People's
Republic of China, Commentary, Readings and Materials, Martin us Nijhoff Publishers, 1989, p 557.
113 See Ralph H. Folsom and John H. Minan, "Contract Law" , in Ralph H. Folsom and John H. Minan (ed), Law in the
People's Republic of China, Commentary, Readings and Materials, Martin us Nijhoff Publishers, 1989, p 552.
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r
The Economic Contract Law was initially formulated for implementing state plans, 114
in compliance with the country's endeavour to build up a socialist market economy.
However, this original purpose was subject to an amendment in 1993. The amended

Economic Contract Law clarifies that the purpose of the law is to ensure the healthy
development of the socialist market economy. 115 The amended law presents a clear
departure from the central planning model. 116 However, the reference to mandatory
planning has not entirely disappeared. 117 The hope of further departing from the
dominance of central planning lies that sooner or later, China will have a unified
contract law which may abandon the concept of economic contracts and unify
contractual legislation with reference to civil law .118

Parallel to the domestic contract law, a legal regime governmg contractual
relationships with foreign elements has been developed. Before the enactment of the
1985 Foreign Economic Contract Law, China regulated the foreign related
contractual relations through setting up various model contracts. By embodying many
international practices and rules in the model contracts, China implied its adoption of

114 See Article I of 1981 Economic Contract Law which stated "This law is fonnulated in order to protect the lawful rights and
interests of parties to economic contracts, safeguard social economic order, increase economic benefits, guarantee fulfilment of
state plans and promote the development of socialist modernisation".
115 See Article I of the amended Economic Contract Law.
116 See Edward J. Epstein and Chong Tin Cho, "The Legal Reform ", China Review 1995, The Chinese University Press, 1995,
p 6. 15.

117 For Example Article 17 of the amended Economic Contract Law still requires that contracts must follow the price fixed by
the state. Also see Edward J. Epstein and Chong Tin Cho, "The Legal Reform" , China Review 1995, The Chinese University
Press, 1995, p 6. 15.
118 See Edward J. Epstein and Chong Tin Cho, "The Legal Reform", China Review 1995, p 6. 15.
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many international commercial principles and customs. 119 However, these model
contracts were inadequate for governing economic relationships.120

With the increase of foreign investment, it became necessary to improve the contract
legislation regulating the foreign economic relations. Meanwhile, China also
accumulated sufficient experience in foreign economic activities. In 1985, Foreign

Economic Law was promulgated. Different from the Economic Contract Law which
was initially designed to implement the state plan, the Foreign Economic Contract

Law is mainly based on the principle of freedom of contract under international
practice. 121

Unlike common law countries, the published cases do not have precedential value in
China. Therefore, it is important to understand some basic principles which spiritually
flow through the contract legislation.

The first important principle is the principle of equality and mutual benefit. Both the

Economic Contract Law and the Foreign Economic Contract Law stipulate that
parties must implement this principle in the course of concluding their contracts. 122
Many provisions reflect the spirit of the principle. For example, Article 5 of the 1981

Economic Contract Law stipulates that no party may impose its will on the other
party in the course of concluding a contract. Article 6 of the Economic Contract Law
119 See Henry R. Zheng, China's Civil and Commercial Law, Butterworths, 1988, p 47.
IZO Ibid, pp 47-48.

121 Ibid, p 52.
122 See Article 5of the 1981 Economic Contract Law and Article 3 of the 1985 Foreign Economic Contract Law .
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and Article 16 of the Foreign Economic Contract Law provide that neither party may
of its own accord alter or rescind the contract. Article 20, 21 , and 22 of the Foreign

Economic Contract Law states that a party who breached the contract should
compensate the losses suffered by the other party. If both parties have breached the
contract, each shall bear its respective liability. The party who suffered losses because
of the other party's breach of contract, is obliged to adopt appropriate measures to
prevent such losses from increasing.

The second important principle is the principle of achieving unanimity through
consultations. A contract is formed when parties reach an agreement through
consultation on the principal terms of the contract according to the law. Modification
of the contract terms can also be made when parties reach an agreement by
consultation. 123

The third principle is that a contract is to be made according to Chinese law. This is
one of the preconditions for a valid contract. 124 The Foreign Economic Contract Law
goes further by stating a contract must not contravene the social and public interest. 125

The fourth principle is that of equal value. This principle is explicitly expressed in
Article 5 of the Economic Contract Law. Different from the foregoing three
principles, which are common to common law, the equal value principle is quite

123 See Article 9 and Item 1, Article 27 of the 1981 Economic Contract Law.
124 See Article 4 of the Economic Contract Law and Article 9 of the 1985 Foreign Economic Contract Law.
125 See Article 9 of the 1985 Foreign Economic Contract Law.
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divergent from the common law notion of consideration. In the event of contractual
dispute, inequality of value may be a ground for voiding a contract.1 26

The fifth principle is that principle of following established international practices and
the priority of international treaties. This principle is especially reflected by the

Foreign Economic Contract Law. Article 6 of the law provides: "When an
international treaty that relates to a contract and that the People's Republic of China
has concluded or joined contains provisions that differ from the law of the People's
Republic of China, the provisions of such treaty shall be applied, except for clauses in
respect of which the People's Republic of China has declared a reservation". For
example, the provisions of choice of law illustrate that China follows established
international practices. Except for the contracts relating to equity joint ventures, or
contractual joint ventures, in which Chinese law is mandatory, parties of other foreign
contracts can choose another country's law for settling disputes. 127

To sum up, China does not currently have a unified code on contracts. Contractual
relationships are regulated by a set of laws for specific types of contracts. The

Economic Contract Law and the Foreign Economic Contract Law are the major
legislation regulating economic contract relations. The Civil Code also provides
principles for all kinds of contracts. China has made efforts to show the intention of
removing the economic contract law from the central planning model. However, the

126 See Gao Yongfu , "Economic Contract Laws in China", in Ralph H. Folsom and John H . Minan (ed) Law in the People's
Republic of China, Commentary, Readings and Materials , Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, 1989, p 560.
127 The choice of law is not totally free. The Chinese law applies the "closest connection" rule. Also see Gao Yongfu,
"Economic Contract Laws in China", in Ralph H. Folsom and John H. Minan (ed) Law in the People's Republic <!f'China,
Commentary, Readings and Materials, Marti nus Nijhoff Publishers, 1989, pp 560-561 . The choice of law in here refers to
choice of a substantive law.
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planning system still has its influence on the law. A unified, comprehensive code on
contracts is expected by both Chinese business participants and foreign trade partners.

2.3.6 The Future of Chinese Law

The core of the Chinese economic reform is the reform on enterprises. However,
reform in this section has been very cautious and gradual. With the success in rural
economic reform and the success in making use of foreign investment, now , the
country is feeling sufficiently confident to accelerate the reform on enterprises. The
"big bang" packet long been expected by reformist was promoted by the Fifteenth
Central Committee of the Communist Party of the People's Republic of China
(October 1997). This was the first congress after Deng's death. It could be another
milestone of the Chinese economic reform.

The Committee set the direction of the Chinese economic reform in the next stage.
Restructuring of state owned enterprises has become the key to China's current
economic reform.1 2s

The state owned enterprises made great contributions to the history of the People's
Republic of China. From 1949 to 1957, the economy increased at a rapid rate. During
that time, the state owned enterprises performed well. After 1958, China's economy
faltered. The reasons were various, including prematurely pushing the communes

128 The focu ses of the Congress were to solve the long time problems, mainly, restructuring the state owned enterprises and
controlling corruption.
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movement, 129 stressing the development of heavy industry at the expense of
agriculture, light industry and people's living standards, and the lack of incentives
inherently existing in the system. Several attempts to reform state owned enterprises
were made, but all failed.130

Since 1978, the post-Mao leadership has pursued a reform program aiming at freeing
the enterprises from rigid state control and becoming independent to assume the
responsibilities for profits and losses through market competition. 131

Numerous reforms have been introduced. The reforms were usually carried out in
Special Economic Zones (SEZs) or certain regions for experiment and experience,
and then popularised nationwide. The final goal of the reforms is to establish a market
economic structure including creating a modern enterprise system in which the
enterprises of different forms of ownership are able to compete on equal terms in the
marketplace. 132

129 China promoted communes movement at a stage of low productivity.
130 In 1958, the state decided to hand down 87% of its enterprises to local provinces and municipalities. However, this was
merely a process of shifting central administrative control to local administrative control. As the reform had brought little
economic effect, central control was resumed in 1961. The second reform was undertaken in 1964. The central government
delegated the power of allocating funds and materials for non- industrial projects to the local governments. The power was
returned back to the control government as the result of failure of the reform. In 1970, another reform was launched. Half of the
state owned enterprises were turned over to local governments again. See George C Wang, "Introduction", Economic Reform in
the PRC, in Which China's Economists Make Known What Went Wrong, Why, and What Should Be Done About It, Westview
Press, 1982, pp 1-2.
!3! See Xu Dixin, "China's Modernisation and the Prospects for its Economy", Economic Reform in the PRC in Which China's
Economists Make Known What Went Wrong, Why and What Should Be Done About It, Westview Press, 1982, p 51.

132 See Harry G. Broadman, Meeting the Challenge of Chinese Enterprise Reform, the World Bank, 1995, P xiv.
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The stock company model has been regarded as an essential instrument in introducing
diversified ownerships into the enterprise system and is, therefore, effectively
promoted. 133

The Company Law introduced in 1994 has finally set up a model for the
incorporation of enterprises. 134 Corporation is the direction that Chinese enterprises
should follow. A large number of enterprises are faced with the task of converting
into companies. 135This amounts to a change of ownership. However, the country has
made it clear that the enterprise reform is not aiming at abolishing state ownership,
but bringing competitive mechanisms into the enterprise system. State ownership will
remain as the main part in the country's economic structure as a whole. However,
state control will appear in a different form. As manifested in the Decision of the
Third Plenary Session of the Fourteenth Central Committee of the Communist Party
of the People's Republic of China, "The State will exercise control in the 'backbone'

enterprises and 'pillar' sectors by holding a controlling number of voting shares". 136

133 See the statements pertaining stock system in the Decision of the Third Plenary Session of the Fourteenth Central
Committee of the Communist Party of China.
134 The Company Law provides two types of companies, limited liability companies and stock companies. The enactment of
the Company Law partly because of the failure of other reform mechanism such as factory manager responsibility system.
135 The decision was made in the Fifteenth National Congress of the Communist Party that except a small number of
important enterprises, all state owned enterprises are subject to the reconstruction.
136 See generally the Decision of the Third Session of the Fourteenth National Congress of the Communist Party of China. Also
see Hong Hu, "Actively Promoting the Implementation of Stock System Reform and Company Law", Jing Ji Yan Jiu , Vol. 7
1997, p 5. The issue was raised at very early stage of the economic reform. The former General Secretary of the CPC Zhao
Ziyang stated: "How can we strengthen the capability of state owned enterprises for self-regulation and for taking full
responsibility for their own profits and losses? The road we plan to take involves two things . First, we plan to implement the
separation of the two rights: ownership rights and right to manage, utilise, possess, and dispose of its assets ... At present, the
separation of the two rights is achieved primarily through the managerial responsibility system; that is, the state contracts an
agent to assume responsibility for managing an enterprise. Second, we also plan to introduce a shareholding system, so that
ownership rights in state enterprises will be clearly defined. At present, property rights are not clearly defined. To whom do the
state enterprises belong? To me? Or to him? Or to the Ministry of Finance? Or to the State Planning Commission? It is not clear.
Property rights in state property should be divided into shares that belong to different ministries, localities, companies and
enterprises. That is to say, from now on, enterprise reform will be, first, to implement the separation of the two rights and,
second, to introduce a shareholding system, so that property rights can be clearly defined. In this matter we have been inspired
by the success of the village and township enterprises. In recent years, these rural enterprises have grown rapidly; their economic
vibrancy is the greatest in China" . Also see "A Dialogue with General Secretary Zhao Ziyany", Freidman in China , 1990, pp
130-13 I.
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The legal framework on enterprises in a market economy has been gradually built up
over the past 19 years. However, major tasks of legislation and implementation are
ahead. One can say that the law concerning enterprise reform will be a focus of legal
development.

In the future, the Chinese legal system will continue to be completed and readjusted

to serve and promote the market economy. This legal system needs to borrow more
ideas from other legal systems. 137 The legal institutions will be enhanced and
increased. With the increasing degree of interdependence with other countries, the
Chinese legal system will grow close to international convention and practice.

2.4 CONCLUSION

It is a common phenomenon that an investor planning to invest in a foreign country
will not be familiar with the technical issues of local law. In the case of investing in
China, there are more concerns, some times, even fears. The fears are caused by the
lack of understanding of a different culture and a different social and legal system at a
different and complex stage of development.

China's new leadership firmly believes that only with a formalised legal
infrastructure, can they create an economic and social environment for achieving the

137 See Li Tieying, "Questions concerning the Establishment of the Legal System of Socialist Market Economy" , Qiu Shi Za
Zhi, Vol. 11, 1997, p 15.
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goals of modernising China and economically upgrade China to the standard of a
developed country. To create an advantageous legal environment for a market
economy and for foreign investors, as pledged by China, has been and will continue
to be a long term priority of China's social reform and development. This may have
convinced the outside world that, in future, the legal environment for foreign
investment and trade in China is promising.

To an individual investor, it is crucial to understand the legal environment in which
he or she is to make investment. Apart from the expectation of profit, an investor also
needs confidence and a sense of security. One of the concerns of the potential
Australian corporate investor, is the security of investing in China. It is reasonable to
question whether it is safe to invest in a country that used to promote public
ownership. It is important to ascertain whether there is a law recognising foreign
ownership. It is necessary to see how far the legal system can protect its investment
activities.

With a better understanding of the Chinese legal system, its past and present, and its
direction of development, the potential Australian investor will be more assured in
setting up a business in China. Other concerns will be some technical issues. For
instance, which business vehicle should be chosen? What are the advantages and
disadvantages, in relation to taxation, management, and accessing the domestic
market, of different business vehicles? In which way can the capital invested and the
business profits be repatriated and remitted back to Australia or to a third country?
The following chapters will investigate these issues.
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CHAPTER3

THE PROTECTION OF
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

The concept of protecting intellectual property did not have its root deep in traditional
Chinese culture. 138 Even though the practices such as patents, trademarks and
copyright can be traced back to ancient times, 139 the Chinese have just begun to treat
the issue of protecting intellectual property seriously. The pragmatic needs of
attracting advanced foreign technology and developing the legal system to the
international standard have been the paramount motivations for legal development in
this area. 140 Since the potential Australian investor is proposing to contribute its

138 Until 1981 , the statements that technological products should be regarded as the common heritage of mankind could still be
found in China. See Chen Jianfu, "China: Constitutional Changes and Legal Developments", in Alice E-S and Conita S C
Leung, Greater China: Law, Society and Trade, The Law Book Company Limited, 1995, p 178.
139 The practice of trademarks appeared about 800 years ago but no records showing any particular legal protection existed at
that time. The first recorded case dealing with infringement of trademarks happened in 1736. A cloth manufacturer was
punished for selling his goods under another's trademark by a court in Suzhou, Jiangsu province. The decision was engraved on
a stone slate. The debate on protection of patent occurred about 2300 years ago. The practice of protecting copyright started in
I 068 when the emperor of the Song Dynasty forbade the reproduction of the "Nine Books" without authorisation. See Zheng
Chengsi and Pendleton, Michael D, Chinese Intelle ctual Property and Technology Transfer Law, Sweet & Maxwell, 1987, pp
21 & 51. Also see Guiguo Wang, Business Law of China, Cases, Texts and Commentary, Butterworths Asia, 1993, p 462.
140 See Xiao Fangyang, "The Starting Points of Improving Legal Environment for Foreign Investment", Law and Practice,
Harbin Law Study Institution, February 1994, pp 4-47. Also see Li Zhuongxiang, "Positively Making Use of Foreign
Investment, Speeding Our Country's Socialist Modernisation" , Journal of Hangzhou University, Vol. 23, No . 4, December
1993 , pp 45-47.
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technology as part of investment for the potential business operated m China, an
understanding of Chinese intellectual property law is indispensable.

In the 1979 Agreement on Trade Relations between China and USA, China agreed to
provide facilities equivalent to those in USA to ensure the protection of patents,
trademarks, and copyrights of the United States. Subsequently, a series of relevant
statutes has been enacted. The laws have been improved consistently. Besides the
domestic legislation, China has acceded to some international conventions regarding
intellectual property, such as the Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial

Property, the Nice Arrangement Concerning the International Classification of
Goods and Services for Registration of Marks, the Madrid Agreement for the
International Registration of Marks, the Berne Convention for the Protection of
Literary and Artistic Works, the Universal Copyright Convention, and the Geneva
Phonograms Convention. All the signs indicate that there is little possibility that
China might become a "haven of piracy". 14 1

3.1 TRADEMARK LAW

Since the promulgation of the 1983 Trademark Law, China has made great
development on trademark legislation. The 1983 Trademark Law did not provide any
protection for service marks and brand. There was no permission for making a
14 1 See Ralph H . Folsom and John .H. Minan, "Licensing and Intellectual Property Law", in Ralph H. Folsom and John.H.
Minan (ed), Law in the People's Republic <!{China, Commenta ,y , Readings and Materials, Martinus Nij hoff Publishers, 1989,
p 792. It states: "... China is not likely to become a haven of piracy in Asia. The Chinese approach to licensing and intellectual
property is considerably more pri ncipled than that presently followed in South Korea or Taiwan, two centres of patent,
trademark and copyright piracy."
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defensive registration of a trademark, neither was the pem11ss1on for registering a
well-known trademark.142

The 1993 amendment of the trademark law has brought service marks in to the scope
of protection. 143 The new law puts emphasis on sanctions against infringing acts and
clarifies different penalties for different infringing conducts. 144 An infringer of a
trademark may attract both criminal and civil liabilities. 145

The trademark legislation was developed further. In 1996, preparatory to delivering
China's commitments to the Paris Convention and joining the World Trade
Organisation, the State Administration for Industry and Commerce issued the

Recognition and Administration of Well-Known Trademarks Tentative Provisions.
According to the new legislation, trademarks with a relatively high reputation in the
market and known to the relevant public will enjoy substantial protection in opposing
and cancelling the actions of registering or using identical or similar trademarks on
dissimilar goods. 146 A well-known trademark also enjoys a right to prevent other
parties from using their marks in their company names and registered trade names . 147

142 lbid.
143 See paragraph 2, Article 4 of the 1993 Trademark Law of the People's Republic of China.
144 See Article 38, 39, and 40 of the 1993 Trademark Law of the People's Republic of China.
145 See Article 40 of the 1993 Trademark Law of the People's Republic of China provides that a party passes off a registered
trademark of another person, counterfeits, or makes or sell representations of a registered trademark of another person without
authority, or sell goods with the knowledge that the goods bear a counterfeited registered trademark, shall "be prosecuted,
according to law, for the criminal liabilities in addition to the compensation for the damages suffered by the infringes".
146 See Article 8and Article 9 of the Regulation and Administration of Well-Known Trademnrks Tentative Provisions. Also
see Joseph Simone, "Bold Well-Known Trademarks Provisions Still Leave Key Issues Unclear" , China Law & Practice, Asia
Law & Practice Ltd, November 1996, p 25.
147 See Article

IO of the

1996 Regulation and Administration of Well-Known Trademarks Tentative Provisions.
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The important principles of the Chinese trademark law are:

(1) The law only protects registered trademarks. The law does not define trademark.

There used to be a definition in the 1991 sixth draft revision. In that draft, a trademark
was defined as "a distinctive symbol composed of one or more words, a design or a
combination of words and designs that is used for goods or services to distinguish the
source of the goods or the supplier of the services" . 148 However such a mark is not
protected by Chinese law before it is approved and registered by the Trademark
Office. This may be the reason that such a definition was omitted in the 1993

Trademark Law. Upon registration, a trademark registrant enjoys an exclusive right to
use the trademark.149

To be registrable, the words, designs, or their combination, used as trademarks, must
be distinctive so as to be distinguishable. 150 The law excludes some words or designs
to be registered as trademarks on the ground that they are not distinctive, therefore not
registrable. For example, those identical with or similar to the State name, national
flag, national emblem, military flag, or decorations, of China or of foreign countries;
those identical with or similar to the flags, emblems, names, or symbols, of
international governmental organisations, Red Cross or Red Crescent; those relating
to generic names or designs of goods, or direct reference to the quality, main raw

148 See Article 2 of the Trademark Law of the People's Republic (Jf China (Sixth Draft Revision, 1991).
149 See Article 3 of the 1993 Trademark Law of the People's Republic of China.
lSO See Article 7 of the

1993 Trademark Law <~{the People's Republic <if China.
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materials, function, weight, quantity or other features of the goods in respect of which
the trademark is used, etc . ISi

Once a trademark is registered, it carries the indication of "Registered Trademark" or
the symbol ® indicating that it has been registered.

(2) The First-to-file principle. This means that the trademark rights and protection
will be given to the applicant who first filed and registered a trademark. 152 There is no
other protection system for trademark right equivalent to Common Law protection,
which protects a trade name or mark on the basis that there is the establishment of an
exclusive reputation of the owner in the name or mark in relation to the business or
goods or services concerned. 153 Proof of ownership or prior use is not required when
applying for the registration of a trademark. 154 There were cases where some
trademarks were filed first by someone else rather than the user(s), the user(s) of the
trademarks had to buy back the trademarks or initiate opposition proceedings. 155

ISi See Article 8 of the 1993 Trademark Law of the People's Republic of China.
152 See Article 18 of the 1993 Trademark Law of the People's Republic of China, which states: "Where two or more applicants
apply for the registration of identical or similar trademarks for the same or similar goods, the preliminary approval , after
examination, and the publication shall be made for the trademark which was first filed. Where applications are filed on the same
day, the preliminary approval , after examination, and the publication shall be made for the trademark which was the earliest
used, and the applications of the others shall be refused and their trademarks shall not be published" .
153 This refers to the protection of the law of passing off.
154 See Laurence J. Brahm, Intellectual Property Law in the People's Republic of China, p 8.
!55 See Ralph H. Folsom and John H. Minan, "Licensing and Intellectual Property Law", Law in the People 's Republic of
China, Commentary, Readings and Materials, p 789.
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(3) A registration can be revoked if a trademark owner does not use the trademark for
three years. 156 The revocation may also be caused by unilateral alteration and
assignment of a registered trademark, or changing of registered matters. 157

(4) For some goods such as pharmaceutical items for human consumption and
tobacco products, registration of a trademark is compulsory. If no trademark
registration has been granted such goods cannot be sold on the market. 158

(5) A foreigner or a foreign enterprise intending to apply for the registration of a
trademark in China should file an application according to any agreement concluded
between China and the country to which the applicant belongs, or according to the
international treaty to which both countries are parties, or on the basis of the principle
of reciprocity. 159

In 1996, China promulgated Foreign Trade Provisions which extends the Trademark
Law to foreign trade operators. Foreign trade operators are encouraged to register

trademarks, and to enter into trademark licensing contracts. 160 They are required to
comply with the terms of the relevant trademark licensing contracts strictly if they are

156 See Article 30 of the 1993 Trademark Law of the People's Republic of China.
157 Ibid.

158 See Article 5 of the 1993 Trademark Law of the People 's Republic of China. Also see Article 7 of the 1988 Detailed Rules
and Regulations for the Implementation of the Trademark Law of the People's Republic of China.
159 See Article 9 of the 1993 Trademark Law of the People's Republic of China.
160 See Mary-Louise Donnan and Mallesons Stephen Jaques, "Administration of Trademarks in Foreign Trade Provisions" ,
China Law & Practice, Asia Law & Practice, February 1996, p 33.
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licensees. 161 The promulgation of the Foreign Trade Provision, together with the
enactment of other new supplementary regulations concerning trademarks 162 and the

Customs Protection of Intellectual Property Regulations are seen as China's new
steps of tightening its legislation and becoming tougher towards those infringers.163

3.2 PATENT LAW

The 1984 Patent Law of the People's Republic of China ended the traditional reward
system of encouraging invention by recognising the proprietary interest of
inventors. 164 In the following year, the Implementing Regulations of Patent Law of
the People's Republic of China were promulgated. Significant amendments were
made in 1993, as a result of the conclusion of the Memorandum of Understanding on

Intellectual Property Protection between China and the United States. 165 The
amendments bring the Patent Law closer to the international standards.

161

Ibid.

162 For example, MOFTEC (Ministry of Foreign Trade and Economic Co-operation) and SAIC (State Administration for
Industry and Commerce), Administration of Trademarks in Foreign Trade Provisions (1995) .

163 See Mary-Louise Donnan and Mallesons Stephen Jaques, "Administration of Trademarks in Foreign Trade Provisions",
China Law & Practice, Asia Law & Practice, February 1996, p 33.
164 See Ralph H. Folsom and John H. Minan, "Licensing and Intellectual Property Law", in Ralph H. Folsom and John H.
Minan (ed), Law in the People's Republic of China, Commenta,y, Readings, and Materials, Martin us Nijhoff Publishers, I 989,
p 798.

165 See Charies D . Paglee, "Intellectual Property Law in China" , http://www.qis.net/chinalaw/intell .htrn.
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The law protects patent rights for inventions-creations, to encourage inventionscreations and promote the development of science and technology. 166 The term
"inventions-creations" is defined in Article 2 of the 1993 Patent Law as inventions,
utility models and designs.

Inventions include any new technical solution relating to a product, process or
improvement upon either of these. 167 Utility models refer to any new technical
solution in respect to the shape and/or structure of a product fit for practical use. 168 A
design means any new design of a product's shape, pattern, colour or combination
thereof which creates an aesthetic feeling while also being fit for industrial
application.169 There are different requirements for being granted patent rights and
different contents of the rights for each of those types of intellectual property.

To be patentable, inventions-creations must pass the tests of novelty, inventiveness
and practical applicability, 170 whereas designs for which patent right may be granted
must not be identical with or similar to any design which, before the date of filing,
has been publicly disclosed in publications in the country or abroad or has been
publicly used in the country.
166 See Article I of the 1994 Patent Law of the People 's Republic of China .
167 See Article 2 of the 1985 Detailed Rules and Regulations for the Implementation of the Patent Law of the People's
Republic of China.

168 Ibid.
169 Ibid.
170 See Article 22 of the 1993 Patent Law of the People 's Republic of China. Novelty means that, before the date of filing, no
identical invention or utility model has been publicly disclosed in publications in the country, nor has any other person filed
previously with the Patent Office an application which described the identical invention of utility model and was published after
the said date of filing. Inventiveness means that, as compared with the technology existing before the date of filing, the
invention has prominent substantive features and represents a notable progress and that the utility model has substantive
features and represents progress. Practical applicabi lity means that the invention or utility model can be made or used and can
produce effective results.
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Certain classifications of products and inventions, including scientific discoveries,
rules and methods of intellectual activity, methods of diagnosing and treating
diseases, animal and plant varieties , and substances obtained through methods of
nuclear transformation, are exempt from the protection of patent rights .

The Patent Law adopts the first-to-file principle. If two or more applicants file
competing patent claims for an identical invention-creation, the patent right will be
granted to the one who first filed the application. 171 This means actual use is not
considered.

This general rule is subject to certain exceptions. If an applicant who submits a patent
application in China for an invention or utility model within 12 months from the date
of first submission of a patent application in a foreign country for the same subject
matter, or for a design within 6 months from the date of first submission of a patent
application in a foreign country for the same subject matter, the applicant's priority
will be based on an agreement entered into by and between such foreign country and
China, or an international treaty to which both countries have acceded, or the
principle of mutual recognition of the right of priority. 172

Once an invention or utility model has been granted a patent, it will enjoy absolute
protection. Any exploitation of the patent, without the authorisation of the patentee,

171 See Article 9 of the 1993 Patent Law of the People 's Republic of China.
172 See Article 29 of the 1993 Pa tent La w 1fthe People's Republic of'China.
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will constitute an infringement act. 173 The patentee or any interested party has a right
to request the administrative authority for patent affairs to handle the matter or to
directly institute legal proceedings in the People's Courts.174

Administrative authorities can order the infringer to stop the infringing act and to
compensate for the damages. 175 A person will be prosecuted for criminal liability, if
his or her conduct constitutes a serious infringement. 176

It is noteworthy that under the Chinese Patent Law, if a patent is not used in three
years, compulsory licensing may occur. 177 The person who was granted a compulsory
licence of a patent is obliged to pay a reasonable exploitation fee to the patentee.

The Chinese patent law has many similarities to the European patent system. 178 It was
said that, at the time of drafting this law, the Chinese government sent delegations to

173 The fo ll owing acts are not deemed as infringement: (a) where, after the sale of a patented product that was made by the
patentee or with the authorisation of the patentee, any other person uses or sells that product; (b) where any person uses or sell s
a patented product not knowing that it was made and sold without the authorisation of the patentee; (c) where, before the date of
filing of the application for patent, any person who !ms already made the same product, used the same process, or made
necessary preparations for its marketing or using, continues to make or use it within the original scope only; (d) where any
foreign means of transport which temporarily passes through the territory, territorial waters or territorial airspace of China uses
the patent concerned, in accordance with any agreement concluded between the country to which the foreign means of transport
belongs and China, or in accordance with any international treaty to which both countries are party, or on the basis of the
principle of reciprocity, for its own needs in its devices and installations; (e) where any person uses the patent concerned solely
for the purpose of scientific research and experimentation.
174 See Article 60 of the 1993 Patent Law of the People 's Republic of China .
175 See Article 60 of the 1993 Patent Law of the People 's Republic of China stipulates: "...The administrative aud1ority for
patent affairs handling the matter shal l have the power to order the infringer to stop the infringing act and to compensate for the
damage".
176 See Article 63 of the 1993 Patent Law of the People's Republic of China states: Where any person passes off the patent of
another person, if "the circumstances are serious, any person directly responsible shall be prosecuted for his criminal liability,
by applying mutatis mutandis article 127 of the Criminal Law".
177 See Article 51 of the Patent Law stipulates that if an entity possessing the conditions for working an invention or utility
model has made a request on reasonable terms to the patentee of such invention or utility model for a licence to work its patent
and has been unable to obtain such licence within a reasonable period of time, the Patent Office may, based on an application
from such unit, grant a compulsory licence to work such an invention patent or utility model patent.
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West Germany and other western countries, as well as some international
organisations to study legislative experience of intellectual property. 179 The Chinese
patent law evidently reflects European influence. For example, both systems require
novelty, inventiveness and industrial application as a premise of a patentable
invention. Both systems adopt the temporary protection and priority principles.180 In
terms of temporary protection, the Chinese patent law goes further. Article 24
provides that an invention-creation, for which a patent is applied for, does not lose its
novelty if, within 6 months before the date of filing, it was first made public at a
prescribed academic or technological meeting. 181 Both systems adopt the first to file
principle instead of first to invent principle practised in the countries such as USA,
Canada, etc. 182

However, the Chinese patent law has some of its own characteristics which are quite
different from the European system and the practices in other western countries. For
instance, instead of having separate laws to protect invention, utility models, and
designs, Chinese patent law protects them all together. 183

178 The term "European patent system" mainly refers to the system of European Patent Convention (EPC), and the Community
Paten Convention (CPC). See Zheng Chengsi and Michael D. Pendleton, Chinese Intellectual Property and Technology
Transfer law, Sweet & Maxwell, 1987, p 56.
179 See Wang Guiguo, Economic Legal Reforms, China Review 1993, The Chinese University Press, 1993, p 7.20.
180 See Zheng Chengsi and Michael D. Pendleton, Chinese Intellectiial Property and Technology Transfer Law, Sweet &
Maxwell, 1987, p 57.
181 EPC only grants temporary protection in cases of international exhibition. It requires any international exhibition must fall
in the definition provided in Convention on International Exhibitions (Paris, 1928). See Zheng Chengsi and Michael D.
Pendleton, Chinese Intellectual Property and Technology Tran~fer Law, Sweet & Maxwell, 1987, p 57.
182 See Zheng Chengsi and Michael D. Pendleton, Chinese Intellectual Property and Technology Transfer Law, Sweet &
Maxwell , 1987, p 57.
183 EPC and CPC only concern invention patents. Many western countries have separate laws to protect them. For example,
Germany has separate law protect utility models. France includes the protection of invention and utility models in a same law,
but does not include designs in that law. Australia has specific law protecting designs. Also see Zheng Chengsi and Michael D.
Pendleton, Chinese Intellectual Property and Technology Transfer Law, Sweet & Maxwell, 1987, p 60.
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Since the promulgation of the Patent Law, foreigners and Chinese nationals have been
eager to use the protection. Only from the enactment of the law in April 1985 to
August 1987, 50,000 patent applications were filed, a quarter of them were filed by
foreigners. 184

3.3 COPYRIGHT LAW AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE
PROTECTION
The Chinese Copyright Law took a long time under consideration. Before the specific
law on copyrights was enacted, the recognition of the right of authorship of citizens
could be found in the 1986 Civil Code of the People's Republic of China. 185

Following the first specific legislation on copyright protection in 1990, significant
improvements have been made. The Copyright Law Implementing Regulations and
the Computer Software Protection Regulations were promulgated in 1991. The
Computer Software Registration Procedures and the Implementations of International
Copyright Treaties Provisions were enacted in the following year.

Under Chinese law, copyright includes the right of publication, the right to
attribution, the right to revise, the right to protect the integrity of one's work, and the
right to use one's work and to receive remuneration. 186
184 See Ralph H. Folsom and Hohn H. Minan, "Licensing and Intellectual Property Law", in Ralph H. Folsom and Hohn H.
Minan (ed), Law in the People's Republic of China, Commentary, Readings and Materials, Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, 1989,
p 787.
185 See Article 94 and Article 11 8 of the I 986 Civil Code of the People's Republic of China.

According to Article 11 of the Copyright Law, copyright is vested in the author. An
author is defined as a citizen who creates the work. 187 Where the creation of a work is
sponsored by a juristic person or a non-juristic person work unit and represents the
will of the juristic person or the non-juristic person work unit, and the responsibility
for the work is borne by the juristic person or the non-juristic person work unit, the
juristic person or the non-juristic person work unit is deemed to be the author. 188

Usually, the citizen, the juristic person, or the non-juristic person work unit that
affixes its name on a work 1s the author of the work, unless there is contrary
evidence. 189

The law does not require the registration for copyright subject matter. The duration of
an author's right to attribute, right to revise and right to protect the integrity of his
work is perpetual. 190 The right to publish, right to use and right to receive
remuneration is protected during the lifetime of the author and extends 50 years after
the author's death. In the case where copyright is held by a juristic person or a nonjuristic person work unit, the duration of protection is 50 years.

186 See Article 9 of the 1990 Copyright Law of the People's Republic of China.
187 See Article 11 of the 1990 Copyright Law of the People's Republic of China.
188 See Article 9 of the 1990 Copyright Law of the People 's Republic of China. Also see Paragraph 3, Article I I of the 1990
Copyright Law of the People's Republic of China .
189 See paragraph 4, Article 11 of the 1990 Copyright Law l!f" the People 's Republic of China.
190 See Article 20 of the 1990 Copyright Law 1if the People's Republic of China.
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The law extends to protect the works of foreign persons that are first published in
China. 191 Works that foreign persons publish outside China will be protected on the
basis of the agreements between their countries and China or the international treaties
acceded to by both their country and China.

However, the law fails to address whether unpublished foreign works will en3oy
protection under bilateral agreements or international treaties. 192 While Article 2 of
the Copyright Law says that works of Chinese citizens are protected by the law
regardless of whether they are published or not, there is no indication that
unpublished foreign works will be protected by the law. Such ambiguity may result in
the violation of the provisions of the Universal Copyright Convention and the Berne

Convention. 193

Even though there are ambiguities, the copyright legislation is moving towards
conformity with the Berne Convention.

For example, the

Copyright Law

Implementing Regulations extends the protection to both two and three dimensional
architectural works. 194 The regulation also narrows the fair use exclusions and
restricts unauthorised translations and their distribution to works originally published
in Chinese. 195

191 The definition for "first publication" of foreign works is derived from the Berne Convention, which refers to publication
within 30 days of publication in any other jurisdiction.
192 See Joseph Simone, Editor's Notes in China Law & Practice, Asia Law & Practice, Vol. 6 CLP, July 15, 199 1, p 40.
193 Ibid.
194 See Item vii, Article 4 of the Copyright Law Imple menting Regulations of the People's Republic of China . Also see Joseph
Simone, Editor's Notes in China Law & Practice, Asia Law & Practice, Vol. V, 6 CLP, July 15, 1991 , p 43.
195 Article 22 of the Copyril{ht Law provides fair use situations. It permits a work to be used without a li cence from, and
without payment of remuneration to, the copyright owner. The situations include use of a previously published work where
such use is for the purpose of individual study, research or enjoyment; appropriately quoting in a work from a previously
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Following the entry into effect of the Copyright Law and the Copyright Law
Implementing Regulations, the Computer Software Protection Regulations were

promulgated in June of I 991.

Before the statutory protection became available, the only way to protect software
was through the use of a contract. 196 A foreign seller usually incorporated provisions
regarding protection of ownership right in software in the contract. Once illegal use
occurred, the seller may bring the dispute to the administrative authorities or the
People's Courts.

The specific legislation on computer software brings another ground for the
protection of computer software.

Under Chinese law, computer software includes computer programs and their related
documentation. 197 The owners of copyrights in computer software have the rights of

published work, where such quotation is used to introduce or review such work or to explain a certain problem; translation of a
work already published in the language of the Han ethnic group into the language of a domestic minority ethnic group, and
publication and distribution within China of such translation, etc. Article 27 of the Copyright Law Implementing Regulations
limits the 1ights by stipulating that appropriate quotation from another's previously published work must satisfy certain
conditions such as the quotation may not constitute the main or a substantial part of the work of the person using the quotation.
Article 31 of the Copyright law Implementing Regulations restricts the translation of a work into the language of a domestic
minority ethnic group by saying it only applies to works that were originally published in the language of the Han ethnic
group . Also see Joseph Simone, China law & Practice, Asia Law & Practice, Vol. V, 6 CLP, July 15, 1991, p 43.
196 See Laurence J. Brahm, Intellectual Property law in the People's Republic of China , Longman Group, 1988, p 85.
197 "Computer program" refers to a coded instruction sequence, or a symbolic instruction sequence automatically convertible to
a coded instruction sequence that can be executed by a device capable of processing information, such as a computer and other
such devices , where the purpose of such sequence is to achieve a certain result. It includes source code programs and object
code programs. The source text and object text of the same program are regarded as the same work. "Documentation" refers to
written information and diagrams written in natural or formal language used to describe the contents, composition, design,
function specifications, development details , test results and method of use of a program, such as program design explanation,
flow diagrams and users' manuals. See Item I & 2, Article 3 of the Computer Software Protection Regulations.
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publication,

attribution

as

developers,

exploitation,

licensing

and receiving

remuneration, and assigning.

Any infringement of computer software copyrights 198 will result in sanctions
including ceasing of the infringement, eliminating the effects, requiring a public
apology, and paying damages, depending on the circumstances. The state software
copyright administration department may also impose sanctions such as confiscation
of the unlawful income and fines.199

3.4 PROTECTION OF TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER

Technology transfer means selling or purchasing a patent right, a trademark, a
copyright, utility model or non-patented know-how or process. 200 It may take the form
of direct sale or purchase, or may be in an indirect manner such as investment or
technological cooperation. 20 1

For encouragmg technology licensing, China has launched a range of laws and
regulations. Up to now, there is still a dual system governing technology transfer. The

198 Any of the following acts constitute infringement of computer software copyrights: (a) unauthorised revision, translation
and annotation of software; (b) unauthorised copying of software in whole or in part; (c) distributing or "revealing" software to
the public. See Article 30 of the 1991 Computer Software Protection Regulations.
199 See Article 30 of the 1991 Computer Software Protection Regulations.
200 See Guiguo Wang, Business Law of China, Cases, Texts and Commentary, Butterworths Asia,

20l Ibid.
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1993, p 496.

laws governing technology transfer between domestic parties 202 are separate from the
laws governing technology transfer between foreign parties and domestic parties.
Important legislation governing technology transfers involving foreign interests
includes: the 1984 Technology Import Regulations of the Shezen Special Economic
Zone; the 1985 Interim Technology Transfer Regulations; the 1985 Regulations for
the Administration of Technology Import Contracts (RATIC); the 1985 Measures for
the Examination and Approval of Technology Import Contracts (MEATIC); the 1988
Rules for the Implementation of the Regulations for the Administration of Technology
Import Contracts (RITATIC), the 1988 Detailed Implementing Rules for the
Regulations

Concerning

Administration

of

Technology

Import

Contracts

(DIRRCATIC). In addition, the Foreign Economic Contract Law also governs
technology transfer transactions.

Where the technology transfer is part of a contribution to a joint venture by a foreign
party, the provisions of technology transfer in the law governing joint ventures would
also apply.

The main features of Chinese law regarding technology transfers involving foreign
interests are: Firstly, the law requires that the technology transferred to a Chinese
party must be "advanced and appropriate" and meet certain criteria such as: (a) being
able to develop and produce new products; (b) being able to raise the quality and
performance of products, lower production costs and conserve energy or materials; (c)
furthering the full utilisation of this country's natural resources; (d) being able to

20 2 Technology transfer between domestic parties includes the situation where the transfer between Chinese domestic parties,
between Chinese foreign investment enterprises (including joint ventures and wholly foreign owned enterprises), and between
Chinese foreign investment enterprises and domestic parties.
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expand product exports and mcrease foreign exchange revenue; (e) furthering
environmental protection; (f) furthering safety in production; (g) furthering the
improvement of management and administration; (h) assisting in raising the level of
science and technology.203

Where the technology is contributed as investment by a foreign venturer, the
technology must satisfy one of the following conditions: (a) it is capable of producing
new products urgently needed in China, or products suitable for export; (b) it can
markedly improve the performance and quality of existing products and raise
productivity; (c) it can markedly conserve raw or processed materials, fuel or
power.204

Second, a foreign licensor needs to understand that Chinese law, in most cases, makes
a licence contract an instalment sale by prohibiting restriction of the licensee's
continued use of the technology after expiration of the contract. 205 Both RATIC and
RIRATIC have provided that without approval by the examination and approval
authority, a contract may not have provisions that prohibit the recipient from
continuing to use the technology after the expiration of the contract. If at the time a
contract expires 206 , a patent involved in the imported technology has not expired, the

203 The technology imported must satisfy at least one of the requirements. See Article 3of RA TIC.
20 4 See Article 28, RJJVL.
205 See Jerome Alan Cohen and David G. Pierce, "Legal Aspects of Licensing Technology", in Ralph H. Folsom and John H.
Minan (ea), Law in the People's Republic of China, Commentary, Readings and Materials, Martin us Nihhoff Publishers, 1989,
p 815 .

206 Usually, the duration of a technology transfer contract should correspond to the time that is adequate for the recipient to
master the technology being imported. Without special approval of the examination and approval authority, the duration of a
contract may not exceed l 0 years.
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matters will be handled according to the relevant provisions of the Patent Law of the
People's Republic of China .201

RIJVL also provides that, generally, the terms of a technology transfer agreement
should not exceed 10 years and the technology importing party will have the right to
continue to use the technology after the expiration of the contract. 208 This provision
applies where a joint venture acquires of necessary technology by means of
technology transfer from a third party or from one of the joint ventures, rather than
where the technology transfer occurs as part of contribution from a foreign
venturer. 209

Third, Chinese law limits the restrictions on the recipient's exportation of product. A
foreign technology supplier would not like to give authority to export the product
completed by using the technology in its own market, to the technology recipients,
and is keen to seek a prohibition clause restricting the recipient to export the goods to
the region in which the products are already marketed. However, Chinese law
provides that, without approval by the examination and approval authority, a contract
may not contain provisions with restrictions on the export of the products produced
by the recipient using the imported technology.210

207 See section 8, Article 9 of RA TIC and Article 15 of RIRATIC.
208 See Article 46 of RIJVL.
209 See Article 43 of RIJVL.
2 IO See item 7, Article 9 of RA TIC and Article 14 ofRIRATIC.
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Item 2, Article 46 of RIJVL also states that unless otherwise agreed by the parties, the
party exporting the technology may not place any territorial, volume or price
limitations on the products exported by the technology importing party.

Exceptions to this rule only apply for countries and regions, in which the supplier has
already concluded exclusive licensing contracts, or, in countries and regions in which
the supplier has concluded sole agency contracts. 2 11

The law also prohibits a supplier compelling the recipient to accept unreasonable
requirements of a restrictive nature by stipulating provisions of a restrictive nature in
a contract, without special approval of the examination and approval authority. 212

Fourth, Chinese law imposes the duty of training the recipient's personnel of a
technology supplier. A supplier may provide the training either within China or in the
home country of the supplier. The expenses of the related personnel incurred during
the training fall on the supplier in return for the reciprocal assistance in domestic
travel and accommodation arrangements for the supplier's personnel.2 13

2 11 See Article 14 of RIRA TIC.
212 Such requirements of a restrictive nature include: Requirements that the recipient accept supplemental conditions unrelated
to the import of the technology, including the purchase of unnecessary technology, technical services, raw materials, equipment
or products; restriction of the recipient's freedom to choose to purchase raw materials, spare parts or equipment from different
sources; Restrictions on the recipient's development and improvement of the imported technology; restrictions on the recipient's
acquisition from other sources of technology similar to that imported or technology of the same type that is competitive with it;
Unequal conditions for the parties' exchange of technical improvements ; Restrictions on the volume, varieties or sales prices of
the products produced by the recipient using the imported technology; Requirements that the recipient pay remuneration for or
undertake obligations with respect to patents that are not useable or have become invalid. See Article 14 of RIRA TIC.
213 See Jerome Alan Cohen and David G. Pierce, "Legal Aspects of Licensing Technology", in Ralph folsom and Hohn H.
Mi nan (eel), Law in the People's Republic of' China, Commentary, Readings and Materials, Martin us Nijhoff Publishers, 1989,
p 816.
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Fifth, Chinese law requires a supplier to guarantee that it is the lawful owner of the
technology being provided, and guarantee that the technology being provided is
complete, free of error and effective and can achieve the objectives stipulated in the
contract. It should also guarantee that the delivery time of technical documents
complies with the requirements for the planned schedule of the recipient's project.214

Sixth, Chinese law provides protection for confidentiality of the technology
transferred. A technology transfer contract should set up provisions about the
definition, scope, and time of confidentiality. The recipient undertakes the obligation
to maintain the confidentiality of the proprietary technology and relevant technical
materials being provided or granted by the supplier, in accordance with the scope and
time period agreed upon in the contract.

Generally, the confidentiality period will not exceed the effective term of the contact.
If, for special reasons, the confidentiality period needs to exceed the effective term of

the contract, it needs to be specified in the contract. 215

If the confidentiality obligation is breached, the technology supplier has a right to

claim economic compensation, as well as a right to withdraw all proprietary
information and a right to terminate the license contract.

At the beginning of the period of economic reform, China made numerous foreign
technology transfer deeds. From 1983 to 1985, China imported 3,900 items of
21 4 See Article 11 of RIRA TIC.
215 See Article 13 of RIRATIC.
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technology worth US$3.6 billion. 216 The technology imported was mainly used to
improve the consumer goods industry. Since the late 1980s, China has begun to
export technology to other countries. From 1986 to 1991, China exported 50 items of
technology for about US$450 rnillion.211

3.5 CONCLUSIONS

As mentioned before, the potential Australian corporate investor who possesses a
high-tech invention, plans to transfer technology to the proposed cooperative business
venture for royalties or as part of a promised contribution. It is also expecting all or
part of the products of the technology to be sold in the Chinese domestic market, if an
active business alliance is established in China. It is very important that the Chinese
legal system can provide proper protection for foreign technology investors and
transferors.

To modernise the country and build up a market economy, China needs to advance its
technology and become internationally competitive. Directly importing foreign
advanced technology is a shortcut to this goal. A sound legal framework for
intellectual property protection is crucial for attracting foreign technology investors
and transferors. It is clear that China has been willing to make efforts to establish a
adequate regulations of intellectual property.

216 See Guo, "Technology Transfer", Chinese Foreign Economic Law: Analysis and Commentary , In Guiguo Wang, Business
Law of China, Cases, Texts and Commentwy, Butterworths Asia, p 508.

217 Ibid, p 4.
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Undoubtedly, technology transfer would not be possible without the adoption of
patent law, trademark law and copyright law. In cases where the owner of the
technology wants to keep the secret from the patent application process or the
technology concerned may not qualify for patent protection according to the law21s,
the protection of the technology as know-how or confidential information will remain
the subject of the protective clauses of the technology contracts. 219

At the time of drafting of the trademark laws, patent laws and copyright laws, the
Chinese legislators studied the experience of some western countries and some
international organisations and received help from their experts. As a result, the
Chinese intellectual laws are very close to international standard. They have not been
subject to much criticism.

The law also provides protection for know-how and confidential information. Article
7 of RATIC stipulates: "The recipient shall undertake the obligation to keep
confidential, in accordance with the scope and duration agreed upon by both parties,
the technical secrets contained in the technology provided by the supplier, which has
not been publicised". Similar provisions can be found in RITA TIC. 220 In practice, the
policy of protecting know-how technology has been strictly followed. 221

218 See Article 25 of the Patent Law provides the requirements for applying patent protection.

21 9 See Guo, "Technology Transfer", Chinese Foreign Economic Law: Analysis and Commentary, In Guiguo Wang, Business
Law of China, Cases, Texts and Commentary, Butterworths Asia, p 508.
220 See Article 13 of RITA TIC. It states "The recipient shall undertake obligations of secrecy for technical know-how and
relevant information provided or imported by the supplier in accordance with the mutually agreed range and time limits of the
contract. The duration of secrecy shall not generall y exceed the validity of the contract. If it needs to exceed that duration due to
special conditions, specifi c terms must be stipu lated in the contract and made clear when applying for examination and
approval."
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Generally speaking, technology transfers involving foreign interests have developed
rapidly. The legal framework governing the regime works effectively. In practice,
there are still some cases of infringement and piracy. However, these are rigorously
prohibited by the Chinese law. Legally concluded technology contracts are strictly
protected by Chinese courts. All of these indicate that the potential Australian
investor may not feel unprotected in making a technology investment in China.

221 See cases and comments in Guo, "Technology Transfer", Chinese Foreign Economic Law: Analysis and Commentary, In
Guiguo Wang, Business Law of China, Cases, Texts and Commentary, Butterworths Asia, PP 509 and 518.
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CHAPTER4

SELECTING AN APPROPRIATE
BUSINESS STRUCTURE

An investor is inclined to use his or her past successful experience when he or she
adopts a business structure. An international investor should always be aware that an
international transaction involves a varied political, cultural, legal, and economic
background. 222 This increases the complexity of the process of business structure
selection. Understanding the differences of the performance of different structures in
different systems assumes importance. The potential Australian corporate investor
faces the issue. This chapter will examine the differences and problems involved in
selecting business structures in Australia and China.

222 See Richard E . Cherin and James J. Combs, "'Foreign Joint Ventures: Basic Issues, Drafting and Negotiation" , Th e
Business Lawyer, Vol. 38, May 1983 , p 1033.
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4.1 SELECTING BUSINESS STRUCTURES IN
AUSTRALIA
Various business vehicles are available for investors in Australia. The common
business structures are companies, partnerships, trusts and joint ventures. The
decision of which one is the most suitable business structure depends on each
investor's business and financial needs and aspirations.

The things taken into consideration when people make the investment decision are:

•

cost of establishing the business structure;

•

cost of maintaining the structure;

•

financing the structure;

•

how to insure the control of the structure;

•

liability and risk;

•

taxation;

•

the flexibility of the structure; and

•

the scope and future development of the business. 223

When an investor engages in a high risk business, the question of liability becomes of
the utmost importance. 224 Accordingly, the investor will be keen to choose a business
vehicle which can limit its liability in case the risk occurs. When the investor invests
in an ordinary business which does not have high risk, other concerns such as taxation

223 See Julie Cassidy, Concise Corporations Law, The Federation Press, 1995, p 12.
224 Ibid.
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and cost will be more significant. 225 In such cases, the investor may want to choose a
business structure with more flexibility in finance and more advantageous in taxation.

4.1.1 A Company

A company is an artificial legal person incorporated under the Corporations Law. 226
As stated in Farrar's Company Law:

[A]ll Legal personality is in a sense fiction - the creation of legal artifice. Corporate
personality is essentially a metaphorical use of language clothing the formal group
with a single separate legal identity by analogy with a natural person. Metaphors in
fact abound in this area of law, both to support and to reject the separate legal
personality of the company. As Cardozo J said in the American case of Berkey v
Third Avenue Rly: 'Metaphors in law are to be narrowly watched, for starting as

devices to liberate thought, they often end by enslaving it' .227

A company serves the investors' requirements of separating their personal liabilities
from those of business in which they have invested.228 Once incorporated, a company
becomes a separate legal person. 229 As summed up by Roman Tomasic and Stephen
Bottomley:

225 Ibid.
226 See sec. 9 of the Corporation Law. Also see H A J Ford, RP Austin, and IM Ramsay, Ford 's Principles of Corporations
Law (8th edition), Butterworths, 1992, p 2.
227 See J H Farrar and B Hannigan, Farrar's Company Law (4th edition), Butterworths, 1998, p 68.
22 8 See HA J Ford, RP Austin, and IM Ramsay, Ford 's Principles of Corporations Law (8th edition), Butterworths, 1997, p

5.
229 See J H Farrar and B Hannigan, Farrar's Company Law (4th edition), Butterworths, 1998, p 68.
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[A] company is to be regarded as a separate legal entity for the purposes of legal
analysis . Once the requirements of the incorporation process have been satisfied, a
corporation is said to exist separately from, and independently of, the people who
established the corporation, who invest money in it, and who direct and manage its
operations. 230

It is vested with all the powers of a natural person. 231 It is also given several powers
that a natural person cannot have such as the powers of issuing shares and
debentures. 232 Originally, a company was a multi-member corporation. 233 Today, it is
possible for a proprietary company to be formed with only one member. 234

There are a number of advantages in forming a company. The most significant is that,
upon incorporation, a veil is put over the company, which effects the complete
separation of the company from its members. The company acts as a separate legal
entity. Its members and, usually, the controllers are protected from personal liability
to creditors. 235 Members' liability is limited to the unpaid amount on their shares or a
fixed sum if in a company limited by guarantee. 236 If the shares or the fixed sum are

230 See Roman Tomasic and Stephen Bottomley, Corporations Law in Australia, The Federation Press, 1995, pp.33.
231 See sec. 161 of the Corporations Law.
232 Ibid.
233 See HA J Ford, RP Austin, and IM Ramsay, Ford's Principles of Corporations Law (8th edition), Butterworths, 1997, p

4.
234 One person compan ies are now permitted. See sec 11 4( I) of the Corporations Law. It can also happen where an Australian
company becomes a wholly owned subsidiary of another Australian company, and where the membership of a proprietary
company formed with several members holding shares is reduced to one. Also see HA J Ford, RP Austin, and IM Ramsay,
Ford's Principles of Corporations Law (8th edition), Butterworths, p 4.
235 Here refers to the liability over the amount of the contributions.
236 See Brian Burnett, 1997 Australian Corporations Law, CCH Australia, 1997, p 38.
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fully paid, there is no further liability. Members cannot be called upon to contribute
more than the amount of unpaid shares or the fixed sum.237

However, occasionally, courts may disregard the doctrine of separate legal entity and
lift a company's veil to see and attach liability to whoever is the real controller of the
company. 238 As Lord Denning has stated, it is not true that an incorporation will "cast
a veil over the personality of a limited company through which the courts cannot
see" .239 There are also statutory limits imposed on the doctrine of separate legal
entity. 240

Second, the existence of a corporation is unlimited in time and is not affected or
interfered with by the death or departure of a member or a controller. It will continue
to exist until it has been wound up and dissolved. 241 This is called "perpetual
succession". Perpetual succession prevents a company from the inconvenience and
expense of terminating the business, when a shareholder dies or sells his or her
shares. 242 Such inconvenience and expense may not be avoidable when a partner dies
or withdraws from a partnership.243
237 See sec 5I 6 and sec 5I 7of the Corporations Law.
238 See R Tomasic, J Jackson and R Woellner, Corporations Law - Principles, Policy and Process, Butterworths, 1996, p I 07.
239 Denning MR, Littlewoods Mail Order Stores Ltd v McGregor [1969] 3 All ER 855, p 860.

°

24 For example, sec. 186 of the Corporations Law makes members of a public company individually liable for the debts if the
company carries on business with less than the minimum number of members. Section 219 makes company officers personally
liable if they sing cheques on which the company name does not appear. Section 588G imposes personal liability on directors
who fail to prevent the company from trading while insolvent.
241 See HA J Ford, RP Austin, and IM Ramsay, Ford's Prin ciples tfCorporations Law (8th edition), Butterworths, 1997, p
1194.
242 See Brian Burnett, 1997 Australian Corporations Law, CCH Australia, 1997, p38.
243 Ibid.
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Third, as a separate legal person, a company has a wide range of financing options.
The company can raise funds by either equity, or debt. It can issue unissued shares
and debentures. 244 It can grant a fixed or floating charge over the company's property
and give security by charging uncalled share capital.245

Fourth, an investor can have control over the company. One of the most creative
things that incorporation can offer is that it enables shareholders to have the ultimate
control of the company without involvement in its day-to-day affairs. 246 If the shares
held by a shareholder are voting shares, the shareholder is eligible to participate in the
election of directors who are responsible for the day-to-day management of the
company. 247

On the other hand, the company can exercise its management function independently
and will not be interrupted by individual share holders unless those dissentient
individual shareholders form a majority voting power to alter the management
arrangement. 248 Meanwhile, there are remedies available for minority shareholders. 249
This balancing function is another attraction of incorporation.

244 See sec. 161 of the Corporations Law.
245 Ibid.
246 See Brian Burnett, 1997 Australian Corporations Law, CCH Australia, 1997, p 39.
247 Ibid.
248 Ibid.
24 9 See sec. 260, 64 1, 1323, and 1324 of the Corporate Law. Also see Peter G Willcocks, Shareholders' Rights and Remedies,
The Federation Press, 1991, pp 67-98.
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The disadvantages of incorporation are that it is a business structure which is heavily
legislated. It is subject to the voluminous Corporations Law. A company is obliged to
comply with numerous formalities and obligations, and may attract a number of civil
and criminal penalties for failure of complying with those formalities or breaching

°

those obligations.25 Compliance with the Corporations Law, in practice, means
employing professional advisers.251

Another major disadvantage of incorporation lies in the area of taxation. A company
is broadly defined in the Income Tax Assessment Act (ITAA) as including all bodies
or associations incorporate or unincorporate, but not including partnerships. 252 Thus
some unincorporated associations which are not treated as separate legal persons for
company law purpose, are treated as companies for taxation purposes. 253

As an independent entity, a company is taxed separately from its shareholders on its
income. 254 A shareholder cannot directly exercise control over the amount and the
timing of the dividend distributions to fit into the shareholder's own tax plan. They
are under the discretionary power of the board of directors of the company. 255 Even

25 0See Brian Burnett, 1997 Australian Corporations Law, CCH Au stralia, 1997, p 40.
251

Jbid.

252 See sec. 6(1) of ITAA.
253 W G Cook suggested in his paper The Taxation of

Company Income that the definition of "company" in sec. 6 of ITAA is
not exhaustive. Whereas the definition of "partnership" is exhaustive. Thus, when an entity satisfies the general tests of both of
them, it will be treated as a partnership rather than a company.

254 See Stephen J Gates, Tax Aspects of Corporate Restructuring, Australian Tax Practice, 1996, p 11 .
255 See sec. 86, 87, and 89, Table A of the Corporation s Law.
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though the shareholder may influence the board of directors through a general
meeting, the inconvenience is substantial.

Furthermore, as a separate entity, a company can not transfer the tax benefits of its
particular tax characteristics to its shareholders. For instance, the tax concessions
given to a company cannot be passed through to its shareholders. Its tax losses are
unable to be made use of by its shareholders. Such losses can only be carried forward
by the company. 256

In addition, although the introduction of the imputation system in Australia has
eliminated the element of the double taxation of dividends consequence under the
classic system, 257 there are still elements of excessive taxation on the dividends
distributed to the shareholders by a company. Imputation is a form of partial
integration of company and shareholder taxes. 258 Under the imputation system, the tax
paid by the company on the profits out of which the dividends have been paid, is
allowed as a credit in shareholders' hands. 259 This system aims to make sure that the
dividends are taxed at the shareholders' marginal income tax rates. 260 On the one
hand, when the shareholders' marginal tax rates are higher than the company's tax

256 If the losses occurred prior to the 1989/1990 year of income, it cou ld be carried forward for 7 years. If the losses occurred in
1989/1990 and subsequent years of income, the loss may be carried forward indefinitely.
257 Under the "classical" system, which applied in Australian before 30 June 1987, a company was taxed on its profits, and
shareholders were separately taxed on dividends received without relief for tax paid by the company. As a result, the distributed
profits of a company were taxed twice in the hands of the company and in the hands of the shareholders.
258 "Although a company is a separate legal entity, in the tax context it is really no different from a partnership or trust in that
they are all intermediaries through which an individual may derive income. Looked at in this way, some integration of company
and shareholder taxes is justified". See Woellner, Vella, Bums, and Barkoczy, 1997 Australian Taxation Law (7th edition),
CCH Australia, 1997, p I I 04.
259 Ibid.
26 0 Ibid. Also see Stephen J Gates, Tax Aspects of Corporate Restructuring, Australian Tax Practice, 1996, p 2.
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rate, the dividends are taxed at the marginal tax rates. On the other hand, if the
shareholders' marginal tax rates are lower than the company's tax rate, there is no
refund for the tax paid at the excess rate by the company.

As the tax consequences of incorporation may be unattractive, an investor may wish
to consider other business structures.

4.1.2 A Trust

A trust "exists when the holder of a legal or equitable interest in certain property is
bound by an equitable obligation to hold his interest in that property not for his own
exclusive benefit, but for the benefit, as to the whole or part of such interest, of
another person or persons or for some object or purpose permitted by law".

261

In

other words, a trust is an obligation imposed on a person but attached to property. 262

A trust can be created by operation of law. It even can arise from a simple declaration
by one party that he or she holds property for another. 263

The advantages of a trust are its flexibility or variety of choices. It can be an express
trust or an implied trust. It can be a fixed trust, in which the means of dealing with the
261 This definition does not include the very important class of trusts known as public or charitable, nor the type of trusts
described as purpose trusts . See RP Meagher and WM C Gummow, Jacobs' Law of Trusts in Australia (5th edition),
Butterworths, 1986, p 7.
262 See RP Meagher and WM C Gummow, Jacobs ' Law ofTrusts in Australia (5th edition), Butterworths, 1986, p 9.
263 See H A J Ford and WA Lee, Principles of the Law of Trust, p 2. Also see Peter Gillies, Business Law (8th edition), The
Federation Press, 1997, p 536.
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trust property and the trust income are clearly directed. It can be a discretionary trust,
in which trustee will choose how to deal with the property or the income. In a unit
trust, the beneficiaries are entitled to the rights set down in the trust deed. Under a
trading trust, the trustee carries on a business for the benefit of the cestuis que

trustent.

A trust can be created without great expense or formality. 264 Upon the declaration of
the trust, the beneficiary holds an equitable interest in the trust property. By contrast,
a shareholder in a company has no legal or equitable interest in the company's
property. The beneficiary also holds equitable rights such as extinguishing the trust,
or compelling performance of the trust, restraining a breach of trust, possessing the
trust property, and approaching the court on questions of construction. 265

However, there are disadvantages to the creation of a trust. First of all, the power of
management is vested in the trustee rather than the beneficiary. 266 The beneficiary is
entitled to the beneficial interests, but is not supposed to be involved in running the
trust. In law, beneficiaries under a trust are passive. Beneficiaries have no "inherent
power to meet and give directions to the trustee as to how the trust should be
administered. If all persons who can possibly benefit under the trust are known, are of
full age and are agreed that the trust should be ended, they can direct the trustee to

264 A tru st may be created by any language which shows a suffi ciently clear intention so to create it. A declarati on of trust imer
vivos of personality is generally enforceable if by parol. See R P Meagher and W MC Gummow, Jacobs' law of Trusts in
Australia (5th edition), Butterworths, 1986, pp 68 and 72.
265 See Michael Evans, Outline of Equity and Trust (2nd edition), Butterworths, 1993 , p 361 .
266 Shareholders of a company have the ultimate control over the company, but beneficiaries of a trust do not have the control.
See HA J Ford and WA Lee (ed) , "Trustees' Powers", Principles of the law of Trusts , The Law Book Company, 1996, p 3.
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transfer the trust property to them but short of that they cannot direct the trustee. If
beneficiaries are to have power to direct the trust as to administration of the trust, that
power must be conferred by the trust instrument or legislation". 267

Sometimes, the trustee may spend money or incur debts on behalf of the trust. Then
the trustee may have a right to reimbursement out of the trust estate for the
expenditure, and to an indemnity for the debts. 268

Moreover, even though a beneficiary has limited liability in a trust at the extent of its
trust property, the limited liability is not always ensured. A beneficiary can be held
personally liable for the debt of the trust in some instances, especially in the
circumstances where the sui juris beneficiaries requested the trustee to act. 269 This
obligation is based on the principle that as the beneficiaries get the benefit of the trust
property they should bear the burden. 270 The principle was firmly established in the
case of Hardoon v. Belilios. 27 1

There are not many taxation incentives for a trust either. A trust is not treated as a
separate legal entity, and is assessed either in the hands of the trustee based upon the

267 See HA J Ford and RP Austin, Ford's Principles of Corporations Law (8th edition), Butterworths 1997, pp 23-4.
268 Generally, the trustee does not have a right of indemnity against the beneficiaries of the trust, and nor does a creditor of the
trust. The trustee's right of indemnity may be excluded in the trust deed. Sometimes, a trustee may be held personally liable for
the debts of the trust.
269 All beneficiaries must have requested the trustee to act and all the beneficiaries must be sui Juris and absolutely entitled . A
so le beneficiary who is sui Juris is personally bound to indemnify his or her trustee for liabilities properly incurred. See RP
Meagher and WM C Gummow, Jacobs' Law ofTrusts in Australia (5th edition), Butterworths 1986, p 586.
27 0 See RP Meagher and W MC Gummow, Jacobs' Law of Trusts in Australia (5th edition), Butterworths, 1986, p 586 .
271 See Hardoon v. Belilios [ I 90 I] AC 118.
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trust income derived in a particular year, or in the hands of the beneficiaries in respect
of the income received by them in the relevant year of income. 272

Where a beneficiary is presently entitled to a share of the income of a trust estate, the
income is taxed in the hands of the beneficiary rather than those of the trustee.213
Where the beneficiary is under a "legal disability", or where the whole or part of the
income of the trust estate does not accrue to any beneficiary for legal reasons, the
trustee pays tax on behalf of the legally disabled beneficiary or on that share. 274
However, the trust income must never be mixed with the trustee's personal income.

The tax benefits of a trust are that a beneficiary is able to use the income of a trust to
offset its losses and allowable deductions from other sources. However, trust losses
cannot be distributed to a beneficiary. 275 They cannot be utilised to offset the other
income of the beneficiary. This is a shortcoming of a trust.

In addition, a beneficiary may be liable for full tax on the capital gains of a trust and
as a result of that the capital gain is included in the net income of the trust estate and
is treated as the assessable income of the beneficiary. 276

272 If a beneficiary is not under any legal disability, the tax is imposed on the beneficiary. If the beneficiary is under legal
disability, the trustee shall pay tax on the behalf of the beneficiary. See sec. 97 and 98 ofITAA.
273 See sec. 96 of IT AA.
274 See sec. 98 and 99 of JTAA. If the beneficiary is under a "legal disability" (a minor or insane) , the trustee will pay tax , on
the beneficiary's behalf, at the rate of tax applicable to the beneficiary. If the income of the trust estate does not accrue to any
beneficiary, the trustee will pay tax on that income at rates calcu lated as if the income were income of an individual.
275 See Doherty v. Federal Commissioner of Taxation [1933) 48 CLR I, at 4. In that case, Starke J delive red the following
judgement: "[I)f there be any trust income from which the deductions can be made and provided that no deduction is allowed
for a loss that falls upon corpus. But the trust income is kept in a separate compartment, so to speak, and it is from the trust
income (if any) and not from other income that the deduction is allowed". Also see RH Woellner, T J Vella, L Burns, S
Barkoczy, 1997 Australian Taxation Law, p 1027.
276 See sec. 160V of ITAA.
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Another tax disadvantage of the trust is that where no beneficiary is presently entitled
to a trust income, the income is assessed and taxed in the hands of the trustee. This
could be problematic if the trustee's tax rate is higher than the beneficiary's tax rate.

4.1.3 A Partnership

A partnership is the relationship which subsists between persons carrying on a
business in common with a view of profit. 277 . The existence of a partnership depends
upon the contractual relationship between the partners. Such contractual relationship
could be a result of a formal written contract, or an oral agreement, or even a
conduct. 278 Therefore, the parties' intention to create a contract is the paramount
consideration when proving the existence of a partnership. 279

A partnership has four main characteristics: identification of the individual partners
with the firm, unlimited personal liability of partners, non-transferability of a
partner's interest and the right of each partner to participate in management. 280

277 See Partnership Act 1892 (NSW) sec. I, Partnership Act 1958 (Vic) sec. 5, Partnership Act 1891 (SA) sec. I, Partnership
Act 1891 (Qld) sec. 5, Partnership Act 1895 (WA) sec. 7, Partnership Act 1891 (Tas) sec. 6, Partnership Act 1963 (ACT) sec.
6, and the Northern Territory Partnership Acceptance Act 1910 (Cth) sec. 7(1) .
27 8 See Peter Gillies, Business Law (8th edition), The Federation Press, 1997, p 428.
279 See Becking ham v. Port Jackson and Manly Steamship Authority ( 1957) SR (NSW) 403 pp 409-410; and Tele vision
Broadcasters Ltd v Ashton's Nominees Pty Ltd (1978) 22 SASR 552 pp 565-566.
28 0 See Keith L Fletcher, Higgins and Fletcher, The Law of Partnership in Australia and New Zealand (7th edition), LBC
Information Services, 1996, pp 11-16.
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A partnership is more flexible and has relatively more freedom from the statutory
requirements.

Therefore,

it

triggers

fewer

organisational

expenses.28 1 The

establishment of a partnership 1s simply a matter of agreement between partners
without the registration process.282

A major advantage of a partnership exists m the taxation area. Under ITAA, the
definition of partnership is stated as:

An association of persons carrying on business as partners or in receipt of income jointly,

but not including a company.283

According to this definition, persons will be taxed as partners either due to the fact
that they are partners within the meaning of the Partnership Act, or due to the fact
that they are recipients of income jointly.

Under the IT AA, a partnership is treated as a resident taxpayer for the purposes, and
for the purposes only, of calculating net income. It is required to lodge a partnership
return which provides the basis of determining the partners' respective shares of the
net partnership income or net partnership loss .284

281 See Paul Latimer, 1996 Australian Business Law, CCH Australia, 1996, p 681.
282 See HA J Ford and RP Austin, Ford 's Principles of Corporations Law (6th edition), Butterworths, 1992, p 37.
28 3 See sec. 6(1) of ITAA.
284 See CCH Tax Editors, 1997 Australian Master Tax Guide, CCH Australia, 1997, p 132.
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However, a partnership does not itself pay tax. 285 Once the net income of the
partnership, partnership loss, or exempt income of the partnership is calculated, the
next step is to allocate the net income, loss or exempt income to the individual
partners, so that it is taken into account in determining their tax position. The net
income of the partnership, and partnership loss or exempt income of the partnership
are taken into account at the partner level.286

This means that all tax benefits accruing to the partnership are passed through to the
partners, because a partnership is not a separate tax entity and the partners are taxed
separately on the partnership income.287

The partnership income can be used to offset the losses of the partners from other
sources; vice versa losses. If a partner's share of the losses of a partnership is not
absorbed by his or her other income in the year of distribution, it may be carried
forward by the partner for deduction in later income years. 288 Losses incurred in the
1989/1990 and subsequent years can be carried forward indefinitely until absorbed.289

However, for some investors, all the features of fewer legal and tax implications of a
partnership may not overcome the disadvantages of a partnership in other areas.

285 Ibid.
286 See RH Woellner, T J Vella, L Burns, and S Barkoczy, 1997 Australian Taxation Law, CCH Australia, 1997, p 968. Also
see sec. 92 of ITAA.
287 See sec. 92 of ITAA. It is noteworthy that the allocation of net income, partnership loss and exempt income, therefore, is
based on the partners' interests in net income, partnership loss and exempt income, and not on the actual distributions of
partnership profits. The actual drawing of partnership profits by individual partners is irrelevant for tax purposes.
288 See sec. 79E(3) of ITAA.
289 ibid.
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The principal disadvantages of a partnership are: first, it exposes the individual
partner to personal liability for partnership debts or liabilities. A partnership involves
a species of unlimited liability. 290 Each partner is liable jointly and severally with the
other partners for all debts and obligations of the partnership. 291

Second, there is a mutual agency relationship which exists in a partnership. 292 In a
partnership, each partner acts as an agent for others and partners can bind each other
by their unilateral acts. 293 A partner may find himself/herself bound or personally
liable to a third party by the act or conduct of another partner. Moreover, a partner is
liable for the wrongful acts of other partners acting in carrying on the partnership
business in the usual way.294

Third, the absence of perpetual succession causes the lack of continuity of existence
of partnerships. A partnership may be terminated upon the death or retirement, or
admission of a partner. 295

29 0See op cit note 276. Also see Keith L Fletcher, Higgins and Fletcher, The Law of Partnership in Australia and New
Zealand (7th edition) which says in page 12: "There is nothing to prevent the partners from coming to an agreement between

themselves that the liability of any one of them is to be limited but, apart from statutory provisions to the contrary, the personal
liability of eachmember of the firm to the creditors of the firm remains unlimited".

291 In a partnership, each partner isjointly liable for any contract incurred by or on behalf of the firm. And each partner is
jointly and severally liable for any tort committed by the firm. See sec. 9 of Partnership Act (Vic), sec 5 of Partnership Act
(NSW), sec. 5 of Partnership Act (SA), sec 8of Partnership Act (Qld), sec 10 of Partnership Act (Tas), sec 26 of Partnership
Act (WA), and sec 9 of Partnership Act (ACT).
292 See HAJ Ford and RPAustin, Ford 's Principles of Corporations Law (8th edition), Butterworths, 1997, p 12. Also see J
DMerralls, "Mining and Petroleum Joint Ventures in Australia: Some Basic Legal Concepts", Australian Mining and
Petroleum Law Journal, Vol. 3, No. 1, p 4.
293 See HA J Ford and RP Austin, Ford 's Principles (!{Corporations Law (8th edition), Butterworths, 1997, p 12.
294 See JD Merralls, "Mining and Petroleum Joint Ventures in Australia: Some Basic Legal Concepts", Australian Mining and
3, No. I , p4.

Petroleum Law Journal, Vol.

295 See HA J Ford and RP Austin, Ford 's Principles of Corporations Law (6th edition), Butterworths, 1992, p37.
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The financial risk of creating a partnership is very high. A partnership is one of the
oldest business vehicles in the common law tradition. 296 To avoid its high risk, other
business structures such as companies were invented.297 From this point of view , a
partnership has its undesirable features.298

A business structure vehicle aimed at avoiding the formidable legal liabilities of a
partnership and the high cost of an incorporation, has been developed. This business
form is a joint venture.

4.1.4 A Joint Venture

In Australia, a joint venture is commercially regarded as a combination of two or
more persons who seek to profit from a specific commercial venture without forming
a partnership or a company of any form. 299 It is a pragmatic business concept selected
by the business participants to serve their business purpose. 300 Parties deliberately use

296 See J.H. Farrar, N. Furey, and B. Hannigan, Farrar's Company Law (1991), Butterworths, 1997, pp 15-24.
297 Ibid.
298 See KeithLFletcher, Higgins and Fletcher, The Law of Partnership in Australia and New Zealand (7th edition), LBC
Information Services, 1996, p5.
299 See J DMerralls, "Mining and Petroleum Joint Ventures in Australia: Some Basic Legal Concepts" Australian Mining and
Vol. 3, No. I , p I. Also see WDDuncan (ed) , Joint Venture Law in Australia, pp 28 & 30. Also see
the statements of Yeldham Jin Workers Compensation Commission of New South Wales v. Sankey [ I 98 I] 2 NSWLR 586, at
599, " In my opinion the true position was that, if the mine was found to be a viable proposition and to be profitable, the parties
would have entered into some form of partnership. Certainly there was no evidence of any agreement to share the profits and
losses in any proportion .. . Hence I conclude that there as ajoint venture between Sankey and the company, not amounting to
partnership .. [the plaintiff] although not an employee, ... agreed to work the mine and employ labour for and on behalf of the
company on the basis that, if profits resulted, they would in these circumstances become partners".
Petroleum Law Journal,

3oo See WDDuncan (ed), Joint Venture Law in Australia, The Federation Press, 1994, pp I and 33.
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the words "joint venture" in their cooperation contract to distinguish their relationship
from a partnership.301 In their joint venture agreement, parties stipulate each party's
proportion of distribution, the method of sharing risk and obligations, and the
measure of management, so as to avoid the obligation incurred by a partnership, and
to pay tax separately and deal with their products separately. 302

However, there is no legislation directed to the recognition or regulation of
contractual joint ventures, nor is there a substantial body of settled case law which
gives judicial recognition to that form of business organisation. 303 The words "joint
venture" are suggestive, but not decisive. 304 Courts are not bound by the wording of
"joint venture" used by the parties in their cooperation contract, and may treat a case
in dispute as a partnership, or a contract. 305 Sometimes a joint venture is incorporated
or treated as an incorporated vehicle. 306 In the most recent case involving the issue of
joint venture, a judicial description of the status of joint venture has been given:

The term "joint venture is not a technical one with a settled common law meaning. As a
matter of ordinary language, it connotes an association of persons for the purposes of
particular trading, commercial, mining or financial undertaking or endeavour with a view of

30l See Gerald L J Ryan, "Joint Venture Agreements", Australian Mining and Petroleum Law Journal, Vol. 4, No. I, p 129.
302 See JD Merralls, "Mining and Petroleum Joint Ventures in Australia: Some Basic Legal Concepts" Australian Mining and
Petroleum Law Journal, Vol. 3, No. 1, p I.
3o3 See Robin Chambers, "Negotiating Exploration and Mining Joint Ventures in Australia: A Legal and Practical Analys is",
Australia-China Trade and Investment Law Conference, 1985, Vol , I, p 30.
3o4 "If the legal incidents of a relationship do not concur with the description, the description will be ignored" . See JD
Merralls, "Mining and Petroleum Joint Ventures in Australia: Some Basic Legal Concepts" Australian Mining and Petroleum
Law Journal, Vol. 3, No . I, p I. Also see Beckingham v. Port Jackson & Manly Steamship Co., [1957] S. R. (NSW.) 403.
3o5 See Canny Gabriel Castle Jackson Advertising v. Volume Sales (Finance) Pty Ltd [1974] 131 CLR 321.
306 A joint venture may be treated as a company for tax purposes.
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mutual profit, with each participant usually (but not necessarily) contributing money,
property or skill. Such a joint venture (or, under Scots law, "adventure") will often be a
partnership . The term is, however, apposite to refer to a joint undertaking or activity carried
out through a medium other than a partnership: such as a company, a trust, an agency or joint
ownership. The borderline between what can properly be described as "joint venture" and
what can properly be seen as no more than a simple contractual relationship can on occasion
be blurred. 307 This was the view of Mason, Brennan and Deane JJ in United Dominions

Corporation Ltd v. Brian Pty Ltd. Dawson J added his comments in this case:

Perhaps in this country, the important distinction between a partnership and a joint
venture is, for practical purposes, the distinction between an association of persons who
engage in a common undertaking for profit and an association of those who do so in order
to generate a product to be shared among the participants. Enterprises of the latter kind
are common enough in the exploration for and exploitation of mineral resources and the
feature which is most likely to distinguish them from partnerships is the sharing of
product rather than profit.

Although there is little recognition of joint ventures both at common law and in the
legislation, the practice of joint venturing is common in Australian mining and
petroleum industries, building and construction industries, and show business. 308

The advantages of creating a joint venture are:

3 o7 See United Dominions Corporation Ltd v. Brian Pty Ltd (1985) 157 C.L.R. I, p 10.
3 0 8 See JD Merralls, "Mining and Petroleum Joint Ventures in Australia: Some Basic Legal Concepts" Australian Mining and
Petroleum Law Journal, Vol. 3, No. I, p 2. Also see Paul Latimer, 1996 Australian Business Law, CCH Australia, 1996, p 597.
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(1) The form of joint venture is highly flexible .309 It attracts less regulatory

implications than other forms of business structure such as a company, a
partnership, and a trust. It is also less expensive to create.

(2) In a joint venture, on the one hand, venturers can combine their skills and

capital. 310 On the other hand, each venturer is not an agent for others. There is
no joint and several liability for the debts of the venture.311 Parties to the
joint venture explicitly point out that the relationship between them is a purely
contractual relationship, and no party can act as an agent for others. A joint
venture's assets consist of parties' contribution on the certain percentages they
agreed on. Parties' liabilities to the joint venture are limited to their
contributions.312 Within the joint venture, parties own the joint venture assets as
tenants in common. By this way, parties are free from the obligations provided
in the Partnership Act and enjoy the rights and perform the duty under the
terms of the joint venture contract. This is one of the paramount advantages of
a joint venture.

(3) As a joint venture is not a legal entity, taxation occurs at the individual

venturer's level. The products are divided before sale, there is no joint profits.
Therefore, the joint venture needs not furnish a tax return even for the mere
purpose of calculation.313 Each venturer lodges its own tax return and discloses
its gross assessable income. 314 The expenditures will be deducted directly
from the income according to its liability agreed in the joint venture contract. 315
3o9 See Gerald L J Ryan, "Joint Venture Agreements", Australian Mining and Petroleum Law Journal, Vol. 4, No. I, p 127.
3 IO Ibid.

311 See Gerald L J Ryan, "Joint Venture Agreements", Australian Mining and Petroleum Law Journal,

Vol.

4, No. I, p 127.

312 See Keith L Fletcher, Higgins and Fletcher, The Law of Partnership in Australia and New Zealand, LBC Information
Services, 1996, p 64. Also see Tyser v. Shipowners ' Syndicate [1 896] l QB 135.
313 See RH Woellner, T J Vella, L Burns, and S Barkoczy, 1997 Australian Taxation Law, CCH Australia, 1997, p 972.
314 Ibid.
315 Ibid.
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(4) Losses of the joint venture can be used to offset the parties' other income from
other source. 316 Since losses are likely to happen in the early years of a
business, this taxation aspect makes a joint venture a more attractive business
vehicle.

Some disadvantages are associated with the joint venture structure. The obvious one
is financing. As a joint venture is not a legal entity, it cannot contract, borrow, and
own property in its own name. Therefore, individual parties have to borrow. In many
cases, parties are reluctant to do so to the risk of their other properties. 3 17

In addition, as a joint venture is a contractual relationship, and each party has its
separate interest in a joint venture, it can be cumbersome for management and
administration. 31 8

4.1.S Comments

From the foregoing analyses regarding selecting a business structure in Australia, it is
evident that a joint venture was born to serve the need of avoiding the unlimited
liability consequence of forming a partnership, and the taxation and other
disadvantageous consequences of incorporation and a trust.

316 Ibid.
3 17 See Gerald L J Ryan, "Joint Venture Agreements", Australia11 Mini11g and Petroleum Law Journal, Vol. 4, No I, p 127.
3 18 See Robin Chambers, "Negotiating Exploration and Mining Joint Ventures in Australia: A Legal and Practical Analysis",

Australia-Chi11a Trade lllvestment Law Confere11ce, Vol. I, pp 54-55 .
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Each business structure has both attractive and unattractive aspects. Unlike in the
taxation area, a joint venture has no superiority in relation to management. However,
clearly, if the consideration of taking taxation advantages and reducing business risk
outweighs other shortcomings, parties will choose a joint venture as a business
vehicle.

However, domestic business experience may not always be relevant in making the
business decision, when investments go offshore. To establish a joint venture or
another business structure in China is an entirely different exercise from the one in
Australia. It is critical for the potential Australian corporate investor to gain certain
knowledge of the Chinese business structures available.

4.2 SELECTING BUSINESS STRUCTURES IN CHINA

During the past 19 years, China has developed a number of business vehicles for the
purpose of absorbing foreign investment and technical expertise. Joint ventures are
the most popular business structure for direct foreign investment. There are purely
contractual business alliances available, such as licensing of technology, and
processing and compensation trade. Alternatively, a foreign investor may consider
establishing a wholly foreign owned enterprise.
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4.2.1 Joint Ventures319

In this context, a joint venture in China is a kind of cooperation between Chinese
investors and foreign investors. The Chinese Joint Venture Law stipulates that a joint
venture in China is a Chinese juristic person and takes the form of a limited liability
company. 320 Meanwhile, "A contractual joint venture without creating a Chinese
juristic person should take civil liability under relevant provisions of the Chinese
Civil Law", 321 which refers to the liability stipulated in Article 52 of the Chinese Civil
Code governing partnerships.

Therefore, to establish a joint venture in China, the choices of structure are limited to:

a. An equity joint venture (EJV), or a contractual joint venture creating a Chinese
juristic person (CJVCJP), which takes the form of a limited liability company; or

b. A contractual joint venture without creating a Chine~e juristic person
(CJVWCJP) which takes the form of a partnership.

The laws governing joint ventures are: the Law of the People's Republic of China on
Chinese-Foreign Equity Joint Venture (JVL), the Regulations for the Implementation
of the Law of the People's Republic of China on Chinese-Foreign Equity Joint
Ventures (RIJVL), the Law of the People's Republic of China on Chinese -Foreign
Contractual Joint Ventures (CJVL), and the Regulations for the Implementation of
319 Referring to Chinese-Foreign joint ventures.
320 See Article 4 of JVL and Article 14 of RICJVL.
32 l See Article 50 ofRICJVL.
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the Law of the People's Republic of China on Chinese-Foreign Contractual Joint
Ventures (RICJVL).

4.2.1.1 An Equity Joint Venture

An equity joint venture is a Chinese juristic person and takes the form of a limited
liability company. 322 The Chinese and foreign partners contribute to the Registered
Capital and take profits, risks and losses in proportion to that contribution. The
partners are supposed to manage the joint venture jointly, and the managerial control
of each partner tends to depend on its proportional contribution. 323

The amount of Registered Capital subscribed by a foreign participant must not be less
than 25% of the Registered Capital of the joint venture. 324 Although legally there is
no top limit for the contribution of a foreign participant, foreign contribution is
normally restricted between 25% and 49% of the Registered Capital of a joint venture
for the majority of foreign investors in practice.

As a Chinese juristic person, an equity joint venture has four basic attributes: (a)
being established in accordance with the law of the People's Republic of China; (b)

322 See Article 4 of NL and Article 2 of RINL.
323 See Article 4 of NL.
324 See Article 4 of NL, and Article 18 of RICNL.
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having the necessary property or capital; (c) having its own name, and organisational
structure and premises; (d) being able to assume civil liability independently.325

A limited liability company under the Chinese law is similar to a proprietary company
in Australia. It is established upon the application of the prospective shareholders. Its
membership should not exceed fifty (usually there are only two). And its shares must
not be traded on the security markets. However, it requires at least three directors, like
an Australian public company.

An equity joint venture in China has the following characteristics:

a. Completeness and clarity of legislation. There is a complete set of laws and
regulations governing all the aspects of equity joint ventures, from proportion and
forms of contribution, organisation and management of the enterprises,
distribution of profits and losses, to tax, customs and other treatment.

b. It can be a very long term enterprise. The duration of an equity joint venture can
be 10 to 30 or 50 years. With special approval it may exceed 50 years. 326

c. Close relationship between participants. Parties in an equity joint venture
share risks, profits, and losses and run the joint venture jointly.327

The advantages of an equity joint venture are: first, it limits parties' risks to the level
of their contribution, and the venture's liability to the extent of the total assets of the
325 See art 36 and art 37 of the 1986 Civil Code of the People 's Republic <!t' China.
326 See Article I 00 of RIJVL.

327 See paragraph 2, art 4 of the JVL.
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venture. 328 Second, it offers the venture autonomy in arranging its internal affairs and
it deals with its external affairs independently as a separate legal entity.

Thirdly, on the one hand, the business of the venture is run by the Board of Directors
and the Management Organ, matters are settled by agreement under the principles of
the Article, and a single party cannot interfere with the venture's management.329 On
the other hand, each party to the venture is supposed to be involved in the
management of the venture, and both partners are supposed to bring complementary
strengths to the joint venture. In other words, each party has control over the venture.
However, there are limits on the exercise of control. The limits rest in the parties'
contributions, the joint venture agreement, and the Articles of the Association.

Last, an equity joint venture has been the highly preferred business structure of the
Chinese authority. There are incentives in taxation and other areas available for an
equity joint venture.330

The disadvantages of an equity joint venture are that it is a highly regulated business
structure. As parties are supposed to run the venture jointly, there could be conflicts
of culture and ideology over some sensitive issues between local parties and foreign
parties in the course of the cooperation.

328 See Article 4 of JVL.
329 See Article 33 of JVL.
33 0 This will be discussed in following chapters.
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4.2.1.2 A Contractual Joint Venture Creating A Chinese Juristic Person

A contractual joint venture creating a Chinese juristic person is also a limited liability
company. 331 The venture assumes responsibilities to the extent of total assets of the
venture, and the liabilities of participants of the venture are usually limited to their
contribution. However, parties to the joint venture are able to have different
arrangements in their joint venture contract. 332 In other words, under the current law,
there is room for parties of a joint venture to have their own internal arrangement
about their liabilities on the venture's debts.

The requirements of the Registered Capital and the form of contribution are similar to
the ones in an equity joint venture.333 A contractual joint venture shares many
characteristics with an equity joint venture. However, comparatively, it does have
some advantages.

The advantages of establishing a contractual joint venture creating a Chinese juristic
person are: first, on the one hand, a CJVCJP enjoys same preferential treatment in
relation to income tax incentives. On the other hand, parties to the joint venture have
more freedom in negotiating the conditions of cooperation. For example, parties can
have their own arrangement about sharing of risk and profits by putting special terms

331 See Article 14 ofRICJVL.
332 See mt 14, art 11 , and art 12 of RICJVL.
333 See paragraph 3, art 18 of RICJVL states: "The foreign party's investment in a contractual joint venture that has obtained
the status of a Chinese juristic person in accordance with law shall generally not be less than 25% of the Registered Capital of
the contractual joint venture."
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in the joint venture contract. 334 If there are not special terms about the liabilities and
rights in their joint venture contract, the parties are deemed to take liabilities and
enjoy rights according to their contribution.335

Secondly, parties have the liberty of negotiating the methods of distributing profits or
products under the law. Article 43 of RICJVL allows the parties to decide to
distribute profits or products and to negotiate the means of distribution. 336

Thirdly, foreign participants of the ventures are able to have some priority m
recovering their investment. Article 44 of RICJVL states that where the Chinese and
foreign parties stipulate in the contract of a contractual joint venture that the Chinese
party will take title to all fixed assets of the contractual joint venture upon expiration
of the term of cooperation without compensation, the foreign party may apply for
approval of priority of recovering its investment during the term of cooperation. 337
The methods of recovering investment are:

(1) an agreement in the Joint Venture Contract on an increase in the proportion of

the revenue to be distributed to the foreign party on the basis of distribution
according to the investment made or cooperation conditions provided;

(2) recovery by the foreign party of its investment prior to the payment of income

tax by the contractual joint venture, after examination and approval by the
334 See Article 14 of RICJVL.
335 Ibid.
336 See Article 12 and Article 14 of RICJVL.
337 See Article 44 of RICJVL.
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financial and tax authorities in accordance with relevant tax regulations of the
nation;

(3) other methods of recovery of investment approved by the finance and taxation

authorities and examination and approval authorities. 338

However, the foreign party may not claim such priority until the losses of the joint
venture have been made up.339

4.2.1.3 A Contractual Joint Venture Without Creating A Chinese Juristic Person

A contractual joint venture without creating a Chinese juristic person takes the civil
liabilities under relevant provisions of the Chinese Civil Code, ie, the liabilities of a
partnership. Parties in such a cooperation take, jointly and severally, the unlimited
liabilities for the debts of the joint venture.

A contractual joint venture without creating a Chinese juristic person should register
the amounts and forms of investment of each party. 340 The investment made by each
party can be owned by the parties individually, unless parties agree to own the
invested assets in common or part of the assets in common. 341 The investments made
by the parties are administered and used by the joint venture in a unified manner and

338 Ibid.
339 See Article 45 of RICJVL.
340 See Article 51 ofRIOVL.
34 1 See Article 52 of RICJVL.
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may not be disposed of by any party without the consent of the other party or
parties. 342

It is disadvantageous to take the form of a partnership which involves unlimited
liability. However, it seems that there is not the implication that each participant of
such a venture can act as an agent of the venture and others, as the joint venture law
expressly states that all important matters of the venture are determined by the
Associated Management Organ.343

A contractual joint venture without creating a Chinese juristic person is a loose
structure in respect of management with a high degree of risk but a low degree of
control and cooperation. It may not be desirable for a long term, large scale
cooperative project, especially in the case where participants highly expect that other
party can bring complementary strength.

4.2.2 A Wholly Foreign Owned Enterprise

A wholly foreign owned enterprise refers to an enterprise that is established within
the territory of China in accordance with relevant laws of China and whose entire
capital is invested by foreign investors, and does not include a branch of a foreign
enterprise or another economic organisation. 344

342 Ibid.
343 See Article 53 ofRJCJVL.
344 See Article 2 of the 1986 Law of the People's Republic of China on Wholly Foreign-Owned Enterprises.
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The laws directly govern the activities of a wholly foreign owned enterprise are: the
1986 Law of the People's Republic of China on Wholly Foreign-Owned Enterprise,
and the 1990 Regulations for Implementing Wholly Foreign-Owned Enterprise Law

of the People's Republic of China.

A wholly foreign owned enterprise is usually established as a wholly owned
subsidiary of a foreign company. It usually takes the form of a limited liability
company. 345 The foreign investor of the enterprise provides all capital, determines the
management structure and procedures, and takes responsibility for all profits and
losses. A wholly foreign owned enterprise may be granted the status of a Chinese
juristic person once it can satisfy the requirement of being a juristic person. 346

A wholly foreign owned enterprise is deemed to be the best structure in relation to
management by some investors. 347 A foreign investor of a wholly foreign owned
enterprise can exercise full control over the enterprise. There would be no conflicts of
different culture and legal system, and ideology between management personnel. And
there would be no tension and struggling over the control of the enterprise.

345 It is not necessarily a subsidiary of a foreign enterprise, and does not necessarily take the form of a limited liability
company. Article I of the law <1 the Wholly Foreign-Owned Enterprises states that a wholly foreign owned enterprise can be
established by a foreign enterprise, an economic organisation, or an individual. Article 19 of the Regulations j<1r Implementing
the Wholly Foreign Owned Enterprises law of the People 's Republic of China states that the form of organisation of a wholly
foreign owned enterprise shall be a limited liability company. However, upon approval, it may be subject to other forms of
liability.
3 4 6 See Article 19 of the 1990 Regulations.for Implementing the Wholly Foreign Owned Enterprises Law <1the People's
Republic of China.
347 See John Child, Management in China During the Age <1 Reform, Cambridge University Press, 1994, p 243.
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However, it was not a highly recommended and encouraged structure by the Chinese
authorities at the beginning of the "Open Door" policy. The Chinese authorities were
worried about loss of control over the foreign investment activities by allowing many
wholly foreign owned enterprises to be established. Moreover, a wholly foreign
owned enterprise could not satisfy the needs of learning foreign management skills.
Therefore, there were restrictions over the establishment of wholly foreign owned
enterprises in terms of areas and administrative approval. The enterprises were largely
restricted to the Special Economic Zones and limited to export-oriented projects.
There used to be special legislation governing the taxation and some other matters of
the enterprises.348

Now, wholly foreign owned enterprises are permitted to be practised in any areas of
the country, and they will pay income tax at an income tax rate of 33 % which is the
tax rate for a joint venture. 349 A wholly foreign owned enterprise also generally
enjoys taxation incentives as a joint venture.

However, this does not mean that wholly foreign owned enterprises will flourish and
become the favourite business structure. On the contrary, foreign investors may prefer
to work in conjunction with a Chinese organisation which will be more familiar with
China's political and economic system. In addition, there are still more restrictions on

348For examples, the 1981Income Tax Law of

Wholly Foreign Owned Ente1prises and the 1982 Detailed Rules .for the
Implementation. c!f' the In come Tax Law of Wholly foreign Owned Ente1prises c!( the People 's Republic c~f china.

349 See the 1991Foreign In vestment Enterprise and Foreign Enterprise Tax Law c!( the People's Republic of China .
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gaining administrative approvals for setting up a wholly foreign owned enterprise,
and on accessing the Chinese domestic market for such an enterprise.350

4.2.3 Other Types of Cooperation

There are other types of business structures such as setting up a branch, and other
arrangements which can be expressed as purely contractual arrangements, including
licensing of technology/instalment sale, dynamic technology transfer agreement, and
compensation and processing agreements.

4.2.3.1 A Branch

Operating a foreign branch in China has been a popular business practice for many
years. Its legal status was recognised by the 1993 Company Law of the People's

Republic of China.

According to the Company Law, a foreign branch can engage in manufacturing and
selling. A branch is not a Chinese juristic person, and its head office, which is a

350 Item 3, Article I of the 1990 Regulations for Implementing Wholly Foreign Owned E11terprises Law of the People 's
Republic of China stipulates: "The establishment of wholly foreign owned enterprises must by beneficial to the development of
China's national economy, and yield notable economic benefits. In addition, either of the following two conditions shall be met:
(I) the enterprise must use advanced technology and equipment. develop new products, save energy and raw materials, upgrade
and replace existing products or produce products that can be substituted for imports, or (2) the value of the products of the
enterprise exported each year must account for more than 50%of the total value of all the products produced during the same
year, and a balance between foreign exchange revenue and expenditure or a surplu s of foreign exchange revenue must be
achieved.
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foreign company, is responsible for the branch's operating activities in the Chinese
territory. 35 1

The procedure of setting up a branch is similar to the procedure of setting up a wholly
foreign owned enterprise.

As strict requirements are found when establishing a joint venture or a wholly foreign
owned enterprise, it may be deemed beneficial to set up a branch in China in the
absence of state law at the moment. However, a foreign investor should be aware that
a branch has to disclose the activities of its head office. The liability of the branch
operation is not limited to the branch level. Moreover, the taxation incentives offered
to a foreign investment enterprise (a joint venture or a wholly foreign owned
enterprise) do not apply to a foreign branch.

4.2.3.2 Licensing of Technology

Licensing of intellectual property rights is a popular vehicle of exploiting technology
and know-how in international trade, in which a licensor grants to the licensee the
right to exploit the patent and in return obtains a royalty payment. It is also a common
practice in China.

351 See Article 199, and Article 203 of the Company Law of the People's Republic of China. The legislation stresses that a
branch is not a Chinese juristic person but relies on the legal status of the foreign company. This exposes the foreign company
to the liabilities of the branch's operation in China.
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In China, a licensing agreement may be used either in connection with a joint venture
or as a separate arrangement. It would be more accurate to view the practice in China
as instalment sale, as the Chinese party acquires the right to continue use the
technology after the end of the term.352

The advantages of a licensing agreement to a licensor are that by licensing the right of
exploitation of the patent in a foreign country in return for the royalty, the licensor
can save its time and money from manufacturing and marketing the goods in an
unknown environment, and concentrate on the technology development. 353 To the
licensee, by directly importing a development and tested technology, it can save time
and commercial efforts on the research and development of the technology and
concentrate on manufacturing and marketing the product. 354

However, a simple technology transfer does not ensure a successful exploitation of an
intellectual right. It requires other involvements such as materials, production and
marketing, labour, and capital investment, especially, in case of transferring
technology from a developed country to a developing country where the resources of
processing and utilising the technology are not ready and available.355

352 See Stephen Hood, Will Dennis, and Christopher J Woods, Technology Transfer in the People's Republic r!( China,
Longman Group, 1988, p 6.
353 See M Blakeney, Legal Aspects of the Transf er of Technology to Developing Countries, Oxford ESC Publishing, 1989, p
34.
354 Ibid.
355 Ibid, p 3.
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Most Chinese parties not only need advanced technologies for manufacturing
competitive products, but also need the assistance in capital, management and
marketing, training workers, and other services associated with the technologies
transferred. Most Chinese parties attach great importance to the technology imported
being up to date and maintained. Many Chinese parties stress a further right to acquire
the new development of the technology transferred. For getting all the assistance
mentioned in relation to negotiating a simple transaction contract on the technology
transfer, the Chinese parties may find they are in the disadvantageous situation, as the
technology suppliers may exploit there advantageous position to impose favourable
conditions. Therefore, it would be more beneficial to establish a joint venture with the
foreign investors having the technology and get the assistance needed for developing
the technology during the cooperation process. 356

For the foreign investors, a licensing agreement would save the trouble of
manufacturing and marketing in a foreign country. 357 However, this is a pure sale of
intellectual property which does not involve any exercise of control over a new
market. Many investors may have different considerations and may have the ambition
of entering into a new market, exercising a control over the manufacture and
marketing, and making developments over there. To those investors a mere
transaction of technology is not an attractive business choice.

356 See Stephen Hood, Will Dennis and Christopher J Woods, Technology Transfer in the People's Republic of China , (2nd
edition) Longman Group, 1988, p 6.
357 See M Blakeney, Legal Aspects of the Transfer <1fTechnology to Developing Countries, Oxford ESC Publishing, 1989, p
34.
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4.2.3.3 Dynamic Technology Transfer Agreement

A dynamic technology transfer agreement is an agreement of outright sale of
technology. As many Chinese parties prefer a long term, cooperative relation with
their foreign parties, a dynamic technology sale may only be appreciated for the
technology which is required for one specific project, or for one specific stage of an
industrial process. 358 Furthermore, it may not be a suitable selection for a foreign
investor with a view of making direct investment in China either. 359

4.2.3.4 Processing and Compensation Trade

Processing includes processmg of supplied materials, processing according to
supplied drawings, and processing of supplied parts, which is termed as the "three
supplied" by the Chinese. Together with compensation trade, the Chinese call them
"three supplied and one compensation".

Processing of supplied material is a kind of arrangement in which foreign parties
provide raw materials, auxiliary materials, packing materials, and if necessary,
machinery, instruments, tools, and moulds, in return for the products, and Chinese
parties carry out the activity of manufacturing the products in return for labour
payment. 360

358 Ibid, p 5.
359 Ibid.
360 See Ron Breth, and Jin Kaiping, A Business Guide to China, Victoria College Press, 1988, p 74.
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Alternatively, through a contractual arrangement, Chinese parties can purchase the
materials, and manufacture, then sell the products to the foreign parties.36 1

Processing of supplied parts is a similar arrangement with processing of supplied
materials. Foreign parties supply parts, components, equipment and technology in
return for products, whereas Chinese parties carry out assembly activities in return for
expenses of assembly.362 Parties can also apply the same alternative arrangement
mentioned for processing of supplied parts.

Processing according to supplied drawings is an arrangement where foreign parties
provide examples of products, and instruction, drawing, and detailed statements about
the products, and Chinese parties carry out the manufacture. 363

The structure of processing is not an interdependent structure offering a closely
cooperative relationship and a high level of operating control. It offers a higher degree
of flexibility and unilateral control for each party. However, the foreign investor will
get part or all the product as payment and manage the sale of the product on its own.

Compensation trade is the business arrangement where foreign parties provide
machines, equipment, patent, raw materials, labour, technology, and Chinese parties

361 Ibid.
362 See Kevin K. Maher, "Foreign Investment in the People's Republic of China: Compensation Trade", in Ralph folsom and
John H. Minan (ed), Law in the People's Republic of China, Martin us Nihhoff Publishers, 1989, p 682.
363 Ibid.
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carry out the activities of establishing the factory.364 Once the factories are completed
and begin to produce products, the foreign parties will obtain the products of the
factories or other commodities during a certain period as payment. In this sense,
compensation trade is a kind of barter trade. 365 Again, this structure does not involve
direct marketing in the Chinese market for the foreign parties.

4.2.4 Comments

When foreign capital flows into China, it has to operate within the scope that the
Chinese law provides. The Chinese authority has distinguished some main types of
business relationship for foreign investments. The foreign investment activities are
basically governed by a separate set of laws.

Each business vehicle has its advantageous aspects and disadvantageous aspects. An
equity joint venture requires parties to operate the venture jointly and share the risks ,
losses and profits . This involves a high level of interdependence existing between
parties. This means that the level of strategic flexibility of parties is low. However,
there are numerous incentives for an equity joint venture.

A contractual joint venture creating a Chinese juristic person almost enjoys the same
preferential treatment as an equity joint venture. Meanwhile, the interdependence
between partners tends to be lower and the level of flexibility increases.
364 Ibid.
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A contractual joint venture without creating a Chinese juristic person can be more
flexible in terms of management and profit distribution. However, partners have to
accept unlimited liability.

A wholly foreign owned enterprise assures a high degree of control of the foreign
investor. However, it is disadvantageous without the assistance of a local partner.

If a foreign investor wishes to access the Chinese domestic market and to utilise
resources or bases for production under favourable conditions, he or she would not
really be concerned about some other forms of investment such as processing,
compensation trade, and technology transfer.

4.3 CONCLUSIONS

An Australian investor with a view to set up a joint venture in China will need to take
account of legal and cultural differences in concepts in the two countries.

In Australia, a joint venture is a pragmatic business concept selected by the business
participants to serve their business purpose. It is an unincorporated relationship
between the parties. The term "joint venture" is specially used to emphasise the
parties' intention of distinguishing their relationship from a partnership, which is also
unincorporated.

36 5 See Michael J. Moser, Winston K. Zee, China Tax Guide, Oxford University Press, 1987, p 10.
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In contrast to the development of a joint venture in Australia, a joint venture in China

was born and has developed in a completely different way. In China, a joint venture
has been used as an efficient business vehicle specially designed for attracting direct
foreign investment. It is either a limited liability company or a partnership under
Chinese law.

Considering the difficulty of operating in a different social, cultural, and economic
environment, instead of setting up a wholly owned enterprise or a branch, the
potential Australian corporate investor may prefer to establish a joint venture in
China.

To set up a joint venture is helpful in terms of promoting a good impression in the
local community. Another advantage of establishing a joint venture, compared with
establishing a wholly foreign owned enterprise, is that it requires lower capital
investment. 366 The paramount reasons of establishing a joint venture are that it is a
business structure having the best possibility of access to the domestic market.
Furthermore, a local partner may offer assistance in relation to obtaining
administrative approval, further financing of the enterprise, accessing the domestic
market, and improving labour relations, etc.

Nevertheless, from the viewpoint of selecting a contractual joint venture, which is
neither a corporation nor a partnership, to be the business structure in Australia, none

366 For a same size business, a foreign investor needs to contribute I 00% capital to set up a wholly owned enterprise, but may
only contribute 25% to establish a joint venture. The investor may use the money of investing in one wholly foreign owned
enterprise to invest in four joint ventures.
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of the forms of Chinese-Foreign joint venture may seem desirable to the potential
Australian investor. However, a domestic investment and an international investment
may have crucial differences. There is the possibility that contrasting with the
Australia practice, Chinese law may make a company or a partnership more attractive
than a purely contractual relationship. Before making business decisions, a close
study of the possibilities of market access, taxation consequences, control, and other
aspects of different forms of investment in China, is necessary. It is a mistake to
concentrate on legal structures in isolation from these factors .
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CHAPTERS

TAXATION CONSEQUENCES OF
DIFFERENT BUSINESS STRUCTURES

Tax policies play an important role in determining the flow of international
investment. 367 In many countries, tax policies are effectively used as an incentive for
attracting foreign investment. 368 Favourable tax rates are offered to certain classes of
business income. China is one of the countries which has used extensive taxation
inducements to attract and focus foreign investment.

However, without the home country's cooperation, the taxation incentives offered to
an investor by the host country may become ineffective. 369 Moreover, a taxpayer
involved in international investment has to face the problem of double taxation.

367 See Assaf Razin and Joel Slemrod, "Introduction", Taxation in the Global Economy, The University of Chicago Press,
1990, p I.
368 See Bernie Bishop, "Investment Incentives", in KC D M Wiled and M Rafiqul Islam (ed), International Transactions,
Trade and Investment, Law and Finance, The Law Book Company Limited, 1993, pp 262-285.
369 For example without tax sparing policy in the home country, taxation advantages gained by a investor in a foreign country
has no any significance.
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Double taxation occurs when two or more jurisdictions impose comparable taxes on
the same transaction. 370 The cause of double taxation is that, today, most jurisdictions
follow two fundamental principles to define their taxation authority. One is the
principle of taxing residents on their world-wide profits (the residence principle).371
The other is the principle of taxing income generated within the country's sovereign
territory (the source principle). 372 In the course of international transactions, the same
income may be subject to the taxation of both the source country (under the source
principle) and in the residence country (under the residence principle). 373 Double
taxation arises where the countries concerned do not have remedy for the taxpayer
when this situation occurs.

Most countries attempt to reduce the problem of double taxation. Two methods are
commonly used, unilateral relief and bilateral/multilateral relief. Under unilateral
relief, a country may unilaterally give a taxpayer a tax reduction or exemption for the
tax paid in a foreign country. However, the bilateral/multilateral relief is obviously a
more effective and popular approach. 374 Bilateral/multilateral relief refers to the
situation where two or more countries negotiate a bilateral or multilateral agreement
aiming at eliminating double taxation and serving both the taxpayer's and the nation's

37 o See Jevena O'Brien, "Double Taxation Agreements", in KC D M Wiled and M Rafiqul Islam, International Transactions,
Trade and Investment, Law and Finance , The Law Book Company Limited, 1993, p 298.
371 See OECD, Controlled Foreign Company Legislation, OECD, 1996, p 12.
372 Ibid.
373 This happens where both the home country and the source country adopt same tax principles . An item of income taxed by
the so urce country under the source principle, may also be subject to the tax jurisdiction of the home country under the resident
principle. For Example, both China and Australia adopt same tax principles, ie, residents will be taxed on their worldwide
inco me, and non-residents will be taxed on their domestic source income. There is the possibility that one item of income may
be taxed twice under the source principle of a so urce country and under residence ptinciple of the home country.

374 See Adrian Ogley, The Principles of International Tax, A Multinational Perspective, lnperfisc, 1994, p 32.
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interests. 375 Most bilateral agreements, including that between Australia and China,
are loosely based on the model agreement designed by the Organisation for Economic
Cooperation and Development.

A double taxation agreement (DT A) of this kind provides a mechanisms for
classifying different categories of income, and allocates the taxing rights of the treaty
countries relating to different categories of income. On the one hand, certain classes
of income, for example, personal exertion income, are reserved entirely to the country
of residence of the person (including an individual or a corporate) deriving the
income. On the other hand, limited taxing rights on passive or investment income
types such as dividends, royalties and interest, are given to the source country. 376 In
the latter case, the country of residence usually also taxes that income, but is obliged
to grant a credit to the taxpayer for the foreign tax paid.

There is a DTA between Australia and China. The Agreement between the

Government of Australia and the Government of the People's Republic of China for
the Avoidance of Double Taxation and the Prevention of Fiscal Evasion with respect
to Taxes on Income (the DTA) came into force on 28 December 1990.

For the purpose of analysing, for the potential Australian investor, the different
taxation consequences of selecting different foreign investment vehicles in China, it is
useful to follow the theme of the DTA.

375 See Jevena O'Brien, "Double Taxation Agreements", in KC D M Wiled and M Rafiqul Islam, International Transactions,
Trade and Investment, Law and Finance, The Law Book Company Limited, 1993, p 299.
376 See CCH Tax Editors, 1997 Australian Master Tax Guide, CCH Australia, 1997, p 1063.
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This chapter will first distinguish different forms of income from different business
activities and discuss the allocation the taxing rights based on the DT A. Secondly, it
will examine the Chinese taxation consequences of the income. Thirdly, the
Australian taxation consequences in relation to the different forms of income.

5.1 THE FORMS OF INCOME AND JURISDICTION TO
TAX

5.1.1 Joint Venture Taxation

5.1.1.1 Joint Venture Profits

To a Chinese-Foreign joint venture taking the form of a Chinese limited company, the
income made in a tax year represents business profits. According to the DTA, the
priority for taxing business profits is given to the residence country. The profits are
taxed in the source country only where there is a permanent establishment in the
source country and the profits are effectively connected with that permanent
establishment. In other words, where the profits are derived in the source country
through a permanent establishment. 377

377 See Article 7 of the DT A.
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A Chinese-foreign joint venture is a Chinese resident enterprise that takes the form of
either a company or a partnership. Therefore, the profits of a corporate joint venture
as business profits are subject to the Chinese income tax under the DTA.

If a joint venture takes the form of a Chinese partnership, the profits received by the
partnership in a tax year represent the income of the partnership which should be
subject to Chinese taxation. Profits may come into a joint venture in different forms
and can consist of passive income (dividends, royalties and interest), or active income
derived from genuine business activities. Together, they constitute the assessable
income of the joint ventures and are subject to the Chinese Enterprises Income Tax.

5.1.1.2 The Joint Venture Profits Received by the Venturers through
Distribution

Over time, the income generated and derived by a joint venture will be distributed to
each venturer. The distribution is classified as a dividend and is subject to Chinese
withholding tax. The part of the distribution received by an Australian venturer is also
liable to Australian income tax with a credit for the Chinese tax payable. Under the
DTA the Chinese tax should not exceed 15% of the gross amount of the dividends. 378

378 In practice, China waived the tax on the dividends derived by a foreign venturer.
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5.1.1.3 Royalties and Interest Received by A Venturer from the Joint Venture

A venturer in a joint venture may adopt different investment strategies. A venturer is
usually required to subscribe to the venture capital, tangible property, or intangible
property. Such subscription comprises the registered capital (share capital) or total
amount of investment from which income is generated. This contribution is regarded
as the joint venture assets and may remain in the venture for the life of the venture.379

The venturer may also enter into arm's length transactions with the joint venture. For
instance, instead of using the technology as part of investment or directly investing
large sums of money, the venturer may want to enter into a technology transfer
contract or a lending contract with the joint venture. In such cases, the payment
received by the venturer from the venture represents royalties or interest. Such income
is subject to Australian taxation. Chinese withholding tax imposed on the income,
which, under the DTA, cannot exceed 10% of the gross amount of the royalties or the
interest received, 380 is credited against Australian tax payable.

5.1.2 Profits Derived by An Australian Enterprise from China
Through A Permanent Establishment
According to the DT A, profits derived by an enterprise are only liable to taxation
authority in the home country. However, if the profits are derived through a

379 See the provisions relating registered capital and total amount of investment in NL, RIJVL, CJVL and RICJVL.
3 80 See Article 11 and 12 of the DTA.
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permanent establishment in the other country, then the profits are subject to the
taxation in that other country.381

The meaning of the term of "permanent establishment" is crucial in implementing the
DTA. A permanent establishment means a fixed place of business through which the
business of an enterprise is wholly or partly carried on. 382 It includes a place of
management, a branch, an office, a factory, or a workshop etc. 383 A person acting in a
country on behalf of an enterprise of the other country other than an agent may also
constitute a permanent establishment, if the person habitually exercises an authority
to conclude contracts on behalf of the enterprise, or manufactures or processes' goods
for the enterprise or merchandise belonging to the enterprise. 384 However, an
enterprise is not a permanent establishment, if it simply uses a site or a facility for
storage, display or delivery of goods or merchandise belonging to the enterprise. 385

Therefore, if an Australian enterprise derives income from China through a site or
establishment and if the income is effectively connected with the site or the
establishment, the income is subject to Chinese taxation.

38! See item

I, Article 7 of the DTA.

3 8 2 See paragraph 1, Article 5 of the DTA.

383 See paragraph 2, Article 5 of the DTA.
384 See paragraph 5, Article 5 of the DTA.
385 See paragraph 4, Article 5 of the DTA .
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China regards permanent establishments as foreign enterprises with sites or
establishments in China. 386 They are subject to Chinese Enterprise Income Tax with a
tax rate of 30%, plus

3%

local income tax making the total income tax rate

33% .387

However, if a foreign enterprise sets up an establishment or a site in a Special
Economic Zone (SEZs) and engages m a production or business operation, the tax
rate on the profits derived through the establishment is reduced to

15%. 388

Income from a permanent establishment is treated as foreign branch income in
Australia. Under current Australian income taxation law, foreign branch income
which is not concessionally taxed and is derived from a country which has adopted
comparable income tax rates, 389 will be exempt from Australian income tax. 39°

Prima facie, branch income derived from China will be exempt from Australian
income tax as long as the income is not designated by Australia as the income that is
concessionally taxed. Enterprises in a SEZ are concessionally tax. However under the
tax sparing provision of the China/Australia double taxation agreement, they are
treated as though they were in, in fact, comparably taxed. 391

386 See Article 2 of the 1991 Foreign Investment Enterprise and Foreign Enterprise Tax Law of the People 's Republic of
China (FIEFITL) and Article 3 of the 1991 Implementing Rules of Foreign Investment Enterprise and Foreign Enterprise Tax
Law of the People's Republic of China (IRFIEFITL).
3 87 See Article 5 of FIEFITL.
388 See Article 7 ofFIEFETL.
389 See sec 320( 1) of In come Tax Assessment Act 1936 (IT AA).
390 See sec 23AH( l)(c). Also see sec 152D and Sch 9 of the Income Tax Regulations for the definition and scope of eligible
designated concession income. This is discussed further below in section 5.3.
39l See paragraph 4, Article 23 of the OTA .
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The TDA allocates primary taxing rights based on the residence of an enterprise.392
Therefore, the income of a Chinese-Foreign equity joint venture, of a ChineseForeign contractual joint venture, or of a wholly foreign owned enterprise where that
enterprise is resident in China, is primarily liable to Chinese income tax.

5.1.3 Wholly Foreign Owned Enterprise Profits

A wholly foreign owned enterprise may be granted the status of a Chinese juristic
person if it satisfies all the necessary conditions. 393 The enterprise will usually take
the form of a limited company. The income of the enterprise, in whatever form,
represents business profits, and is liable to Chinese Enterprise Income Tax. If the
wholly foreign enterprise takes some other form, such as a Chinese partnership, then
the profits will be taxed as partnership income.

When an enterprise remits to Australia out of China, in whatever form , the income is
treated as a dividend. Dividends are subject to Australian tax but are exempt from
Chinese withholding tax. 394

392 See paragraph I of Article 7 of the DTA .
393 See Article 8 of the Law of the People 's Republic of Chi11a 011 Wholly Foreign Owned E11terprises (1986).
394 See Article 19 of PIEFETL.
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5.1.3.1 Dividends

The DTA defines "dividends " as income from shares or other rights participating in
profits and not relating to debt-claims, as well as other income which is subjected to
the same taxation treatment as income from shares by the laws of the state of which
the company making the distribution is a resident. 395

Under the DTA, dividends are fully taxed in the country of residence of the beneficial
owner of the relevant shares or similar rights, and are liable to a maximum
withholding tax in the source country of 15% of the gross amount of the dividends. In
practice, China waives the withholding tax on dividends paid an investor out of the
after tax profits of a wholly foreign owned enterprises. However, if a dividend is
received by a wholly foreign owned enterprise, it is regarded as the income of the
enterprise and is liable to Chinese Enterprise Income Tax. 396

Under the DTA, if dividends received by an enterprise are effectively connected with
a permanent establishment, the dividends will be taxed as business profits and subject
to the income tax of the source country .397 Thus, a dividend received by an Australian
enterprise out of a Chinese source through a permanent establishment in China, will
be deemed as a business profit and is subject to Chinese Enterprise Income Tax. 398

395 See paragraph 3, Article JO of the Double Taxation Agreement.
396 See Article 4 of FIEFITL and Article 6 of IRFIEFITL.
397 See item 4 of Article JO and Article 7 of the DTA.
398 See Article 19 of FIEFITL.
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5.l.3.2Interest

Under the DTA, the term "interest" means interest from debt-claims of every kind,
whether or not secured by mortgage and whether or not carrying a right to participate
in the debtor's profits. It covers, in particular, income from Government securities or
from bonds or debentures, and all other income that is assimilated to income from
money legally lent, and that relates to the Contracting State in which the income
arises. 399

Interest is fully taxed in the country of residence of the beneficial owner. Such
interest may also be liable to withholding tax in the country in which it arises .
However, the tax liability in the source country is limited at 10% of the gross amount
of the interest. 400 Therefore, if an Australian resident invests in China using a loan ,
the interest paid on the loan will be fully taxable in Australia, and liability to Chinese
withholding tax will not exceed 10% of the gross amount of the interest.

Interest received by a Chinese-Foreign joint venture or a Chinese wholly owned
enterprise constitutes the profits of the venture or enterprise and is subject to Chinese
Enterprise Income Tax. Interest derived from a Chinese source by an Australian
enterprise through a permanent establishment therein constitutes business profit and is
also subject to Chinese Enterprise Income Tax.

399 The term "Contracting States" in the OTA refers to Australia and China.
4oo See Article 2 of the OT A.
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5.1.3.3 Royalties

Royalties are payments or credits, whether periodical or not, and however described
or computed, to the extent to which they are made as consideration for: the use of, or
the right to use, any copyright, patent, design or model, plan, secret formula or
process, trademark, or other like property or right; the use of, or the right to use, any
industrial, commercial or scientific equipment; the supply of scientific, technical,
industrial or commercial known-how or information etc. 401 Royalties are subject to
tax in the country of residence of the recipient of the royalties. The source country
may impose withholding tax of up to 10% on the gross royalty. 402

Where an Australian resident is involved in technology transfer with a Chinese party,
the payments received by the transferor, whether by lump sum or instalment, are
taxed as royalties. If Chinese source royalties are received by an Australian enterprise
through a permanent establishment in China, or if the royalties are effectively
connected with the permanent establishment, they will be regarded as business profits
and subject to Chinese tax. 403 If the royalties are received by a Chinese wholly foreign
owned enterprise, they will comprise income of the enterprise and will be liable to
Chinese Enterprise Income Tax.

40 l See Article 11 of the DT A.
402 See paragraph 2, Article 12 of the DTA.
4 03 See paragraph 4, Article 12 of the DT A.
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5.2 TAXATION OF PROFITS BY CHINA

5.2.1. Taxation of Joint Venture Vehicle

Chinese-Foreign joint ventures are Chinese enterprises. According the double
Taxation Agreement, their profits are subject to the Chinese tax jurisdiction. 404

In China, the major categories of tax relevant to a joint venture are: joint venture
income tax, individual income tax, value-added tax, consumption tax, business tax,
real estate tax, tax for boat and vehicle licence plates, and customs duties. The major
tax on a joint venture is income tax. China used to impose different tax rates on
different forms of joint ventures. Since the promulgation of the 1991 Foreign

Investment Enterprise and Foreign Enterprise Tax Law of the People's Republic of
China (FIEFETL) and the 1991 Implementing Rules of People 's Republic of China on
Foreign Investment Enterprise and Foreign Enterprise Tax Law (IRFIEFETL),
Chinese authorities have adopted a uniform tax rate on equity joint ventures and
contractual joint ventures. 405 There is no provision in the new income taxation law for
different preferential treatment among different types of Chinese-Foreign joint
ventures either.

The only significant difference for taxation purpose between joint ventures creating
Chinese juristic persons and joint ventures not creating Chinese juristic persons is in

404 See Article 7 of the DT A.
405 See Article 5 ofFIEFETL.
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the areas of tax accounting and payment. Article 7 of IRFIEFETL states that each
party of a Chinese-Foreign contractual joint venture not creating a Chinese juristic
person may compute and pay its own income tax in accordance with the relevant tax
laws and regulations of the state. Parties can also choose to calculate and pay their
income tax in a unified way in accordance with the Tax Law (FEIFITL) upon
approval by the local tax authorities of an application filed by the joint venture.

This means that if the parties to Chinese-Foreign contractual joint venture not
creating Chinese juristic persons separately compute and pay their own income tax,
the Chinese parties will compute and pay enterprise income tax in accordance with
the tax legislation for wholly Chinese owned enterprises. 406 The foreign party to such
a joint venture will be regarded as an establishment or site set up in the People's
Republic of China by a foreign company, enterprise, or other economic organisation,
and pay enterprise income tax in accordance with FIEFETL. 407 Such foreign parties
are not eligible for the preferential tax treatment available for foreign investment
enterprises. 408

On the other hand, the parties of such joint ventures may formulate the Articles of
Association to say that the enterprises practise unified accounting, and the parties
jointly operate and manage the enterprises and share the profits, losses and investment
risks of the enterprises. In such a case, they may, upon approval by the local tax

4 06 See paragraph I of Article 4 of the 1991 State Taxation Bureau, Operational Problems in the Thorough Implementation of
the Foreign Related Enterprise Income Tax Law Circular.
4o7 Ibid.
408 Ibid.
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authorities of an application filed by the enterprises, compute and pay Enterprise
Income Tax on a unified basis in accordance with the FIEFETL and enjoy the
preferential tax treatment available for foreign investment enterprises.409

5.2.1.1 Income Tax of Chinese-Foreign Joint Venture

According to the FIEFETL, joint ventures, equity and contractual, should pay income
tax on the income obtained from production and business operations and other
sources. The term "income obtained from production and business operations" refers
to income from production and business operations in manufacturing, mining,
communications and transportation, construction and installation, agriculture,
forestry, animal husbandry, fisheries, water conservancy, commerce, financing,
services, exploration and development operations, and other trade. 410

The term "the income from other sources" refers to such income as dividends,
interest, rental income, and income from assignment of the right to use patents,
proprietary technology, trademarks, copyrights, and non-operating income.411

Joint ventures with head offices inside the People's Republic of China pay income tax
on both their income derived from sources inside the China and their income derived

4o9 See paragraph 2, Article 4 of the 1991 State Taxation Bureau, Operational Problems in the Thorough Implementation of
the Foreign Related Enterprise Income Tax Law Circular.
4 IO See paragraph I, Article 2 of IRFIEFETL.

411 See paragraph 2, Article 2 of IRFIEFETL.
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from sources outside China. Income tax on Chinese-Foreign joint ventures does not
include items such as capital gains. It includes income derived from production and
business operations in China and income from other sources. Income tax is levied on
the net income, which is the total income in a tax year less costs, expenses, and
losses.

The income tax rate on joint ventures is 30%, with a local income tax of 3% of net
income, giving a totally average rate of 33%. 412 This tax rate applies in most
geographic areas. There is preferential tax treatment in special areas such as Special
Economic Zones (SEZs), Economic and Technical Development Zones (ETDZs) and
other areas designated by the State Council. These will be discussed later in this
chapter.

There are detailed rules for the allowance of depreciation on the original value of
fixed assets and for the amortisation of certain intangible assets in Chinese taxation
law. Generally speaking, the original value of purchased fixed assets is the purchase
price plus freight and installation expenses and other related expenses incurred before
they are placed in service.413 The original value of fixed assets manufactured or
constructed by an enterprise for itself is the actual expenditure during manufacture or
construction. 414 The original value of fixed assets contributed as investments is a
reasonable value determined on the basis of age and pursuant to the contract or a

4 12 See Article 5 of FIEFETL.
4 13 See Article 31 of IRFIEFETL.
4 14 /bid.
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value appraised on the basis of their age and by reference to relevant market prices,
plus relevant expenses incurred before the assets are placed in service.4 15

5.2.1.2 Preferential Income Tax Treatment

Income tax is the major tax imposed on joint ventures. To attract foreign investment,
China gives joint ventures preferential income tax treatment. The preferential
treatment varies with area, industry, and terms of cooperation.

•

The Preferential Income Tax Treatment in Different Areas

(1) Special Economic Zones (SEZs)

The term "Special Economic Zones" indicates the Shenzhen, Zhuhai, Shantou,
Xiamen and Hainan Special Economic Zones established according to the law or by
approval of the State Council. 416 All the joint ventures located in SEZs pay tax at 15%
income tax rate regardless of their trades. 417 However, the assessment of income tax
at a reduced rate of 15% is restricted to the income derived by the joint venture

415 Ibid.
41 6 See Article 69 of IRFIEFETL.
417 See Article 7 of FIEFETL.
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located in the SEZs from production and business operations carried out m the
appropriate Zones.41 8

(2) Economic and Technical Development Zones (ETDZ)

The term "Economic and Technical Development Zones" refers to the ETDZs
established in coastal port cities with the approval of the State Council. 41 9 In ETDZs,
production-oriented joint ventures pay income tax at 15%, whereas non-productionoriented joint ventures pay income tax at 30%.420 The reduced rate of 15% is also
restricted to the income derived by the joint venture located in the ETDZs from
production carried out in the appropriate Zones. 421

(3) Other areas

These areas include Coastal Economic Zones, old urban areas of cities where SEZs or
ETDZs are located, other areas designed for tax preferential treatment by the State
Council, and economically underdeveloped, remote areas. In these areas, joint
ventures may enjoy tax reductions or exemption for ten years or more depending
upon whether they are production-oriented; an if they are, they are product exporting
enterprises, or advanced technology enterprises.

41 8 See Article 71

of IRFIEFETL.

419 op cit note 50.
420 op cit note 51 .
421

op cit note 52.
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•

Preferential Treatment of Income Tax on Production-oriented Joint
Ventures

The term "production-oriented joint venture" refers to the joint ventures engaged in
the following industries: a. Machinery manufacturing and electronics; b . energy
(excluding the exploitation of petroleum and natural gas); c. metallurgical, chemical
and building materials; d. light industries, textiles and packaging; e. medical
apparatus and pharmaceutical; f. agriculture, forestry, animal husbandry, fisheries and
water conservancy; g. construction; h. communications and transportation (excluding
passenger transport); i. scientific and technological development, geological
surveying and industrial information consultancy that directly serve the purpose of
production, and maintenance services for production equipment and precision
instruments; j. other industries as determined by the State Council's department in
charge of taxation.422

Production-oriented joint ventures in ETDZs pay income tax at a rate of 15% which is
a 50% reduction over that paid in general areas. Other provisions in the taxation law
grant preferential treatment to production-oriented joint ventures, includes:

(1) In Coastal Open Economic Zones and Old Urban Districts of the Cities Where

SEZs and ETDZs Are Located

Production-oriented joint ventures established in Coastal Open Economic Zones or
the old urban districts in the cities where SEZs and ETDZs are located, are assessed

4 22 See Article 72 ofFIEFETL.
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income tax at the reduced rate of 24%. 423 However, this rate is reduced to 15% for the
following projects: a. technology-intensive or knowledge-intensive projects; b.
projects with foreign investment of US$30 million or more and a long pay back
period; c. energy, transportation and port construction projects. 424

(2) Term of Operation of Ten Years or More

Production-oriented joint ventures with terms of operation 425 of 10 years or more
enjoy exemptions from income tax in the first and second years, and a 50% reduction
of income tax in the third to fifth years , commencing with the first profit-making tax
year. 426 However, an eligible joint venture is required to report to the local tax
authorities for examination of the industry in which it is engaged, the names of its
main products, the term of operation decided on and other matters. 427 Where the
approval is not given, the enterprise may not enjoy reduction and exemption of the
Income Tax. 428 Where the actual period of operation of a foreign investment
enterprise is less than 10 years, the enterprise must repay the amount of the Income
Tax that was reduced or exempted. 429

423 See paragraph 2, Article 7 ofFIEFETL.
424 See item I, Article 73 of IRFIEFETL.
425 The term of "term of operation" refers to the period commencing on the date on which a foreign investment enterprise
actually commences production or business operations (including trial production and trial operation ) and ending on the date
on which the enterprise terminates its production or business operation. See paragraph 2, Article 74 of IRFIEFETL.
426 See Article 8 ofFIEFETL.
427 See paragraph 2, Article 74 of IRFIEFETL.
428 lbid.
42 9 See Article 8 of FIEFETL.
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(2) Product Exporting Enterprises

A production-oriented joint venture may also fall in the category of product exporting
enterprise, and therefore enjoy further preferential taxation treatment. To constitute a
product exporting enterprise, a production-oriented joint venture must satisfy certain
criteria. First, the enterprise must produce tangible products. Second, the enterprise
must manufacture products for export. Third, the annual output value of the export
product should reach 50% of the total output value of that year. Fourthly, in a given
year, the enterprise must realise a balance or a surplus of foreign exchange operating
income and expenditure.430

Where, in any year after the expiration of the period for exemption and reduction of
income tax provided for in the tax law, the value of the export products of any exportoriented joint venture constitutes 70% or more of the enterprise's total output value
for that year, the joint venture may apply for a 50% reduction in the amount of
income tax payable for that tax year on the strength of an Export-Oriented Enterprise
Certificate issued by the examination and confirmation department. 431 Such a
reduction may be granted subject to examination and confirmation by the local tax
authorities of the value of the export products and the total output value for the year
as submitted by the enterprise. If a 50% reduction would reduce the tax rate to less
than 10%, income tax will be paid at the rate of 10%. 432

43 o See item 2, Article 4 of the Ministry of Foreign Economic Relations and Trade, Designation and Confirmation of Foreign
Investment Enterprises as "Product Exporting Enterprises" and "Advanced Technology Enterprises" Implementing Procedures
Supplementary Provisions.

431 See paragraph 7 and paragraph 9, Article 75 of IRFIEFETL.
432 See paragraph 7, Article 75 of IRFIEFETL.
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(4) Advanced Technology Enterprises

To constitute an advanced technology enterprise, a production-oriented joint venture
must fulfil the following requirements:

a. it usually should be an enterprise which produces tangible products

b. it should generally be in industries and have projects in which the state encourages
foreign investment;

c. it should use internationally advanced and appropriate production technology and
equipment, and it should develop new products in China, or its products should be
more advanced than the same or similar Chinese products in terms of product
quality and technical performance

d. it should generally have a technology transfer agreement or else have a specific
technology transfer clause in its joint venture contract stipulating such items as the
detailed contents of the technology transfer, technology and product standards,
stages of technology transfer, time limit for reaching technology and product
standards and the schedule for localisation of parts and components. 433

Ordinary processing-type projects in which only the imported machinery and
equipment have superior performance and higher efficiency compared with Chineseproduced machinery, or projects that are engaged primarily in the assembly of

433 See Article I & Item I, Article 5 of the Ministry of Foreign Economic Relations and Trade, Designation and Confirmation
of Foreign Investment Ente,prises as "Product Exporting Enterprises" and "Advanced Technology Enterprises" Implementing
Procedures Supplementary Provisions.
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supplied parts, may not be designated as advanced technology enterprises.434 If the
technology developed by a high- or new-technology development project is truly
advanced, such a project may apply to participate in the designation and confirmation
of advanced technology enterprises even though it does not produce tangible
products. 435 Technologically advanced enterprises, involving foreign investment,
which are still technologically advanced after the expiration of the period for
reduction and exemption of income tax, may be granted a three-year extension to their
50% reduction in the income tax payable under FIEFETL.436

•

Other Preferential Income Tax Treatments of Joint Ventures in Different
Areas, Industries, and Business

(1)

A production-oriented joint venture established in economically
underdeveloped or remote areas may, after the expiration of the period for
exemption and reduction of tax stipulated in FIEFETL, continue to enjoy a
15% to 30% reduction in income tax for the subsequent 10 years . 437 However,
to continue to enjoy the tax reduction, the joint venture must file an application
and the application must be approved by the department of the State Council in
charge of taxation. 438

434 Ibid, paragraph 2, Item I of Article 5.
435 See Item 2, Article 5 of the Ministry of Foreign Economic Relations a11d Trade, Designation and Co11fi rmation of Foreign
In vestment Enterprises as "Product Exporting E11terprises" and "Advanced Technology E11te1p rises " Imp lementing Procedures
Supp lementa,y Provisions.

436 See paragraph 8, Article 75 of 1RFIEFETL.
437 See paragraph 3, Article 8of FIEFETL.
438 Ibid.
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(2)

joint ventures engaged in agriculture, forestry or animal husbandry, and foreign
investment may also file an application to the department mentioned in (I) to
continue to enjoy a 15% to 30% reduction in Enterprise Income Tax for the
subsequent 10 years.439

(3)

Equity joint ventures engaged in port and pier construction projects in the
Coastal Economic Zones, the old urban areas of cities where SEZs and ETDZs
or other areas designated by the State Council, are assessed to Enterprise
Income Tax at the reduced rate of 15%. 440

(4)

Chinese-Foreign equity joint venture banks are assessed to Enterprise Income
Tax at the reduced rate of 15%, if the joint venture banks have been established
in the SEZs or in other zones approved by the State Council. It is required that
the capital invested by the foreign investor or the working capital allocated to
the branch by the head office must exceed US$10 million and the term of
operation should be 10 years or more. 441

(5)

Production-orientated joint ventures that have been established in the Pudong
New Area of Shanghai, and the joint ventures that are engaged in construction
projects in the fields of energy and communications such as for airports, ports,
railroads, highways and power stations, are assessed to Enterprise Income Tax
at the reduced rate of 15%. 442

(6)

Joint ventures that have been established in the state High-Technology and
New-Technology Industry Development Zones designated by the State Council
and have been confirmed as high-technology or new-technology enterprises,

439 See paragraph 3, Article 8 of FIEFETL.
44o See paragraph 3, Article 7 of FIEFETL and item 2, Article 73 of TRFIEFETL.

441 See paragraph 3, Article 7 of FIEFETL and item 3, Article 73 of IRFIEFETL.
442 See paragraph 3, Article 7 of FIEFETL and

Item 4, Article 73 of IRFIEFETL.
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and joint ventures that have been established in the Beijing Experimental Zone
for Development of New-Technology Industries and have been confirmed as
new-technology enterprises, may be assessed to income tax at the reduced rate
of 15%.443

The point which needs to be specially stressed is: some joint ventures can enjoy both
a 15% income tax rate because of location, and other reductions or exemptions due to
terms, trades or other elements. Therefore those joint ventures actually may enjoy
double preferential treatment. For example, a joint venture may enjoy the reduced
income tax rate of 15% due to its located in a SEZ. If the joint venture is also a
production-oriented enterprise with a term of more than 10 years, then the joint
venture will be exempt from Enterprise Income Tax in the first and second years and
Receive a 50% reduction in income tax in the third to fifth years, commencing with
the first profit-making tax year. In this case, the 50% reduction of income tax in the
third to fifth years is based on the reduced income tax rate of 15%. As a result, the
joint venture will pay the Income Tax in the third to fifth years at a further reduced
tax rate of 7.5%. The following diagram illustrates the preferential income tax
treatment of joint ventures in different areas and industries.

443 See paragraph 3, Article 7 of FIEFETL & Item 5, Article 73 of RIFIEFETL.
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Production-Oriented Joint Ventures with a
Term of 10 Years or More

In General Areas

In SEZ or ETDZ

General
Enterprisei

Product
Exporting
Enterprises

Advanced
Technology
Enterprises

Pay 0% in
1st and
2nd years

Pay 0% in
1st and
2nd years

Payl5 %
in 3rd,
4th, and 5th
years

General
Enterprises

Product
Exporting
Enterprisei

Advanced
Technolog,
Enterprises

Pay 0% in
I st and
2nd years

Pay 0% in
1st and
2nd years

Pay 0% in
l st and
2nd years

Pay 0% in
I st and
2nd years

Payl5 %
in 3rd,
4th and 5th
years

Payl5 %
in 3rd,
4th and 5th
years

Pay 7.5%
in 3rd,
4th, and 5th
years

Pay 7.5 %
in 3rd,
4th, and 5th
years

Pay 7.5 %
in 3rd,
4th, and 5tl
years

Pay 30%
in 6th,
7th, and 8th
years

Pay 15%
in 6th,
7th, and 8th
years

Pay 15%
in 6th,
7th, and 8th
years

Pay 15%
in 6th,
7th, and 8th
years

Pay 10%
in 6th,
7th , and 8th
years

Pay 10%
in 6th,
7th, and 8tl
years

Pay 30%
from 9th
years

Pay 15%
from 9th
years

Pay 30%
from 9th
years

Pay 15%
from 9th
years

Pay 10%
from 9th
years

Pay 15%
from 9th
years

For tax purposes, a product exporting enterprise must maintain a record that the value
of exports constitutes 70% or more of the enterprise's total output value for that year.

•

The Reduction and Exemption of Local Income Tax

Joint Ventures pay 3% local income tax . FIEFETL confers on the People's
Governments of the provinces, Autonomous Regions and centrally governed
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municipalities, the authority to decide on exemptions or reductions of local income
tax for industries and projects in which joint ventures are engaged. Hence, in different
areas, there are different provisions assessing local income tax.

•

Other Preferential Tax Treatments of Joint Venture Income

(1) Where the Foreign investor in a joint venture directly reinvests in the joint

venture any profits it receives, thereby increasing its registered capital, or uses its
share of profits as a capital investment for the establishment of another foreign
investment, and the term of operation of the enterprise invested in is not less than
5 years, the investor will, upon approval of an application by the tax authorities,
obtain a refund of 40% of the income tax already paid on the reinvested
amount. 444 However, if the investor withdraws the reinvested amount within 5
years, it must pay back the refunded tax. 445

(2) Where the Foreign investor in a joint venture directly reinvests its foreign
investment enterprise446 profits in the establishment or expansion of a product
exporting enterprise or an advanced technology enterprise, and where a foreign
investor in a joint venture directly reinvests its profits derived from an enterprise
located in the SEZ of Hainan province into infrastructure projects and
agricultural development enterprises in the SEZ of Hainan, the investor may,
according to the relevant provisions by the State Council, obtain a 100% refund
of income tax already paid on the reinvested amount. 447

444 See Article JO of FIEFETL.

445 Ibid.
446 Foreign investment enterprises include joint ventures and wholly foreign owned enterprises. See Article 2 of FIEFETL.
447 See Article 8 I of IRFIEFETL.
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(3) Losses incurred by a joint venture during a tax year may be carried over to the
next tax year and set off against a corresponding amount of income in that year.
If the income in the following tax year is insufficient to cover such losses, the
balance may be set off against the income in subsequent years for a maximum
period of 5 years .448

(4) According to Article 8 of FIEFETL, the income tax reduction and exemption
provisions promulgated by the State Council before the implementation of
FIEFETL and IRFIEFETL for energy, communications, port and pier projects
and other important production-oriented projects that are longer in duration than
those provided for in FIEFETL and IRFIEFETL, as well as the tax reduction and
exemption provisions for important projects that are not production-oriented,
continue to be effective after the implementation of FIEFETL and IRFIEFETL.

The preferential income tax treatment for joint ventures is not automatic. It is given
upon the application of the venturers and the approval of relevant authorities.

5.2.1.3 The Value-added Tax (VAT), Consumption Tax and Business Tax

Three new indirect taxes replaced the old system of Consolidated Industrial and
Commercial Tax (CICT) in 1 January 1994.

On 29 December, 1993, the Fifth Session of the Eighth National People's Congress
passed the Decision of Applying the Taxation Regulations Concerning Value-added

Tax, Consumption Tax, and Business Tax to Foreign Investment Enterprises and
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Foreign Enterprises. CICT was abolished. CICT is an accumulation tax. The more
stages the goods go through the more tax will be imposed on the goods. The new
taxes can avoid the cumulative effect.449

The decision provides that a tax rebate is available for a foreign investment enterprise
suffering an excessive tax as a result of implementing the new taxes, if the enterprise
was set up before 31 December 1993. A maximum of time for the relief is five years.

(1) Value-Added Tax

Foreign investment enterprises and foreign enterprises engaged in sale of goods and
provision of services, processing, repairing, and importing goods are liable to valueadded tax.450

Value-added tax has a standard rate of 17%. 451 This tax rate is comparable to the tax
rate of EC countries. However, the value-added tax rate will be 13% for certain items
of importance to the economy. If taxpayers export goods, the tax rate will be zero
unless there are different provisions of the State Council. 452

44 8 See Article I I of FIEFETL.
449 See A J and Li jinyan, "The Evolution of the Tax System in the People's Republic of China", in Ralph H . Folsom and John
H. Minan (ed), Law in the People's Republic of China, Commentary, Readings and Materials , Martin us Nijhoff Publishers,
1989, p 849.

45 0 See Article I of the I 994 Valu e-added Tax Tentative Regulations of the People's Republic of China .
451 See item I, Article 2 of the 1994 Value -added Tax Tentative Regulations of the People's Republic of China .
452 See item 2, Article 2 of the 1994 Value-added Tax Tentative Regulations of the People's Republic of China.

Where taxpayers sell goods or provide taxable services, the amount of tax payable is
the current tax on sale453 less the current tax on purchase.454 If the amount of tax on
sale is less than the amount of tax on purchase, the negative amount will be carried to
the next period.

The amount of tax payable by taxpayers classified as "small taxpayers" will be
calculated in a simplified way. The tax rate for small taxpayers is 6%. 455 The formula
for calculating the amount of tax payable is: the amount of the sale multiplied by the
tax rate.

Where taxpayers import goods, the amount of tax payable is the Composite Price
multiplied by the tax rate. The Composite Price is: Dutiable Value+ Customs Duty+
Consumption Tax.456

Taxpayers are exempt from value-added tax if they deal with goods such as the selfmade-goods sold by agricultural producers, contraceptive and contraceptive devices,
equipment as aid from foreign governments and international organisations,

453 The amount of tax on sale is the amount of sale times tax rate. See Article 5 of the 1994 Value-added Tax Tentative
Regulations of the People's Republic of China.

454 The value-added tax paid by taxpayers on purchasing of goods and receiving service is the amount of tax on purchase.
Usually, the amount of tax on purchase is limited at the amount that recorded on the certificates of tax payment. For example,
the amount of value-added tax recorded on the recept from the sale parties . The amount of value-added tax recorded on the
certificate of tax paid of the Customs. See Article 8 of the Value-added Tax Tentative Regulations of the People 's Republic of
China.

455 See Article 12 of the 1994 Value-added Tax Tentative Regulations of the People's Republic r~f China .
456 See Article 15 of the 1994Value-added Tax Tentative Regulations of the People's Republic of China.

equipment necessary for processing and compensation trade, import products for the
use by disabled people in particular. 457

(2) Consumption Tax

Consumption tax is levied on the sale and import of tobacco products, alcoholic
beverages, cosmetics, skin and hair care products, firecrackers and fireworks,
gasoline, diesel oil, automobile tires, motorcycles and small automobiles.458

Foreign investment enterprises and foreign enterprises that produce, comm1ss10n
others with processing or import consumer goods mentioned above are taxpayers for
the consumption tax. 459 The tax rates rank from 3% to 45% on different items of
goods specified in the 1994 Consumption Tax Tentative Regulation of the People's

Republic of China.

The tax is calculated according to the price or quantity of the taxable consumer goods.
Where the tax is calculated according to price, the amount of tax payable is the sales
amount460 multiplied by the tax rate. Whereas, where the tax is calculated according

457 See Article 16 of the 1994 Value-added Tax Tentative Regulations of the People 's Republic of China .
458 See Table of Consumption Tax Items and Rates in the Consumption Tax Tentative Regulations <if the People's Republic <if
China.
459 See Article I of the Consumption Tax Tentative Regulations of the People's Republic of China.
460 The sale amount is the full price and all additional charges that are collected by the taxpayer. See Article 6 of the 1994
Consumption Tax Tentative Regulations of the People's Republic of China .
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to quantity, the amount of tax payable is the sales quantity multiplied by the unit
tax.461

Taxable consumer goods produced by taxpayers for their own use are exempt from
consumption tax, if they are used for continued production of taxable consumer
goods. However, they are taxable if they are used for other purposes. In such cases,
the amount of tax payable will be calculated according to the selling price of the same
type of consumer goods produced by the taxpayers. When there is not a selling price,
the amount of tax will be calculated according to the composite price formula. 462

Where the taxable consumer goods are produced by taxpayers, Consumption Tax is
collected at the time of sale. 463 Where taxable consumer goods are processed by
taxpayers, consumption tax is collected at the time the goods are turned over by the
commissioned party at the time of delivery of the goods to the commissioning
party. 464 For tax on imported taxable consumer goods, the tax paid may be set off or
deducted in accordance with regulations. 465

461 . See Article 6 of the 1994 Consumption Tax Tentative Regulations of the People's Republic of China .
462 Composite price for tax calculation purposes= (cost+ profit)/ (I - consumption tax rate). In case of taxing on taxable
consumer goods processed pursuant to a commission, the Composite Price will be calculated according to the following
formula: Composite Price for tax calculation purposes= (cost of materials+ processing fee)/ (I - consumption tax rate). The
formula changes again when calculating the tax on imported consumer goods. In such case, the formula is: Composite Price for
tax calculation purposes= (dutiable value= Customs duty)/ (I - consumption tax rate). See Article 7 of the 1994
Consumption Tax Tentative Regulations of the People's Republic of China.

463 See Article 4 of the 1994 Consumption Tax Tentative Regulations of the People's Republic of China.
464 Ibid.
465 Ibid.

(3) Business Tax

Business tax is levied on certain labour services and assignment intangible assets or
sale of immovable property in China. 466 Taxpayers engaged in seven different types
of industries are subject to business tax. 467 The transfer of intangible assets and the
sale of immovable property are also subject to business tax. The tax rates on service
range from 3% to 20%. 468 The tax rate for assignment of intangible assets, sale of
immovable property is 5% .469 Taxpayers engaged in the transport industry,
construction industry, post and telecommunications and culture and sports, pay
business tax at the rate of 3%. 470

Taxpayers engaged in the finance, insurance and service industries pay business tax at
the rate of 5%. 471

If taxpayers engage in the entertainment business, they will pay tax at a rate between

5% and 20%. 472 The authority to determine the actual rate within the range is
conferred to provincial governments.
466 See Article I of the 1994 Business Tax Te11tative Regulations of the People 's Republic of China.
4 67 Including transport industry, construction industry, finan ce and insurance industries, post and telecommunications, culture
and sports, entertainment business, and service industry. See Table of Busi ness Tax Items and Rates in the 1994 Business Tax
Tentative Regulations of the People's Republic of China.
468 See Table of Business Tax Items and Rates in the 1994 Business Tax Tentative Regulations of the People's Republic of
China.
469 Ibid.
47 o Ibid.
471 Ibid.
472 See Table of Business Tax Items and Rates in the 1994 Business Tax Tenta ti ve Regulation of"1he People's Republic<!/"
China.
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The amount of tax payable is the amount of business multiplied by the tax rate.473 The
amount of business of a taxpayer is the full price and all additional charges that are
collected by the taxpayer from the other party for the provision of taxable labour
services, assignment of intangible assets or sale of immovable property, except in the
following circumstances:

•

if a transport enterprise carries travellers or goods out of China and the transport
of the passengers or goods is taken over outside China by another transport
enterprise, the amount of business should be the ticket price or freight for the
whole journey less the ticket price or freight paid to such other transport
enterprise;

•

if a tourism enterprise organises a trip outside China for a tour group and such
group is met outside China by another tourism enterprise, the amount of business
is the price for the entire tour less the tour price paid to such enterprise meeting
the tour group;

•

if a main construction contractor subcontracts or no-contracts the project to
others, the amount of business is the total amount for which the project was
contracted less the amount paid to the subcontractor(s) or to the entity to which
the project was on-contracted;

•

for the business of on-lending, the amount of business is the loan interest earned
less the loan interest earned less the loan interest paid;

473 See Article 4 of the 1994 Business Tax Tentative Regulation of the People 's Republic of China .
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•

for the business of purchasing and selling foreign exchange, valuable securities
and futures, the amount of business is the selling price less the buying price. 474

Certain items are exempt from business tax, including medical services provided by
hospitals, clinics and other medical institutions, agricultural business such as
ploughing, irrigation and drainage, plant protection, animal disease prevention, etc. 475

5.2.1.4 Customs Duties

Customs Duties are levied on the import and export of goods. The new development
of legislation such as the 1987 Custonis Regulation and the revised Import and Export

Duties Regulation has brought China into line with international practice.

Generally speaking, joint ventures enjoy preferential treatment regarding Customs
Duties in the following areas:

•

goods imported by foreign investment enterprises in accordance with regulations
and within their total amount of investment and approved amount of additional
investment are entitled to preferential treatment from Customs in the form of
duty and tax reduction or exemption. However, duty and tax are collected in
accordance with regulations on goods imported in excess of the amount of
investment; 476

474 See Article 5 of the 1994 Business Tax Tentative Regulation of the People's Republic of China.
475 See Article 6 of the 1994 Business Tax Tentative Regulation of the People's Republic <1fChina.
476 See Article 12 of the 1992 Foreign Investment Enterprises Import and Export Goods Supervision and Administration and
Tax and Duty Collection and Exemption Procedures (PRC customs).
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•

means of transport and vehicles and office articles/equipment for use in
production imported by joint ventures in reasonable quantities, for their own use,
within their total amounts of investment and in accordance with state regulations,
are exempt from import Customs Duty;477

•

machinery and equipment, parts and components and other materials47 8 which
form a capital contribution of the foreign party to the joint venture, in accordance
with the contract;479

•

machinery, equipment, parts, components and other materials imported using
funds within the total amount of investment;480

•

machinery, equipment, parts, components and other materials domestic
production of which cannot be guaranteed and which are imported with increased
capital; 481

•

raw and processed materials, auxiliary materials, components, spare parts and
packaging materials imported form abroad by the joint venture for use in the
production of goods for export;482

•

machinery, equipment, parts and materials imported for use directly in
exploration and development operations in the contractual joint ventures

477 See Article 17 of the 1992 Foreign Investment Enterprises Import and Export Goods Supervision and Administration and
Tax and Duty Collection and Exemption Procedures (PRC customs).

478 The term of "other materials" here and hereafter refers to materials required for construction of the factory/site and
installation and installation and reinforcement of machinery.

479 See Article 71 ofRJJVL.
4 so Ibid.

481 /bid.
482 Ibid.
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recovery of offshore petroleum; parts, components and materials required to be
imported for the manufacture of machinery and equipment for use in recovery
operations; 483

•

machinery, equipment, and materials required for construction of factories/sites
and installation and installation and reinforcement of machinery and equipment,
for projects in energy development, capital construction of railways, roads and
ports, industry, agriculture, forestry, animal husbandry and aquaculture, deep-sea
fishing, scientific research, education, medical treatment and public health; 484
and

•

goods the import of which is specified in the contract and which are imported
using foreign funds , are exempt from import Customs Duty. 485

5.2.1.S Real Estate Tax

Joint ventures are required to pay real estate tax for the land and buildings contributed
by the Chinese participants to the joint venture.

In China, all the urban land is owned by the state and all the rural land is under
collective ownership. Individuals do not own the land. However, buildings and
structures on the land can be owned by individuals, state enterprises, and foreign

4 83 See Article 15 of the 1992 Foreign In vestment Enterprises Import and Export Goods Supervision and Administration and
Tax and Duty Collection and Exemption Procedures (PRC customs) .

484 Ibid.
485 Ibid.
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investment enterprises. The land right upon the land contributed by a Chinese
participant to a joint venture is the use right of the land. 486

The annual tax rate of real estate is equal to 1.2% of the standard value of the land and
buildings. 487 When it is calculated on rents, the rate is equal to 18% of the rents. Real
estate tax is paid quarterly or every six months. 488

5.2.1.6 Tax for Vessel and Vehicle Licence Plates (VVLPT)

VVLPT is levied on vessels and vehicles of joint ventures according to the tonnage of
the vessels and vehicles, and is paid on an annual basis. The tax is collected by local
governments. The tax rate is determined by the local government within the range
stipulated by the 1951 Regulation Governing License Taxes for the Use of Vehicles

and Vessels .

5.2.2 Taxation of Foreign Enterprises

5.2.2.1 Taxation of Foreign Enterprises with Establishments in China

According to FIEFETL and IRFIEFETL, foreign companies, enterprises, and other
economic organisations that have establishments or sites in the People's Republic of

486 Under Chinese Jaw, all the urban land is owned by the state and all the rural land is owned by state or collectives.
Individuals or organisations can only have use right in relation to land, not absolute ownership.
48 7 See Michael J. Moser and Winston K. Zee, China Tax Guide, Oxford University Press, 1987, p 73 .
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China engaged in production of business operations, pay income tax at a rate of 33%
which include a 3% local income tax.489

As mentioned above, foreign parties to a Chinese-Foreign contractual joint venture
not creating a Chinese juristic person, which compute and pay their own income tax,
are regarded as having an establishment or site set up in China by a foreign company,
enterprise, or other economic organisation. In other words, the foreign joint venturers
are treated as a foreign enterprise for tax purposes. 490

Generally speaking, the prov1s1ons regarding income sources, income tax rate,
computation of taxable income, taxation of assets, tax deduction, and tax
administration, that apply to a Chinese-Foreign joint venture, also apply to a foreign
enterprise. However, the provisions about tax concessions do not apply to a foreign
enterprise.

This means that a foreign party of a contractual joint venture not creating a Chinese
juristic person chooses to pay tax separately for whatever reason, will lose tax
preference under Chinese tax law.

The 1991 Law of People's Republic of China on Enterprise Income Tax imposes
income tax at the same rates as the joint venture income tax rates, on a Chinese state

488 Ibid.
4S9 See Article 5 of FIEFETL.
490 See Article 7 of FIEFETL.
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owned enterprise. 491 Chinese parties of joint ventures do not enjoy the preferential tax
treatment offered to their foreign counterparts, so, there should be no difference for a
Chinese party of a contractual joint venture not creating a Chinese juristic person,
who is a state owned enterprise, in paying tax separately or jointly.

5.2.2.2 Taxation of Processing and Compensation Trade

Generally, processing and compensation trade transactions involve payment, export
and import of materials and goods. Therefore the withholding tax, value-added tax,
consumption tax and Customs Duties should be the major taxes relating to those
trades.

To encourage foreign investment, the Chinese authority offers favourable treatment to
the processing and compensation trade. The materials, parts, components imported
and the products exported in processing trade are all exempt from Value-added Tax
and Customs Duties.492

Parties proposing a compensation trade should reach an agreement and submit the
agreement for governmental approval. If the approval is granted, all the machinery
and equipment imported and products exported will be exempt from Value-added Tax
and Customs Duties.

491

Before the promulgation of the law, Chinese enterprises paid tax at a tax rate of 55%, whereas foreign investment
enterprises paid their tax at a tax rate of 33%.

492 See Michael J. Moser and Winston K. Zee, China Tax Guide, Oxford University Press, 1987,
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p 10.

Upon approval of local tax authorities, the withholding tax may also be exempt, if a
compensation trade is structured as a loan with repayment made in kind covering both
principal and interest.493

Sometimes, if the foreign involvement in a compensation trade is such that it is
deemed to have set up an establishment in China, then the income derived by the
foreign investors may be treated as business profits and subject to Enterprise Income
Tax.494

5.2.2.3 Tax of Wholly Foreign Owned Enterprises

FIEFETL has unified the Income Tax rate of foreign investment enterprises including
joint ventures and wholly foreign owned enterprises at a flat 33%. The preferential
treatment for joint ventures stipulated in FIEFETL and IRFIEFETL also applies to a
wholly foreign owned enterprise. 495

In addition, Value-added Tax, Consumption Tax, Business Tax, Customs Duties,
VVLT, and the Real Estate Tax all apply to a wholly foreign owned enterprise. 496

4 93 See paragraph 2 (e) of the Provisional Regulations Regarding the Reduction and Exemption of Income Tax 011 Interest
Earned by Foreign Businesses from China.

494 See Michael J. Moser and Winston K. Zee, China Tax Guide, Oxford University Press, 1987, p 105.
4 95 See Article 5 of FIEFETL.

496

See Michael J. Moser and Winston K. Zee, China Tax Guide, Oxford University Press,
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1987, pp 105 and 5.

5.2.3 Chinese Tax of Dividends

In China, a dividend includes the payment made by a company to its shareholders
prior to winding up. In relation to taxation, a dividend also includes the income from
shares or other rights participating in profits and not relating to debt-claims, as well as
other income which is subjected to the same taxation treatment as income from shares
by the laws of a state. 497 Therefore, the distributions made by a joint venture to its
participants or investors before liquidation are dividends.

Dividends received by a joint venture, or a wholly foreign owned enterprise from
other companies is deemed to be income of the venture. They, together with other
income, constitute assessable income of that tax year and are subject to the Foreign
Investment Enterprise Income tax.

Dividends may be received by a foreign company, enterprise or another economic
organisation that has an establishment or site in China engaged in production or
business operations. If the dividends are the income from the production or business
or connected with the establishment or site, then they are deemed to be income of the
company, enterprise, or organisation. Together with other income connected with the
establishment or site, they constitute assessable income of that tax year and are
subject to Foreign Enterprise Income Tax. Such a foreign company, enterprise, or
organisation is defined as a "Foreign enterprise" in FIEFETL. The total tax rate is
33%. Foreign enterprises that sep up establishments or sites in SEZs to engage in

4 97 See Article IO of the DTA.
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production or business operations are assessed to Enterprise Income Tax at the
reduced rate of 15 % .

Where foreign enterprises that do not have establishments or sites in China derive
dividends from

Chinese sources,

or where foreign

enterprises

that

have

establishments or sites in China derive dividends in a manner unconnected with their
establishments or sites, such enterprises pay income tax on the above income at the
rate 20% .498 In such cases, the foreign enterprises receiving the dividends are the
taxpayers, and the payers of the dividends are the withholding agents. Tax is withheld
by the payers from each payment. The payers then as withholding agents, turn each
sum of tax withheld over to the national treasury and submit a withholding report to
the local tax authorities. 499 The dividends derived by foreign investors from joint
ventures and wholly foreign owned enterprises are exempt from income tax. 500

5.2.4 Chinese Taxation of Royalties

Any individual, enterprise, or organisation that receives income in the form of a
royalty from Chinese sources is liable to Chinese income tax.

49 8 See Article 19 of FIEFETL and Article 60 of RIFIEFETL.
499 See Article 19 ofEIEFETL.
SOO See paragraph I, Article 19 of FIEFETL and Article 63 of RlFIEFETL.
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Royalties received by a joint venture, or a wholly foreign owned enterprise together
with other income constitute assessable income of that tax year and are subject to the
Enterprise Income tax.

Royalties received by foreign enterprises from other foreign companies, enterprises or
other economic organisations that have establishments or sites in China and are
engaged in production or business operations, and the royalties derived from the
productions or business or connected with the establishments or sites, are treated as
income of the foreign entities which have effective connection with the
establishments and sites. Such income together with other income connected with the
establishment or site, are subject to the Enterprise Income Tax. The total tax rate is
33% including local income tax of 3%. If the foreign enterprises set up establishments
or sites in SEZs and engage in production or business operation, then the Income Tax
rate is 15%.

Where foreign enterprises that do not have establishments or sites in China derive
dividends from sources in China, or where foreign enterprises that have
establishments or sites in China received royalties in a manner unconnected with their
establishments or sites, such enterprises will pay income tax on the above income at
the rate of 20%. 501

Again, in such situations, the foreign enterprises rece1vmg the royalties are the
taxpayers, and the payers of the royalties are the withholding agents. Tax should be
withheld by the payers from each payment. The payers then, as withholding agents,
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turn each sum of tax withheld over to the national treasury and submit a withholding
report to the local tax authorities.502

If the proprietary technology was provided for scientific research, the exploitation of
energy resources, the development of communications, agriculture, forestry or animal
husbandry production, or for the development of important technologies, the royaltie
received may be subject to income tax at the reduced rate of 10%. 503 If such
proprietary technology is advanced or provided on preferential terms, the royalties
income may even be exempted from income tax. 504

The exemptions and deductions apply where foreign enterprises do not have
establishments or sites in China but derive royalties in China, or even though they
have establishments or sites derive royalties in a manner unconnected with their
establishments or sites.

5.2.5 Chinese Taxation of Interest

The provisions concerning computation and assessment of interest are similar to those
regarding royalties and dividends. Interest received by Chinese-Foreign joint
ventures, wholly foreign owned enterprises, foreign enterprises is subject to

501 See paragraph 1, Article 19 of FJEFETL.

502 See paragraph 2, Article 19 of FJEFETL.
503 The reduction must be granted upon approval by the department of the State council in charge of taxation. See paragraph 4,
Article 19 of FIEFETL and Article 66 of IRFIEFETL.
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Enterprise Income Tax. Those enterprises pay tax according to the tax rates for
different areas and trades set up in FIEFETL and IRFIEFETL.

Foreign enterprises that do not have establishments or sites in China, or foreign
enterprises that have establishments or sites in China but derive the interest in a
manner unconnected to their establishments or sites, will pay income tax on the
interest income at a rate of 20%. 505 Such tax is withheld by the payers from each
payment and then the taxpayers will turn each sum of tax withheld over to the
national treasury.

The income from interest on loans extended to the Chinese government and Chinese
state banks by international financial organisations such as the International Monetary
Fund, the World Bank, the Asian Development Bank, the International Development
Association and the International Fund for Agricultural Development, is exempt from
income Tax. 506

Income from interest on loans extended at a preferential interest rate to Chinese state
banks by foreign banks, is also exempt from income tax. 507

50 4 See item (iv), paragraph 3, Article 19 ofFIEFETL
505 See Article 19 of FIEFETL.
506 See paragraph 3, Article 19 of FIEFETL and Article 64 of RIFIEFTL.
5o7 Ibid.
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5.2.6 Comments

Taxation is an essential element in the decision when choosing a business structure.
The above analyses of the tax consequences illustrate that the Chinese authorities
have effectively used their taxation powers in guiding and attracting foreign
investment.

Generally speaking, corporate joint ventures enjoy more favourable treatment than do
wholly foreign owned enterprises, even though their general income tax rates are the
same. For instance, goods imported and exported by joint ventures are mostly exempt
from Customs Duties. Foreign investment enterprises, including joint ventures and
wholly foreign owned enterprises, enjoy tax concessions which foreign enterprises,
including foreign companies, enterprises and other organisations that have
establishments or sites m China do not receive. Foreign investment enterprises
located in SEZs pay tax at a reduced tax of 15%. However, a foreign enterprise
located in SEZs must engage in production or business operations in order to obtain
low tax rate. 508 Dividends received by foreign investors of foreign investment
enterprises are exempt from Chinese tax.

Equity joint ventures used to be specially encouraged and enjoy most preferential
treatments in terms of income tax rates, exemptions, and reductions. Today, new tax
laws, such as FIEFETL, VAT law, Consumption Tax law, and Business Tax law,
have reduced such partiality to a large extent. However, such preference is still

508 See Article 7 ofFIEFETL.
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reflected in some legislation. For example, some concess10ns and exemption on
Customs Duties are only available to equity joint ventures.509

Importantly, preferential income tax treatments is not generally imposed on the basis
of structure, but takes into consideration of location and the type and terms of trade.
Income tax on foreign investment enterprises and foreign enterprises is collected on
an annual basis.

The income received by foreign enterprises m the form of interests, royalties, or
dividends without any relationship with foreign investment enterprises and foreign
enterprises, is taxed at a flat 20% rate, which under the DTA between Australia and
China should be at most 10% of the gross amount of income. Tax exemptions and
reductions are given to passive income such as dividends, interest and royalties
satisfying the conditions described in Article 19 of FIEFETL, ie, loans from
international organisations, dividends paid by foreign investment enterprises, and
royalties form the supply of the technology specified in Article 19 of EIEFETL. The
income tax is levied on each payment received by the enterprises.

Goods and products imported and exported for the used of processing and
compensation trade are exempt from VAT and Customs Duties. However, this trade is
a form of barter and does not involve marketing in trading countries.

From a taxation point of view, Chinese taxation policy is in favour of joint ventures,
especially equity joint ventures. Most tax concessions are specially designed for joint
5o9 Such as the exemptions on Customs Duties provided in Article 13 of the 1992 Foreign Investment Ente171rises Import and
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ventures. Therefore, for tax considerations, the business structure of an equity joint
venture is highly recommended. As second best, a contractual joint venture creating a
Chinese juristic person, and a contractual joint venture not creating a Chinese juristic
person but the parties choosing to pay tax jointly are recommended. A wholly foreign
owned enterprise stands in a better position than a branch.

However, for cross the border, taxation incentives offered to an enterprise by a
foreign country may be modified under the domestic taxation law of the enterprise's
home country. Hence, in regard to business-choice making, it is necessary to analyse
what will be the Australian taxation consequences on the income of the different
business vehicles.

5.3 THE TAXATION OF PROFITS BY AUSTRALIA

5.3.1 Taxation of Chinese-Foreign Joint Ventures

Australian income tax is imposed on: (1) worldwide income of Australian residents;
(2) income derived from Australian sources by non-Australian residents.

To be a resident, a company must be incorporated in Australia, or even though not
incorporated in Australia, carry on business in Australia and have either its central

Export Goods Supervision and Administration and Tax and Duty Collection and Exemption Procedures (PRC Customs) .
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management and control in Australia, or its voting power controlled by shareholders
who are residents of Australia.510

A Chinese-Foreign equity joint venture or a contractual joint venture is either a
Chinese company or a Chinese partnership. These entities are incorporated or created
under Chinese law. Such a company or partnership normally would not constitute an
Australian resident. Therefore, the income of such an entity or partnership would not
be subject to Australian income tax . The same principle applies to a wholly foreign
owned enterprise, if the enterprise adopts the form of a Chinese limited company.
This principle is confirmed in the DTA. 511

5.3.2 Taxation of Parties of a Joint Venture

The rule derived from Planche v Fletcher, 512 states that "one nation does not take
notice of the revenue laws of another", Australian taxation jurisdiction does not have
authority over the distribution received by the Chinese parties of a joint venture.

Australian tax does apply to distributions received by an Australian venturer of a joint
venture and the dividends returned to a resident parent company by a wholly foreign
owned enterprise. However, such income may be exempt from Australian income tax,

510 See sec 6(1) of ITAA.
511 See Article 4 and Article 7 of the DT A.
512 See Planche v Fletcher [ 1779] 99 ER 164.
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if it consists of intercorporate non-portfolio dividends; and the recipients may get a
credit for the Chinese tax paid on the profits from which the dividends were derived.

5.3.2.1 Exemption - Intercorporate Non-Portfolio Dividends

Although Australia has introduced foreign tax credits system (FTC) in 1987, the
exemption method for taking account of foreign tax paid has been retained for certain
foreign source income. Non-portfolio intercorporate dividends paid out of comparably
taxed profits are exempt from Australian tax. An intercorporate non-portfolio
dividend is a dividend paid by a non-resident company (listed or unlisted country) to
a resident company which has a voting interest of at least 10% in the voting power of
the company paying the dividend. 513 Such dividend is exempt from Australian tax to
the extent that it is an exempting receipt of the resident company.

A dividend is an exempting receipt, if it is paid out of comparably taxed profits 514 • If
the paying company resides in a listed country, all the profits of the company are
treated as comparably taxed profits, except those attributed under CFC and FIF

5l 3 See sec 23AJ(2) and 160AFB.
514 See sec 380(a), "[E]ach of the following is an exempting receipt of a company (i n this section called the "Australian
company") that is a resident within the meaning of section 6: (a) if a non-portfolio dividend is paid to the Australian company
by another company that is resident of a listed country: (i) if, on the making of the payment, an attribution debit, or a FIF
attribution debit within the meaning of Part XI, arises for the other company in relation to the Australian company - so much
(if any) of the dividend as exceeds the sum of those debits; or (ii) in any other case - the whole of the dividend ".
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rules. 515 If the paying company resides m an unlisted country, the percentage of
exempting profits is exempt.516

The dividends received by an Australian company from a Chinese-Foreign joint
venture taking the form of limited company or a wholly owned foreign enterprise, are
very likely to be non-portfolio dividends, because:

(1) the dividends are paid by a non-resident company of a listed country; 517

(2) the dividends are paid to an Australian resident company;

(3) the company receiving the dividends more likely has a voting interest of at

least 10%. The reason is: If the Australian company creates a wholly foreign
owned enterprise, it would exercise a 100% control over the enterprise. If the
Australian company creates an equity joint venture or a contractual joint
venture, it would have an equity share of at least 25% as required by the
Chinese law. 518 This means the Australian party satisfies the requirement of at
least 10% voting interest. In cases where more than one Australian taxpayers
engages in a wholly foreign owned enterprise or a joint venture, those having
10% voting interests in the enterprise or the joint venture will be eligible for the

exemption;

515 See Woellner, Vella, Burns and Barkoczy, 1997 Australian Taxation Law, CCH Australia, 1997, p 1310. Also see sec.
372, 380(a) and 606.
516 See sec. 379, sec. 377, and sec. 380(b) of IT AA. Changes to the taxation of foreign source income are proposed in draft
legislation issued in May I 997, following the release of an Information Paper for public comment in December 1996. The
Changes will not affect the general taxation treatment of the business entities discussed here, although there will be change to
the technical details in the various tax computations.
Sl 7 See sec 6 of IT AA
5 l8 See NL, IRNL,

for definition of company. Also see sec 6( I )(a) for the definition of resident company.

CJVL, and IRCJVL.
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(4) the dividends are comparably taxed. As China is a listed country of Australia, it is

regarded as a comparable tax jurisdiction. In general areas, the Chinese income tax
rate is 33%. In SEZs or ETDZs the tax rate is reduced to 15%. However, under the
tax sparing clause of the Double Taxation Agreement, the tax forgone is deemed to
have been paid.519

If the dividends fall out side the scope of non-portfolio dividends, they may be subject
to the general controlled foreign corporation (CFC) rules, or the foreign investment
fund (FIF) rules.

5.3.2.2 CFC Rules, FIF Rules, and FTC System

The FTC system was introduced to mitigate double taxation by allowing credits to
resident taxpayers for foreign tax paid. It applies to all resident taxpayers including
companies, partners, trustees and beneficiaries. The flaw in the FTC system is that
Australian tax can not be imposed on foreign income if the income is detained in an
interposed company or a trust. This may result in loss of domestic tax revenue. To
overcome this defect, Australia introduced an accruals taxation regime consisting of
the CFC and FIF rules.520

519 See paragraph 2, 4, 5, 6and 7 of Article 23 of the DTA. Also see sec 6AB(5).
520 Using international intermediaries is a way of delaying domestic tax. For example, as a foreign company is a separate legal
person, the residence country of a taxpayer cannot impose tax on the income that the taxpayer stores in the foreign company
unless the company distributes the income to the taxpayers. If the foreign company retains the income, there will a deferral of
domestic tax. This situationprovides the availability of deferral of domestic tax and encourages taxpayers to use tax havens to
derive and store income.
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The function of CFC and FIF is to fulfil the objective of eliminating of deferral by
retaining income outside Australian tax jurisdiction.521 Under CFC and FIF rules,
Australian tax liability may occur at the time the profits, out of which the income is
distributed, was derived, instead of at the time the income derived from foreign
sources is distributed to Australian taxpayers.

•

CFC Rules

A CFC is a corporation that is a resident of a foreign country but is controlled by
Australian residents. There are three tests to decide whether a foreign company is
controlled by Australian residents: the strict control test, objective de facto control
test, and subjective de facto control test. A foreign company is a CFC, if it satisfies
any of the three tests, ie, five or fewer Australian 1% entities 522 have an aggregate
associate-inclusive control interest523 in the foreign company of at least 50% (strict
control); or a single Australian entity owns, or is entitled to acquire, an associateinclusive control interest of at least 40% in the foreign company, and the foreign
company is not controlled by unrelated entities (objective de facto control); or a group
of five or fewer Australian entities, either alone or with associates, effectively
controls the foreign company (subjective de facto control).

521 See Woellner, Vella, Burns, and Barkoczy, 1997 Australian Taxation Law, CCH, 1997, p 1312.
522 An Australian 1% entity is an Australian entity, together with their associates, holds an interest of at least 1percent in the
foreign company. See sec 336, sec 337, sec 338 of ITAA for the definition of an Australian entity.
523 See sec 349 for the definition of associate-inclusive control interest.
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If an

Australian entity has an associate-inclusive control interest of at least

CFC

which satisfies the strict control test or objective

de facto

I 0%

in a

control test, it is an

attributable taxpayer, and is liable to the accruals taxation system for its attributable
income. 524 Under the subjective

de facto

control test, an Australian entity is subject to

Australian accruals taxation system, if it has at least

1%

in the

CFC

or it is one of the

group of five or fewer Australian entities who control the company.5 25

The attributable income of a

CFC

is basically the taxable income of the

calculated on the assumption that the
income526

(not

including

notional

CFC

exempt

CFC

is a resident taxpayer. It is notional
income) 527

less

notional

allowable

deductions. The notional income excludes most active income. 528

The essence of the

CFC

rules is to bring certain foreign income529 in relation to a

company into the net of accruals taxation regime in order to prevent tax avoidance by
deferral.

524 See sec 36l(l)(a). Also see Australian Taxation Office, Foreign Income Return Form Guide, p 1.11.
525 See sec 36l(l)(b) and sec 350(6). Also see Woellner, Vella, Burns, and Barkoczy, 1997 Australian Taxation Law, p 1248.
Also see Australian Taxation Office, Foreign Income Return Form Guide, Australian Government Publishing Service, 1991 , p
I.I I.

526 Notional income is listed in sec 384 and sec 385. If a CFC resides in a listed country and fails the active income test, its
notional assessable income includes: (a) tainted eligible designated concession income where the CFC failed the active income
test; (b) foreign source income which is not eligible designated concession income and which has not been subject to tax in a
listed country; (c) amounts attributed to the CFC through a notional application of the transferor trust provisions or the FIF
rules; (d) trust amounts arising to the CFC indirectly because the CFC is a partner in a partnership, provided that the amounts
are not subject to tax in a listed country. If a CFC resides in a listed country and passes the active income test, its notional
assessable income includes: (a) income from sources outside the listed country of residence of the CFC that is not taxed in any
listed country and is not eligible designated concession income; (b) trust amounts arising to the CFC directly that are not subject
to tax In a listed country; (c) trust amounts arising to the CFC indirectly because the CFC is a partner in a partnership, provided
that the amounts are not subject to tax in a listed country.
527 Any amount which is not notional assessable is notional exempt income. See sec 384(1)(b) and sec 385(l)(b).
528 Basically, if a CFC passes active income test if its tainted inco me represents less than 5% if its gross turnover. See sec. 432
ofITAA.
529 Mainly, passive income.
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A Chinese-foreign joint venture in the form of a limited liability company (an equity
joint venture or a contractual joint venture creating a Chinese juristic person), or a
wholly foreign owned enterprise taking the form of a limited liability company may
constitute a CFC, if it satisfies any of the relevant tests. The Australian parties to a
joint venture or the enterprise that qualifies as an attributable taxpayer, are liable to
Australian tax under the CFC rules for any attributable income. A single Australian
investor of a wholly foreign owned enterprise undoubtedly is an attributable taxpayer.

If an enterprise has two or more Australian investors, those which hold more than a
10% voting interest will be attributable taxpayers.

Things become more complicated in a joint venture taking the form of a company. As
there is no limit to a foreign party's capital contribution to the joint venture in the law,
it seems the range of the foreign contribution to a joint venture can be between 25%
to 99%. In practice, usually, the foreign contribution in a considerable number of joint
ventures is restricted to 25% to 49% .

Attributable income consists mainly of tainted eligible designated concession income
where a CFC has failed the active income test, and income which is untaxed in a
listed country. This means that an Australian venturer that either control or has at
least a 10% interest in a joint venture constituting a CFC, may be subject to
Australian accruals tax on its percentage of the attributable income of the venture.
Eligible designated concession income is the income that is not taxed, or taxed but at
reduced rates. It is specified in 152D and Sch 9 of the Income Tax Regulation. It is
noteworthy that some income may be concessionally taxed in a listed country.
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However, as long as it is not specified in 152D and Sch 9, the after tax income does
not fall into the scope of eligible designated concession income. Therefore, even
though, a Chinese joint venture or a wholly foreign owned enterprise pays tax at a
reduced rate, its income does not fall into the net of eligible designated concession
income.

The accruals taxation system is not designed to include two categories of income;
income taxed in a foreign country in a comparable way to which similar income is
taxed in Australia, and income derived from the active conduct of a trade or business.
Therefore, a joint venture that qualifies as a CFC, may not have any attributable
income at all. For example, if the joint venture involves is an active business, and
there is no eligible designated concession income.

·•

FIF Rules

A joint venture taking the form of company or a wholly foreign owned enterprise may
not be a CFC. However, it may be caught by the FIF rule. A FIF is a foreign company
or a foreign trust in which an Australian resident has an interest at the end of the year
of income. 530

530 See sec 485 of ITAA.
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The joint venture or the enterprise may qualify as a CFC and a FIF at same time. In
this situation the CFC rules have priority. 531 Even if the CFC rules apply to the
venture or the enterprise, the Australian investor may not be an attributable taxpayer
where there is no attributable income. Nevertheless it may be a taxpayer under the
FIF rules. In such cases the FIF rules do not apply either.532 In other words, the FIF
rules only apply when a company fails the CFC control tests where investors have
holdings of less than 10% in an enterprise.

The FIF rules apply to the net income of a FIF. This general rule is subject to a
number of exemptions. The main one is the exemption to active business. 533 Most
Chinese joint venture would fall within this exemption given the Chinese rules
governing joint venture investment.

A joint venture or a wholly foreign owned enterprise is also unlikely to be a FIF,
because the FIF rules are designed to catch the cases of portfolio investments where
investors have holdings of less than 10% in an enterprise.

531

See sec 494 of IT AA which states that if sec 456 (CFC rules) applies to a taxpayer, then sec
Also see sec 456 and sec 529 of IT AA.

529 (FIF rules) does not apply.

53 2 See Taxation Determination TD 93/160. Also see Explanatory Memorandum .
533 See sec 396, sec 499, sec 503, sec 509, sec 511, sec 513, sec 515, sec 517, sec 519, sec 521, sec 523 of ITAA.
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5.3.3 Foreign Branch Income

The income derived from a contractual joint venture without creating a Chinese
juristic person and income has effective connection with a permanent establishment is
treated as foreign branch income. Such income is exempt from Australian tax. 534

5.4 CONCLUSIONS

A Chinese-Foreign joint venture, including an equity joint venture, a contractual joint
venture taking the form of a company, a contractual joint venture taking the form of a
partnership and parties choosing to paying tax jointly, enjoy numerous tax
concessions. The tax concessions include income tax holidays, reductions, and
refunds; and exemptions and reductions for Customs Duties and other taxes. Even
though those concessions are not generally imposed and are distributed according to
joint venture contract terms, trades, and areas, a joint venture is more likely to get
some substantial preferential treatment of taxation than other structures. Moreover, if
an investment is planned carefully, a joint venture may maximise the utilisation of
those tax incentives. For instance, an investor possessing advanced technology may
set up a high-tech enterprise in a SEZ, and re-invest its profits in other joint ventures.
Furthermore, the dividends distributed by the joint venture are exempt from Chinese
withholding tax.

534 Such income is not qualified as eligible designated concession income. See sec 23AH of ITAA .
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However, all those taxation incentives offered by China may be negated in the
absence of a tax-sparing relief in Australia. As such income may be deemed as nontaxed foreign income, or eligible designated concession income, and therefore be
taxable in Australia.

The DTA between Australia and China provides the tax-sparing provisions which
deem that taxpayers enjoying Chinese tax reductions and holidays have fully paid the
Chinese tax, and are, therefore, entitled to a full credit for the income derived from
China. 535 Hence, in terms of setting up a joint venture in China, an Australian investor
can achieve a substantial benefit from the Chinese tax incentives.

In addition, the dividends derived from the joint venture may also qualify as
intercorporate non-portfolio dividends and are exempt from Australian income tax.
The exemption is based on the presumption that the dividends have been comparably
taxed. However, there is still a marginal tax sparing to the recipient (a resident
company), as the result that the Chinese highest tax rate on the joint venture income,
out of which the dividends were paid to the Australian taxpayer, is 3% lower than the
current Australian income tax imposed on a company. Moreover, if the joint venture
is set up in a SEZ or an ETDZ, the tax sparing is rather great. 536

The tax disadvantages of setting up a joint venture are that a venture may qualify as a
CFC or a FIF. However, as discussed before, even though the venture qualifies as a
535 See Article 23 of the Double Taxation Agreement: "For the purpose of paragraphs (2) and (3) , Chinese tax paid shall
include an amount equivalent to the amount of any Chinese tax forgone" , and "the term "Chinese tax forgone" means, subject to
paragraph (6), an amount which, under the law of China relating to Chinese tax and in accordance with this Agreement, would
have been payable as Chinese tax on income but for an exemption from, or reduction of, Chinese tax on that income" .
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CFC, it does not mean that the joint venture must fall in the net of accruals taxation
regime as long as such a joint venture does not have any attributable income. The
same applies if it qualifies as a FIF, and is subject to any exemption. Moreover, even
though the venture is subject to accruals taxation system, the detriment to the
Australian investor will only be loosing a possibility of retaining profits abroad,
especially, in a tax haven.

From the taxation perspective, it is recommended that potential Australian corporate
investors should invest in China through a corporate joint venture.

It is also worth mentioning that, if a Chinese joint venture takes the form of
partnership, and if the Australian parties of the joint venture pay tax jointly, they will
enjoy all the income tax concessions given to the parties in a corporate joint venture.
However, the profits derived by an Australian partner will not be treated as dividends
but partnership income by Australian law.

If the parties of the venture decide to pay tax separately, the income of the Australian
partner will be deemed as the income derived by a foreign enterprise through a
permanent establishment in China and will not be eligible for Chinese tax
concessions.

To set up a wholly foreign owned enterprise may be the second advantageous
business choice. Such an enterprise enjoys preferential treatment tax as a joint

536 Because of having tax sparing provisions in the DTA. The profits out of which the dividends are derived, are subject to
Chinese income tax at a tax rate of I 5%. This is a big tax saving.

venture, in relation to income tax. However, there are less tax incentives in respect to
other Chinese taxes.

If an enterprise is a company owned by an Australian resident, the dividends received
by the Australian resident are also exempt from Australian income tax . In the
meantime, it certainly constitutes a CFC and is liable for any attributable income to
the Australian accruals taxation. Again, if the enterprise does not have any
attributable income, it has no worry about accruals taxation.

There is less taxation inducement for a Chinese branch in terms of Chinese tax. A
branch does not enjoy most tax concessions. However, there are attractive aspects in
relation to Australian tax. First, the losses are allowed to be offset against domestic
profits. 537 Second, assets may be transferred between branch and head office without
attracting capital gain tax. 538 Thirdly, as a branch is simpler to operate, it attracts
fewer compliance expenses. 539

However, the losses in setting up a business may only happen in the early years. The
benefits of offsetting domestic profits may become less important once the branch
begin to make profits. And it is not always the case that a branch is simpler and
cheaper to operate.

537 See CCH editors, 1995 International Tax Handbook, CCH Australia, 1995, p 14.
538 Ibid.
539 Ibid.
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It should be borne in mind, in determining the choice of international investment, that
tax saving is a very important consideration, but is not the decisive consideration . The
taxation element should not be considered in isolation. When making a business
structure related decision, it is important to take account of other elements such as
management, marketing, and labour arrangement.
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CHAPTER6

MANAGEMENT AND MARKETING

When making an international investment, an international investor has to juggle a
range of strategies and considerations. As international investments involve
cooperation among countries and individuals of different countries, mutual benefits
are expected. Hence, it is necessary to make strategic compromises to achieve the

°

chief objectives. 54 For instance, it is advantageous to have a local partner to share
expenses and risk. However, once a local partner is involved, it will be impossible for
the foreign investor to exercise full control over the business. 541 This is a game of
balancing of interests. If the benefits of having a local partner outweigh the
disadvantages of loss of control, the investor will seek business cooperation instead of
acting alone. 542

54oSee Mary B. Teagarden and Mary Ann Von Glinow, "Sino-Foreign strategic Alliance Types and Related Operating
Characteristics - Implications for Research and Practice", Organisation and Management in China 1970-1990, ME Sharpe Inc. ,
1991, pp 1-2.
541 See John Child, Management in China During the Age r!f'Reform, Cambridge University Press, 1994, p 243 .
542 Ibid, p 243 .
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To put it in concrete terms, when making business choices, the potential Australian
investor has to consider all the factors including the possibility of access to the
domestic market, labour arrangement, tax incentives, managing and controlling of the
business, etc. It is desirable to exercise a full control over the overseas business.
However, if it is necessary to set up a cooperative business structure for the sake of
gaining a maximum of advantages in other fields, a compromise may be made over
the control aspect. After consideration of taxation issues, management and marketing
give rise to competing considerations, as China also has different policies for different
foreign investment business vehicles in relation to access to the Chinese domestic
market. 543 This chapter will carry out an analysis of management and marketing
aspects.

6.1 MANAGEMENT ASPECTS

In the managerial area, a wholly foreign owned enterprise usually does not confront
problems such as control, autonomy and trade-offs that inherently exist in a business
alliance. 544 Despite the preference of the managerial advantages in wholly foreign
owned enterprises, most transnational corporations choose to engage in some form of
strategic business alliance, such as joint ventures. 545

543 For encouraging the establishment of joint ventures, China give favourable conditions in relation to domestic sale to joint
ventures.
5 44 See Mary B. Teagarden and Mary Ann Von Glinow, "Sino-Foreign strategic Alliance Types and Related Operating
Characteristics - Implications for Research and Practice", Organisation and Management in China 1970-1990, ME Sharpe
Inc., 1991, p 100.
545 ibid, p 99
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The business choice is based on the intention of reducing risk, overcoming
bureaucratic trade barriers, gaining economic assistance from local partners, and other
considerations. 546

However, such a business structure presents a managerial challenge.547 A joint
venture requires partners to operate actively during the course of decision making.
This means that in a joint venture, the level of interdependence between partners is
high and strategic flexibility is comparatively low.

6.1.1 An Equity Joint Venture

Although the cooperative relationship of parties in an equity joint venture is based on
a common base of mutual benefit, each participant of the venture may have a different
priority of interest or different view of approaching the final goals. Such conflicts
result in competing for control of the venture, as the party who has a substantial
control over the venture can exercise more influence over the joint venture business
and stand in a better position of ensuring its own interests during the course of
realising the goals of cooperation. For this reason, tensions always exist in the
managerial area.

546 In case o investing in China, gaining access of the domestic market is a major consideration of making business choices.
547 See John Child, Management in China During the Age of Reform, Cambridge University Press, 1994, P 241 .
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To hold a majority equity share is important for acquiring a substantial control over
the joint venture.548 However, it is not always the case. De facto control is another
element that affects the balance of power in a joint venture.549 Undertaking a thorough
feasibility study, and negotiating the cooperative terms carefully are helpful, but do
not guarantee that conflicts of interest will be avoided or that misunderstandings will
not occur. 550

On the other hand, even holding a majority equity share in an equity joint venture, a
party has to take into consideration in enforcing control the need to avoid jeopardising
the basis of cooperation, because both parties are supposed to bring complementary
strengths to the joint venture. 551 The success of the joint venture activity, or the full
realisation of the joint venture goals depends on finding an agreed basis of
cooperation between parties.55 2

(1) Registered Capital

The contribution by participants is decided by the amount of registered capital.
Registered capital is the total amount of investment registered at the Registration
Office, which consists the total amount subscribed by the parties to the joint

548 See Article 34 of RINL states : "The apportionment of the member of directors shall be determined through consultation
between the parties to the venture, taking into account the ration of their respective investments in the joint venture".

549 See Zeng Huaqun, "The de.facto control Problems in Chinese-Foreign Joint Ventures", Fa Xue Yan Jiu, Vol. 2, 1987, p 70.
55 o See John Child, Management in China During the Age <~f Reform, Cambridge University Press, 1994, p 226.
551 Ibid, p 243.
552 Ibid.
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venture. 553 It can be valued in RMB or a convertible foreign currency that parties of
the joint venture agreed. It can be cash, buildings, premises, equipment, materials,
industrial property, know-how, or land use rights. 554 In practice, foreign investors
usually subscribe intangible property. In practice, the intangible properties invested
by foreign investors is required not to exceed

20%

of the total amount of

contribution. 555

The foreign participant(s) of an equity joint venture is required to subscribe at least
25%

registered capital. 556 The legislation appears to allow a foreign participant of an

equity joint venture to control

25

to

99

per cent equity share of the venture. However,

in practice, the foreign participant's amount of contribution in a joint venture is
usually limited to between

25%

and 49%.557

The restriction on foreign participants' amount of contribution reflects the Chinese
authority's intention of limiting the foreign control over equity joint venture activities.
However, a strong party may exercise control over a joint venture through various
ways of manipulation. In recent years, there has been an increasing outcry from the

553 See Article 21 of RIJVL.
554 See Article 5 of RIJVL.
555 See Fang Peng, "The Legal relationship between Chinese-Foreign Joint Venture and Intellectual Properties", Gong Ye Chan
Quan, 1990, Vol.2. also See Jerome alan Cohen and david G Pierce, "Legal Aspects of Licensing Technology", in Ralph H.
Folsom and John H. Minan, Law in the People's republic of China, commentary, readings and Materials, Martinus Nijhoff
Publishers, 1989, p 809 .

556 See Article 4 of JVL.
557 See Xiao Bing, " Discussion on some Legal Issues Con cerning Chinese-Foreign Joint Venture ", Jiang Hai Xiu Bao, vol. 4,
1990.
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Chinese side about the problems of foreign de facto control and transfer pricing.558
Foreign de facto control may happen where the foreign participants have a control
over the joint ventures' technology. 559 Foreign defacto control also occurs where
foreign participants have actual control over marketing.560

It seems that the legislature has not yet reacted promptly. More experienced Chinese
participants begin to try to prevent the possibility during negotiation process, by
putting relevant terms into joint venture agreements , contracts, and Articles of
Association. 561

(2) Board of Directors

The board of directors of an equity joint venture is the dominant organ as highest
authority in the venture. 562 It consists of at least 3 members. As the board of directors
has power to discuss and decide all major problems of the venture, the role of the
chairperson is regarded as crucial for controlling the venture. 563

558 See Zeng Huaqun, "The Defacto Control Problems in Chinese-Foreign Joint Ventures", Fa Xu e Yan Jiu (Beijing), Vol 2,
1987, pp 71-74. Also see Yuang Wenqi and Lu shengliang, "Foreign Defacto Control is a Potential Worry of Importing Foreign
Investment of Our Country", Xin Hua Wen Zhai, Vol. 6, 1993, pp 45-46.
559 See Zeng Huaqun, "The Defacto Control Problems in Chinese-Foreign Joint Ventures", Fa Xu e Yan Jiu (Beijing), Vol 2,
1987, pp 71-73.
56 0 Ibid, p 74.
561 Ibid, pp 71-74.
562 See Article 33 of RINL and Article 6 of NL.
563 See Article 34 of RIJVL before amendment.
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Before the amendment of JVL in 1990, Chinese law had insisted that the chairperson
shall be appointed by the Chinese venturer(s) of a joint venture, whereas the vicechairperson(s) is appointed by the foreign venturer(s).

Under the new law, the size and composition of the board of directors is determined
through negotiations between the parties to the joint venture, and ought to be
stipulated in the joint venture contract and the Articles of Association.564 Members of
the board of directors will be appointed and replaced by the parties to the joint
venture.565 The chairperson of the board and the vice-chairperson of the board will be
determined through negotiation between the parties to the joint venture or elected by
the board of directors . Where the post of chairperson of the board is assumed by the
Chinese party or the foreign party to the joint venture, the post of vice-chairperson is
to be assumed by the other party. 566

The major decisions made by the board of directors should be based on the principle
of equity and mutual benefit. 567 The board of directors has autonomy regarding a
range of matters including expansion programs, proposals for production and
operating activities, the budget for revenues and expenditures, distribution of profits,
plans concerning manpower and pay scales, the termination of business and the
appointment or employment of the general manager, the deputy general managers, the

564 See Article 6 of the amended JVL (1990).
565 Ibid.
566 Ibid.
567 Ibid.
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chief engineer, the chief accountant and the auditors, as well as their powers and
terms of employment. 568

The following matters must be decided by an unanimous agreement of the directors:

a. alteration of the Articles of association;
b. termination and liquidation of the joint venture;
c. increasing and transferring of the registered capital; and
d. merger of the joint venture with other economic organisation.

Other matters can be decided according to the principles and procedures stipulated in
the Articles.

The board of directors should hold a meeting at least once a year. 569 The meeting is to
be convened and presided over by the chairperson.570 If the chairperson is unable to
convene the meeting, he/she will authorise a vice-chairperson or another director to
convene the meeting. The chairperson may convene interim board meetings on
motions of one-third or more of the directors. 571 However, a board meeting is not
supposed to be held without the attendance of two-thirds or more of the directors. If a

568 See paragraph 2, Article 6 of the amended JVL (I 990).
569 See paragraph I, Article 30 of RINL.
57 o Ibid.
571 See paragraph 2, Article 30 of RIJVL.
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director is unable to attend a meeting, he may grant a proxy authorising another
person to attend and vote on his behalf. 572

It can be observed that there are flaws in the legislation. Firstly, there is no provision

about the qualification of directors in the law. The JVL and RIJVL only stipulate that
directors should be appointed by both sides, but do not have any requirement on
directors' qualifications. In practice, this results in many inadequate directors acting in
joint ventures. This usually happens on the Chinese side.

Secondly, the law lacks provisions for the authority of directors. According to JVL, a
Board of Directors discusses and decides all major matters of a venture. However,
there is no clear explanation on what are "major questions". This results in the fact
that directors are unable to supervise the acts of general managers, and some directors
also act as they think fit.

Thirdly, the JVL stipulates that all the major matters of a joint venture must be
discussed and decided by the board of directors. However, according to Article 6 of
RIJVL, a board of directors can only hold the meeting once a year. 573 The provisions
sound contradictory and unrealistic. It is impossible to discuss all the major matters in
one meeting. Moreover, there is no provision about a penalty if directors do not hold
any meeting.

572 Ibid.
573 See Article 6 of RIJVL provides that a Board of Directors should hold the meeting at least once a year. This means that it is
fine if the board only hold the meeting once a year.
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(3) Managers

Under Australian law, a company consists of two organs: the board of directors and
the general meeting. The distinction between the two is very necessary for public
companies. While the members in the general meetings remains ultimate control
through altering the articles or removing the directors, the day to day management
power is conferred to the boards of directors. However, such distinction may not be
significant in the case of a proprietary company, 574 as in the proprietary company, the
directors and members may be the same person or people.

The nature and number of members enable Chinese-Foreign equity joint ventures to
adopt a more sufficient management structure. 575 The Chinese law imposes a two-tier
management structure to an equity joint venture.

The board of directors is the highest authority of the venture. 576 Under the board of
directors is the managerial organ consisting of a general manager and perhaps several
vice-general managers to deal with daily administration and management of the
venture within the authority conferred by the board. 577

574 Proprietary companies outnumber public companies.
575 An equity joint venture is a proprietary company. Its members are restricted to less than 50. Usually, there are only two
members in an equity joint venture.
576 See Article 33 of JVL.

577 See Article 38 of JVL stipulates that a joint venture shall establish a management organ to be responsible for the day to day
management of the venture. The management organ should have a general manager and several deputy general managers.
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The duty of a general manager is to implement all resolutions of the meetings of the
board of directors and organise and exercise leadership over the day-to-day
management of the joint venture. 578 Within the scope authorised by the Board of
Directors, the general manager represents the joint venture in external matters and,
within the venture, appoints and dismisses subordinate personnel, and exercise other
powers conferred upon him by the board of directors.579

The duty of deputy general managers is to assist the work of the general manager. In
handling major matters, the general manager should consult with the deputy general
managers.

The employment of the general manager and deputy general managers is decided by
the board of directors. 580 Their offices may be assumed by either Chinese citizens or
foreign citizens. The posts of the general manager, deputy general managers or other
senior management positions may be concurrently held by the chairperson, vicechairperson or directors of the Board of Directors. 581 However, the posts of general
manager and deputy general managers cannot be concurrently held by a person who is
a general manager or deputy general manager of another economic organisation, a
person who participates in another organisation that is in commercial competition
with the joint venture. 582

578 See Article 39 of RIJVL.
579 Ibid.
580 See Article 40 of RINL.
581 lbid.
582 lbid.
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A general manager, deputy general managers or other senior managerial personnel
may be dismissed at any time by resolution of the board of directors in the case of
serious dereliction of duty. 583

(4) Staff Members and Workers

China has a dual system of labour legislation. While domestic enterprises are
governed by one set of legislation, foreign investment enterprises are governed by
another even though they are also Chinese juristic persons.

In the early stage, labour matters of equity joint venture were governed by the
provisions of the 1980 Regulation of the People 's Republic of China for Labour
Management in Chinese-Foreign Equity joint Ventures and the 1984 Procedures for
Implementing the Labour Regulations. In 1986, new legislation designed to give more

liberty to joint ventures was promulgated. The 1986 Regulation of Encouraging
Foreign Investment gave joint ventures autonomy to decide the employment,

recruitment, and dismissing of staff members and workers and to contract with the
staff and workers about their tasks, wages, awards and punishments, work schedules,
holidays and paid leaves of absence, labour insurance and welfare benefits,
protection, discipline, the condition for amending and terminating labour contracts,
and the rights and obligations of the joint ventures. 584 The Provisions on Autonomy of

583 See Article 2 of the 1994 Labour Law of the People's Republic of China.
5 84 See Article 41 of RIJVL.
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Foreign Investment Enterprises in Employment, Wages, Insurance and Welfare Fees
also became effective in 1986.

A new comprehensive national Labour Law was promulgated on 5 July 1994 and
came into effect on 1 January 1995. The law applies to all enterprises inside the
People's Republic of China including foreign investment enterprises. 585 The new
Labour Law, it seemed, would abolish the dual system in labour law. However, the

Administration of Labour in Foreign Investment Enterprises Provisions (ALFIEP)
has drawn a new line between the domestic enterprise regime and the foreign
investment enterprise regime. ALFIEP was promulgated and became effective in 11
August 1994. 586

With the promulgation of ALFIEP, any conflict between the previous regulations
concerning the administration of labour in foreign investment enterprises and
ALFIEP occurs, ALFIEP will prevail.5 87

This means the previous regulations still apply to foreign investment enterprises, and
only those provisions which conflict with ALFIEP are ineffective. Therefore, the
legislation governing an equity joint venture includes: the 1980 Regulation of the

People's Republic of China for Labour Management in Chinese-Foreign Equity joint
Ventures, the 1984 Procedures for Implementing the Labour Regulations, the 1986

585 See Article 2 of the 1994 Labour Law of the People's Republic of China .
586 See Edward J. Epstein and Chong Tin Cho, "The Legal Reform" , China Review 1995, The Chinese University Press, 1995,
pp 6.22-23 . Also see Andreas Lauffs, Editor's Notes, China Law & Practice, Asia Law & Practice, 3 1 March 1995, p 38.
587 See Article 36 of ALFIEP.
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Provisions on Autonomy of Foreign Investment Enterprises in Employment, Wages,

Insurance and Welfare Fees, the 1986 Regulation of Encouraging Foreign
Investment, the 1994 Labour Law, and ALFIEP.

In relation to labour management, the role of trade unions in joint ventures is very
significant. 588 It acts as a link between the workers, joint ventures, state, the Chinese
Communist Party and mass organisations such as Communist Youth league and
Women's Federation. 589 Legally, they are conferred the power of:

•

having representatives as non-voting delegates attend meetings of the boards of
directors and reflect the opinions of requests of the staff members and workers;

•

signing a collective labour contract or agreement with joint ventures on behalf of
staff and workers or to guide staff and workers in signing individual labour
contracts with the ventures, supervising the implementation of such contracts;

•

supervising the implementation of national regulations concerning labour
insurance, labour protection and protection of the special interests of women in
respect of making labour contract in a joint venture;

•

supervising the implementation of the work time system and vacation system of
the joint venture;

•

supervising the use of the welfare fund and supervising and assisting the joint
venture in handling matters of collective welfare;

588 See Mee-Kau Nyaw, "The significance and managerial Roles of Trade Unions in Joint Ventures with China" , Organisation
and Management in China 1979-1990, ME Sharpe Inc., 1991, p 109.
589 Ibid, pp II 0-111.
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•

raising an objection upon an unreasonable dismissal or punishment and resolving
the matter through consultations with the venture, or supporting the staff or
worker to apply for arbitration or file a suit in court.590

Trade unions are of substantial importance in respect to industrial relations as they
have the special function of safeguarding the democratic rights and material interests
of staff and workers in accordance with the law.591 Trade unions assist the joint
ventures in planning and rational utilisation of welfare and bonus funds, in organising
staff and workers in political, professional, scientific and technical studies, in
organising cultural and sports activities, and in educating staff and workers to observe
labour discipline and work hard to fulfil the economic tasks of the venture. 592

• Labour Contracts

While employees in most state owned enterprises have tenure, staff and workers in
foreign investment enterprises are covered by labour contracts.

A labour contract usually includes the provisions about conditions of employment,
dismissal and resignation of the staff members and workers of joint venture, as well
as their duties and tasks, wages, awards and punishments, work schedules, holidays
and paid leaves of absence, labour insurance and welfare benefits, labour protection,
59 0 See Article 95-99 of RJJVL and Article 8 of Shanghai Municipality, Chinese-Foreign equity joint venture Labour union
regulations. Also see Mee-Kau Nyaw , "The Significance and Managerial Roles of Trade Unions in Joint Ventures with China",
Organisation and Management in China 1979-1990, pp 110-111.

591See Article 97 of RIJVL.
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discipline, the conditions for amending and terminating the contract, the rights and
obligations between the joint venture and each of its workers and staff members, and
other matters to be prescribed through the signing of labour contracts.593

A labour contract can be entered into between individual staff members and workers
and joint ventures in writing. 594 Labour unions also can represent staff and workers in
concluding collective contracts with the joint ventures on matters such as labour
wages, working hours, leave, labour safety and health, insurance, fringe benefits
through consultations and negotiations.

Once a labour contract 1s signed, it will be submitted to the local labour
administration authorities for certification within one month of signing. 595 A
collective contract must be submitted to the local labour administrative authorities for
the record upon signing. The collective contract will become effective if there is no
objection from the labour administrative authorities within 15 days .596 A labour
contract may be renewed by agreement.

592 See Article 96 and 97 of RINL. Also see Mee-Kau Nyaw, "The Significance and Managerial Roles of Trade Unions in
Joint Ventures with China" , Organisation and Management in China 1979-1990, pp l l0-121.
593 See Article 2 of the 1980 Regulation of the People's Republic of China on Labour Management in Chinese-Foreign joint
Ventures and Article 5 of the 1984 Procedures for Implementing the Labour Regulations .
594 See Article 8 of the 1994 Labour Law of the People's Republic 1if China.
595 See Article 9 of ALFIEP.
596 Ibid.
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• Recruitment

Joint ventures have been given the autonomy of recruiting staff and workers on the
basis of their qualifications and examination, according to the requirements of their
production and operation. 597 The units to which the personnel, staff and workers
belong should provide assistance and permit the transfer. The law goes further, the
autonomy over the recruitment may not be limited at locality. It is also possible for a
foreign investment enterprise to recruit the staff and workers from other areas. 598

However, autonomy is still assumed quite limited by foreign investors, as ALFIEP
requires a foreign investment enterprise to recruit staff and workers from an
employment agency recognised by the labour authorities of the place where such an
enterprise is located. 599 Prior consent of the local labour administrative authorities
must be obtained, if the enterprise wants to recruit workers from its own sources or
from other areas.600

• Wages and Salaries

At the early stage of the Chinese economic reform, the wages and salaries in foreign
enterprises which were many times higher than those in state owned enterprises
597 See Article 15 of the 1986Regu lation of Encouraging Foreign lnvesrme111.
598 See Article 5of ALFIE?.
599 Ibid.
600 Ibid.
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caused some confusion among the Chinese workers. There used to be regulations by
the state labour authority which limited the joint venture salary level between 120%
and 150% of that of equivalent workers in state-owned enterprises.601 Since the
promulgation of the Regulation of Encouraging Foreign Investment in 1986, the
ceiling was left.602

A joint venture has the autonomy to determine the wage levels, the forms of wages
and bonuses and allowance system within the scope of the joint venture contract. 603
The right of deciding the salaries of high ranking officials such as general manager,
deputy general managers, chief accountant, vice-chief accountant, auditor, is specially
conferred to the board of directors. 604 RIJVL only set up the principles "to each
according to one's work" and "more pay for the more work" for the system of salary,
wage and reward in joint ventures to follow .605

The minimum wage line has been changed a few times. When the salaries and wages
were fixed at 120% to 150% of the basic wages 606 of the staff members and workers
engaging in the same line of business of state owned enterprises of the locality, the
120% of the basic wages in state owned enterprises was the bottom line. Later, this

60I See Article 8of the 1980 Regulation of the People's Republic of China on Labour Management in Chinese-Foreign joint
Ventures.

602 See Article 15 of the 1986 Regulation of Encouraging Foreign Investment .
603 lbid.
604 See Article 94 of RJJVL.
605 See Article 93 of RJJVL.
606 Basic wage is construed as average wages of workers and staff members in a state owned enterprise engaging in the same
trade in the some locality with a similar production scale and technical conditions in Article 12of the 1980 Regulation <!f' the
People's Republic of China on Labour Management in Chinese-Foreign joint Ventures.
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criterion was changed to that the salaries and wages of staff members and workers in
a joint venture "shall not be lower than 120% of the average wages of staff members
and workers of state owned enterprises in the same line of business".607 The current
standard is stipulated in Article 14 of ALFIEP, which says that the minimum wage of
staff members and workers for the statutory working time in a foreign investment
enterprise should not be lower than the local minimum wage standard. And an annual
increase in salaries and wages is demanded if the economic development has been
made by a foreign investment enterprise. 608

ALFIEP also requires enterprises to pay the salaries of staff members and workers in
currency on time and in full. Salaries should be paid at least once a month, with
income payable by staff members and workers to be withheld. 609

Foreign investment enterprises are also required to join social insurance schemes for
pension, unemployment, medical, industrial and maternity insurance in accordance
with relevant regulations, 610 and shall pay on time social insurance premiums in full
to the social security institutions in accordance with standards determined by the local
governments. 611

607 See Article 2 of the Provisions on Autonomy of Foreign Investment Enterprises in Employment,

Wages, Insurance and
Welfare Fees. Also see Henry R Zheng, "An Introduction to the Labor Law of the People's Republic of China", in Ralph H.
Folsom and John H. Minan (ed), Law in the People's Republic of China, Commentary, Readings, and Materials, Martinus
Nijhoff Publishers, I 989, p 534.

6 0 8 See Article 14 of ALFIEP. This requirement is set up only for foreign investment enterprises, as such provision is not found
in the 1994 Labour Law of the People's Republic of China.

609 See Article 15 of ALFIEP.
610 See Article

17 of ALFIEP.

611 Ibid.
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With the reform of housing system, foreign investment enterprises are required to
withdraw and use a housing fund for the Chinese staff and workers according to
regulations of the local government.612

• Termination and Dismissal

Termination of labour contracts upon redundancy or other events provided in the law
and dismissal of staff members and workers upon fault, are possible under current
legislation.

A labour contract between enterprises and employees may be terminated in the
following circumstances:

a.

Parties of the contract have reached a consensus to terminate the labour contract.

b.

A staff member or a worker can terminate a labour contract if the joint venture
induced forced labour through violence, threats, imprisonment or any other
means which jeopardised the personal freedom of the staff member or the
worker, or the joint venture failed to perform the labour contract or violated
State laws and administrative regulations, thereby infringing upon the lawful
rights and interests of the staff member or worker. 613

612 See Article 23 of AIFIEP.
613 See Article I I of ALFIEP.
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In some circumstances, if a joint venture wants to terminate a labour contract, it may
need to solicit the opinion of a labour union and to inform the staff member or worker
involving the contract 30 days in advance .614 Those circumstances refer to where:

c.

the staff member or worker fell ill or sustained a non-industrial injury and could
not resume his original work or engage in other work arranged by the joint
venture after expiration of the period of medical treatment;

d.

the staff member or worker was not able to work competently after receiving
training or being transferred to another job;

e.

a change occured in any of the objective circumstances under which the labour
contract was concluded, caused such contract impossible to be performed, and
the parties were unable to reach an agreement on amendments of such contract
after consultations;

f.

other circumstances provided for in laws and administrative regulations .6 15

However, foreign investment enterprises should pay a lump-sum of living subsidies to
staff members and workers whose labour contracts have been rescinded in above
events. 616 Where the labour contract is terminated for the reason that the staff

614 See Article 12 of ALFIEP.
615 Ibid.

6l 6 See Article 19 of ALFIEP.
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members and workers fell ill or sustained a non-industrial injury , the enterprises
rescinding the contract should also pay medical subsidies to the employees.617

Before the promulgation of the Regulation of Encouraging Foreign Investment,
dismissal of staff members and workers was extremely difficult. The regulation has,
for the first time, expressly given the autonomy to foreign investment enterprises to
sanction, even dismiss staff members or workers who violated the rules and
regulations and caused certain consequences. 618 The only requirement for the
dismissal is to file a report to the local labour and personnel department for the
record. 619 This is confirmed by ALFIEP. Item 2, Article 11 of ALFIEP provides that
where the employment conditions were not met during the probation period, and
where the staff member or worker failed to perform the labour contract, seriously
breached labour discipline or legally formulated rules and regulations of the
enterprise, or the staff member or worker underwent re-education through labour or
were convicted of a criminal offence, a foreign investment enterprise can terminate
the labour contract. Such termination is not subject to the compensation of living
subsidies.

6l7 See Article 13 of ALFIEP.

618 See paragraph 3, Article 15 of the 1986 Regulation of Encouraging Foreign Investment.
619 Ibid.
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6.1.2 A Contractual Joint Venture Creating A Chinese Juristic
Person
As stated in Article 2 of the Law of the People's Republic of China on Chinese-

Foreign Contractual Joint Venture, a contractual joint venture creating a Chinese
juristic person is also a limited liability company, and the joint venture takes
responsibility for the extent of total assets of the venture. Participants of the venture
distribute profits or products, assume risk and losses according to their agreed terms
in the cooperative contract unless there is different arrangement in the joint venture
contract. 620 This means there is the possibility that parties of a joint venture have their
own internal arrangement about their liability regarding the venture's debts.

The requirements about the form of contribution and registered capital are similar to
those in an equity joint venture. The laws and regulations governing labour aspects of
an equity joint venture are basically the governing laws of a contractual joint venture
creating a Chinese juristic person.

The authority of a contractual joint venture creating a Chinese juristic person is the
Board of Directors or the Joint Management Committee. 621 There should be at least
three members in the board of directors or the Associated Management Committee. 622
The distribution of the members is decided upon by the contribution of parties
through negotiation. The principles of selecting the chairperson and vice-chairperson

620 See Article 14 of IRCJVL.
621 See Article 24 of IRCJVL.
622 See article 25 of IRCJVL.
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of the board or the committee are to be provided in the Article of Association . The
directors or committees are appointed and replaced by each participant.623

The contribution of parties to a contractual joint venture is crucial in determining the
seats of the Board of Directors and the Joint Management Committee, as IRCJVL
emphasises that the distribution of seats of the Board of directors or on the Joint
Management Committee should reflect the subscribed contribution of the parties to
the registered capital of the joint venture. 624

The following matters must be determined by the unanimous vote of the board or the
committee:

a. alteration of the Articles of Association;
b. increasing or reducing Registered Capital of the joint venture;
c. liquidation of the venture;
d. mortgaging the assets of the venture;
e. merger and separation of the venture, and the modification of the form of
the venture; and
f. other matters necessarily decided by unanimity. 625

The chairperson of the board or the committee is the legal representative of the
venture. The day to day management is conferred on the general manager who is
responsible to the board or the committee.626
623 See Article 26 ofIRCJVL.
624 op cit note 83.

Parties to a contractual joint venture creating a Chinese juristic person enjoy a higher
degree of flexibility. They have the freedom of negotiating the conditions of
cooperation, such as the way of making distributions and taking liabilities.627

6.1.3 A Contractual Joint Venture Without Creating A Chinese
Juristic Person
Article 50 of RICJVL states that a contractual joint venture without creating a
Chinese juristic person takes the civil liabilities under relevant provisions of the
Chinese Civil Law. This indicates that the Article 52 of the Civil Code, which
governs non-legal entity cooperation should apply. Such a business form is to be
regarded as a partnership and parties of such cooperation take joint, unlimited
liabilities as partners.

Article 53 of RICJVL requires that a joint venture without creating a Chinese juristic
person set up an Associated Management Organ consisting of the representatives of
all participants to determine the important issues of the venture.628 Such a venture is
required to establish a unified account and each party is required to establish an
account of its own.629

625 See Article 29 of IRCJVL.
626 See Article 32 of IRCJVL.
627 See Article 14 of IRCJVL.
628 See Article 53 of IRJVL.
629 See Article 54 ofIRCJVL.
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The rules governmg labour aspects of equity joint ventures generally apply to
contractual joint ventures without creating Chinese juristic persons.

6.1.4 Wholly Foreign Owned Enterprises

Wholly foreign owned enterprises refer to the enterprises that are established by
foreign enterprises and other economic organisations or individuals within the
territory of China in accordance with relevant laws of China and the entire capitals of
the enterprises are invested by foreign investors. 630 Such an enterprise does not
include a branch office established by a foreign enterprise or another economic entity
within China.63J

A wholly foreign owned enterprise may obtain the status of a Chinese juristic person
if it meets the requirements of being a juristic person as stipulated in the law. 632 This
means that a wholly foreign enterprise can be a Chinese legal entity and can also
adopt another business structure except a branch, instead of creating a juristic person.

630 See Article 2ofWFEL.
63 1Ibid.
632 See Article 8 of WFEL.
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Wholly foreign owned enterprises were not encouraged at the early stage of economic
reform. They were taxed in progressive rates and were limited at the four SEZs.633
Since 1983, wholly foreign owned enterprises can move out of the SEZs and can be
established in TEDZs of the fourteen coast cities.634

Not until 1986, was a specified law governing wholly foreign owned enterprises
provided. The 1986 Law on Wholly Foreign Owned Enterprises (WFEL) has
provided legal security for wholly foreign owned enterprises. 635 Since then, wholly
foreign owned enterprises are permitted to be established anywhere in the country.

Along with the Regulation for Implementing the Law on Wholly Foreign Owned

Enterprise (RILWFE) came in effective on 12 December 1990, and the completion of
the legislation in other fields such as taxation, foreign exchange and labour protection,
the legal framework on wholly foreign owned enterprise is established. 636 The
protection of a wholly owned enterprise is secured on a legal basis.

The law and the regulation stipulate that a wholly foreign owned enterprise is
prohibited from the trades such as press, publication, broadcasting, television, movies,
domestic commerce, foreign trade, insurance, post and telecommunication, and other

63 3 See Guiguo Wang, Business Law of China, Cases, texts and Commentary, Butterworths Asia, 1993, pp 209-210.
634 See Ralph H. Folsom and John H. Minan, ''Foreign Investment Law", In Ralph H. Folsom and John H. Minan (edJ, Law in
the People 's Republic of China, Commentary, Readings, and Materials, Martin us Nijhoff Publishers, 1989, p 749.

63 5 See Article 5 of WFEL provides: "The state will not nationalise or carry out expropriation of wholly foreign-owned
enterprises; in special circumstances, in accordance with the needs of the social and public interest, the State may in accordance
with legal procedures carry out expropriation, and give commensurate compensation."
636 This indicates the enactment of FIEFETL, IRFIEFETL, Labour Law, and LAFEP, etc.
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trades specified by the Chinese government. 637 A foreign investor must obtain the
approval from the Ministry of Foreign Economic Relations and Trade of the People's
Republic of China for setting up wholly foreign owned enterprise in the trades such as
public utilities, communications and transportation, real estates, trust investment, and
leasing. 638

Although there are no similar provisions to be found in joint venture laws and
regulations, the trades listed above as forbidden or restricted also generally have been
excluded for joint ventures. The 1995 Foreign Investment Industrial Guidance

Catalogue groups the foreign investment projects into 4 classes: Encouraged projects,
permitted projects, restricted projects, and prohibited projects. The legislation as a
guide to foreign investment applies to both joint ventures and wholly foreign owned
enterprises.

The precondition for establishing a wholly foreign owned enterprise is that the
enterprise in question must meet at least one of the following conditions:

•

the enterprise will adopt advanced technology and equipment, and will engage in
the development of new products, conserve energy and raw materials, and the
realisation of the upgrading of products and the replacement of old products with
the new ones which can replace similar imported goods;

637 See Article 4 of RILWFE.
638 See Article 5 ofRILWFE.
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•

more than 50% of the annual output value of products is to be exported so that
the balance of foreign exchange is maintained.639

Compared with creating a joint venture, the standard of requirement on creating a
wholly foreign owned enterprise is quite high.640

The application of establishing a wholly foreign owned enterprise should be
submitted to the relevant department 641 and examined by the department. If the
application is approved, the procedure of registration will begin. RILWFE allows a
foreign investor to appoint a Chinese service agency to handle some affairs during the
application process. However, a contract must be concluded by the foreign investor
itself. 642

The law assured foreign investors that once a wholly joint venture is established upon
approval, its operating and management activities of the enterprises will not be
interfered with given that the activities conform with the approved Articles of
Association. 643 The only requirement is to submit its production and operating plan to
its department in charge for the purpose of record keeping. 644

639 See Article 3of WFEL and Article of RILWFE.
640 There is no requirement of ex porting 50% production for joint ventures. Article 4 of RIJVL requires that an equity joint
venture shall adopt advanced techniques , enabling it to increase the variety of its products, improve their quality and raise
output and conserve energy and materials; shall benefit the technical renovation of the venture and achieve quick results and
large profits with a small investment; shall be able to expand the export of its products and increase foreign exchange earnings;
and shall be able to train technical and managerial personnel. Meanwhile, there is no such statements in the law of contractual
joint venture.
6 4 1 See Article 3 of WFEL and Article 3 of RILWFE.

642 See Article 14 of RILWFE.
6 43 See Article

11 of WFEL.

644 Ibid.
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6.1.5 Comments

Unlike a pure contractual transaction, such as a licensing contract, a compensation
trade, or processing operation, a joint venture, in particular, a joint venture creating a
legal entity, or a wholly foreign owned enterprise is heavily regulated and has less
flexibility. An enterprise as such involves a whole range of business activities such as
financing, application, production or operation, labour arrangement, and marketing.
Management plays a significant role in determining the success or failure of the
business.

While a foreign investor of a wholly foreign owned enterprise can exercise 100%
control over the management, parties of a joint venture are supposed to manage the
venture jointly for mutual benefits. As parties to the joint venture may have different
interests or different priorities of interests in a cooperative process, battles for a
substantial control over the venture may start at the negotiation stage and last to the
end of the cooperation.

Furthermore, a foreign participant to a joint venture is working with a partner who has
grown up in a fundamentally different political-economic system. 645 All of these
issues involve the need for mutual understanding and learning. 646

645 See John Child, Management in China During the Age of Reform, Cambridge University Press, 1994, p 241.
646 Ibid.
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An equity joint venture has a high level of interdependence between the partners.
Partners manage the joint venture together, with reciprocal obligations.647 This results
in that each partner to the venture has a low level of strategic flexibility.

A contractual joint venture also requires partners' active involvement in the
management, but does not necessarily entail reciprocal obligations. 648 Partners to the
joint venture tend to have a higher lever of flexibility and a lower level of
interdependence.

A joint venture creating a Chinese juristic person (an equity joint venture and a
contractual joint venture creating a Chinese juristic person) limits the liability of an
investor to the amount of registered capital subscribed by the investors , whereas,
parties to a joint venture without creating a Chinese juristic person take unlimited
civil liabilities jointly and severally.

A foreign investor may desire to find a local partner to form a joint venture for the
assistance in applying, registering, domestic marketing, sites, and the supplying of
skilled labours.

The conditions of forming a wholly foreign owned enterprise are comparatively strict.
The advantages in management may be negated by other aspects such as missing out
some preferential treatment with regard to taxation specially set up for joint ventures,
restrictions on application and sale of products, and less assistance from a local

647 Ibid, p 218.
648 Ibid, p 219.
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partner. Although a foreign investor can receive help from a Chinese service agency
during the procedure of application for establishing a wholly foreign owned
enterprise, the scope of assistance from the Chinese agency is limited by law. 649 Such
help is far less than what a local partner can offer.

Therefore, a contractual joint venture creating a Chinese juristic person may be the
best choice to an Australian investor, as this structure offers the assistance of a local
partner, a limited liability, as well as a higher level of flexibility (comparing with an
equity joint venture), at the same time.

Other forms of Sino-Foreign alliances such as compensation trade and licensing of
technology offer more flexible structures regarding managerial aspects. However,
those structures do not involve marketing and active business activities. A foreign
investor with a view to access a local market and utilising local labour and favourable
investment treatment, may not choose such business structures as their means of
investment.

649 See Article 14 of IRLWFE states that a foreign investor may only obtain helps from a Chinese agency in handling the
affairs stipulated in Article 9, paragraph I of Article 10 and Article 11 of the IRLWFE.
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6.2 MARKETING ASPECTS

A direct way to access the Chinese domestic market is to manufacture or buy the
products somewhere else, and then directly export them to China. However, such
trade is very limited and competitive, therefore will not be addressed in this thesis .

Apart from direct exportation, if a foreign investor has a desire to enter the Chinese
domestic market, its business structure selection is mostly limited at joint venture
vehicles, sofar as the Chinese law has oriented.

Gaining better access to the export market is one of the major goals that the Chinese
government wants to achieve through making foreign investment policy. The
intention was especially emphasised in the early stage of the country's economic
reform, and was reflected in the early legislation. 650 It can be said that it is
international sales, not domestic sales, of the products of joint ventures or foreign
enterprises, that Chinese policy makers have expected that foreign investment should
direct.

Thus, a fundamental conflict of objectives exists in the area of marketing. To some
foreign investors, access to the Chinese domestic market is the dominant motive of
investment,651 whereas the Chinese government as well as most Chinese partners are
keen to access foreign markets through their foreign business partners. In this sense,

65 0 Such as laws regarding foreign exchange. Also See Article 9 of JVL.
651 See John Child, Management in China during the Age r!f Reform , Cambridge University Press, 1994, p 226.
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the foreign partners are functioned as a channel of access to foreign markets by their
Chinese partners. The law has juggled all the way through to balance the nation's need
and the foreign investors' objectives by opening the limited domestic market on the
one hand, and offering incentives to export activities on the other.

The Chinese law has put two hurdles before foreign investors seeking to access the
domestic market, by limiting the conditions of accessing and by foreign exchange
control. The restriction used to be severe. Now, the barriers have been left
considerably, especially with regard to foreign exchange aspects.

At the beginning, the products of joint ventures and wholly foreign owned enterprises
were supposed to be sold in the international market. 652

In respect to joint venture, although, JVL 1979 did not exclude the possibility of

selling joint ventures' products in the domestic market, 653 the discouragement of sales
in the domestic market was practised through foreign exchange control and tax policy
at the early stage. 654

Seeing the sharp decrease of foreign investment between 1985 and 1986, 655 the
Chinese authority felt the necessity of granting relief in foreign exchange and
652 See Article 9 of JVL and Article 3 of WFEL.
653 Article 9 of JVL states: "products of the joint venture may also be distributed in the Chinese market".
654 For example, Article 4 of the 1981 Income Tax Law of the PRC Concerning Joint Venture with Chinese and Foreign
Investment imposed I 0% withholding tax on net income of foreign partners remitted abroad; Article 22 of the Interim
Regulations for Foreign Exchange Control of the PRC ( 1980) limited the remittance abroad of wages of foreign personnel
employed in China by joint ventures and wholly foreign owned enterprises.
655 The fall of foreign investment was taken as the result that foreign investors had Jess confidence about investing in China,
and as the result that China had over spent foreign exchange which Jed to the curtail of domestic spending on foreign exchange.
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domestic marketing aspects. Later legislation permits joint ventures to sell their
products in the domestic market, 656 if the products of a joint venture are "urgently
needed in China, or they are the kinds of products that China needs to import", they
may be allowed to be sold primarily on the Chinese domestic market.657

In relation to wholly foreign owned enterprise, art. 3 of the Law of the People's

Republic of China on Wholly foreign -Owned Enterprises 1986 stipulates: "For a
wholly foreign-owned enterprise to be established, it must benefit the development of
the Chinese national economy, and must utilise advanced technology and equipment,
or export all, or a major portion of its products. Industries in which the State prohibits
or restricts the establishment of wholly foreign-owned enterprises shall be stipulated
by the State Council".

It seems that a wholly foreign owned enterprise can only rely on Article 18 for
accessing the Chinese domestic market. Article 18 stipulates that if a wholly foreign
owned enterprise has gained the approval of selling products in the Chinese domestic
market, the department of approval has the liability of resolving the foreign exchange
imbalance resulting from domestic sales.

Joint ventures were affected by the cut of domestic foreign exchange, because fewer domestic consumers were able to pay hard
currency for joint ventures' products. The difficulty of earning hard currency was increased. This brought impact on importing
materials and repatriating profits. The channel of accessing foreign exchange of some Chinese participants to some joint
ventures was also suddenly blocked, under the new restriction. See generally John Child, Management in China during the Age
of Reform, Cambridge University Press, 1994, pp 223-225.

656 Notice that the relief is stated in RIJVL which is the legislation on equity joint venture. During the period of absence of
legislation on contractual joint venture, the principles of the equity joint venture law were used to govern contractual joint
ventures. However, the degree of implementation differed under different local policies.

657 See Article 61 of RIJVL.
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6.2.1 Access to the Domestic Market

The Chinese government has realised that a non-concessional approach towards
domestic sale of foreign investment enterprises and wholly foreign owned enterprise
is not practicable from a long term point of view. As the result, as discussed above, a
more flexible stand towards domestic sales of joint ventures has been adopted since
early 1983. 658

The later legislation such as RIJVL and the 1986 Regulation of Encouraging Foreign
Investment reflect a significant change in the country's foreign exchange policy and

the policy on the domestic sale of products of joint ventures and wholly foreign
owned enterprises.

Article 61 of RIJVL expressly stipulates that the joint ventures may sell their products
in the domestic market, if the products are those urgently needed by the country or
those must be imported. Article 64 provides the ways of sale for products in the
Chinese domestic market:

(a)

if the products of a joint venture fall into the categories of the planned
distribution commodities, relevant departments will arrange the sale of the
product to the appointed users in accordance with the plan;

658 See "Equity Joint Ventures in the People's Republic of China: An assessment of the First Five Years", the Business Lawyer,
Vol. 40, pp 857-858.
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(b)

if the products of a joint venture belong to the categories which should be
dealt with by the Material and Commercial Departments, the departments may
directly purchase the products from the joint venture;

(c)

in case that the products do not fall into the above two categories, the joint
venture may sell by itself or entrust sales to relevant organisations;

(d)

if the products are the commodities which are to be imported by China, the
joint venture can sell the products to the foreign trade companies.

It should be decided at an early stage whether or not the products of a joint venture
will target the domestic market and the intention should be reflected in the Feasibility
Study Report. 659 The project then is subject to the approval of the Chinese
authorities. 660 The joint venture will be established upon such approval. 661 Once the
approval is obtained, the department of approval will have the liability to help the
joint venture to resolve the problems of foreign exchange unbalance which may
happen later.

The prices of products for sale in the Chinese market should be in conformity with the
prices set by the state and be rated according to quality, except for the items approved
by the price control department to be priced with reference to international market

65 9 See Article 15 of RILWFE.
660 See Article 17 of RILWFE.
661 Article 8 to 17 of RIJVL provide the process of the establishment of joint venture. Parties of proposing a joint venture
should submit a project proposal and preliminary feasibility study to the government department in charge of the matter. Upon
the approval of the department, the project proposal and preliminary feasibility study then should be submitted to the local
planning commission or the state planning commission for initial approval. If the approval is granted by such commission, the
work on a formal feasibility study and a joint venture agreement, and the articles of association will start.
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prices. 662 The price set by a joint venture for its products must be reported to the
department in charge of the venture and the price control department for the record.663

All the payment for joint venture products sold in the domestic market should be in
RMB unless the products need to be imported. 664

The relief of control of domestic sale requires the assistance of foreign exchange
control, as RMB is not a convertible currency and cannot be remitted abroad. A joint
venture selling most of its products in the Chinese domestic market in return for the
payment of RMB cannot maintain the capacity of keeping foreign exchange balance.

The initial expectation of China was that the products of joint ventures should be all
or mostly exported, therefore, there should be no problem for each joint venture to
balance its foreign exchange. The intention was reinforced by the stringent provisions
on foreign exchange control.

Adjustments to foreign exchange control policy have been made to respond the
increasing of possibility of domestic sale. Various ways of achieving the balance of
foreign exchange are provided, such as:

•

if a joint venture which sells its products primarily on the domestic market on
the basis of its approved feasibility study report and the joint venture contract,

662 See Article 66 of RINL.
663 Ibid.
664 See Article 64, 65, and 66.
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experiences a foreign exchange imbalance, the government of the relevant
province, autonomous region or municipality directly under the central
authorities, or the department in charge under the State Council will resolve
the problem by making up the deficit from its own foreign exchange reserves.

If the problem cannot be resolved in this manner, it will be resolved through
inclusion in the state plan after examination and approval by the Ministry of
Foreign Economic Relations and Trade acting together with the State
Planning Commission of the PRC;665

•

goods that substitute for imports can be sold in China for hard currency; 666

•

upon approval, joint ventures can use their RMB to purchase domestic
products and export them through their own sales outlets to make up any
deficiency of foreign exchange. However, if the products are subject to the
monopoly of the state, or require export licences or subject to export quotas,
application should be made to the Ministry of Foreign Economic Relation and
Trade for approvaJ;667

•

subject to approval, a joint venture can sell its products to an enterprise which
is capable of making payment in foreign exchange. However, this is restricted
to the enterprises which are not located in SEZs or ETDZs in coast cities; 668

•

under the supervision of the foreign exchange control departments, joint
ventures may mutually adjust their foreign exchange surpluses and
deficiencies among each other. 669 This means a joint venture can use its

665 See Article 75 of RIJVL.
66 6 See item 4, Article 64 of RIJVL.
667 See Article 6 of the 1986 Regulation on Balancing Foreign Exchange Receipts and Expenditures of Chinese-Foreign Joint
Venture.

668 See Article 8, ibid.
669 See Article 14 of the 1986 Regulation <!f Encouraging Foreign Investment.
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surplus RMB to buy hard currency from other joint ventures which have a
surplus of that currency;

•

a joint venture may re-invest its RMB profits in another enterprise that
generates foreign exchange. 670

In addition, foreign employees of joint ventures are able to remit all their after-tax
earnings abroad.

After the liberation of foreign exchange, the accessing of the domestic market
becomes more practicable.

The requirements on exporting the products of wholly foreign owned enterprises also
become less stringent, comparatively. Article 3 of WFEL (1986) requires that a
wholly foreign owned enterprise should export all or most products. The later
legislation on wholly foreign enterprises, IRLWFE (1990), requires a wholly foreign
owned enterprise to export at least 50% of its products. 671 This means that with the
approval, a wholly foreign owned enterprise may sell up to half of its products in the
domestic market.

67 0 See Article 10 of the 1986 Regulation on Balancing Foreign Exchange Receipts and Expenditures of Chinese-Foreign
Joint Venture.
671 See item 2, Article 3 of RILWFE.
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6.2.2 Export Incentives

Along with the relief of restriction on domestic sales, incentives have been introduced
by legislation for stimulating product exportation of foreign investment enterprises.
Taxation preferential treatment is offered to product exporting foreign investment
enterprises. Such enterprises located in SEZs may pay income tax at a reduced rate of
10%.672

Any foreign investor who has reinvested its after tax profits into a product exporting
enterprise is entitled to claim refund on the Enterprise Income Tax paid on the
reinvested portion.673

Before 1991 , the profits distributed to foreign investors of such enterprises were
exempt from withholding tax, whereas 10% withholding tax would be imposed, if the
profits were distributed by other foreign investment enterprises rather than advanced
technology enterprises. This distinction no longer exists after the enforcement of
FIEFETL.

Besides the taxation concession, products exporting enterprises also enjoy preferential
treatment in other areas. For example, such enterprises may pay site use fees at a

672 See item 7, Article 75 of IRFIEFETL: "Where, in any year after the expiration of the period for reduction and exemption of
Enterprise Income Tax provided for in the Tax Law, the value of exports of any export-oriented enterprise invested in and
established by a foreign business entity constitutes 70% or more of the enterprise's total out put value for that year, the
enterprise may be granted a 50% reduction in the Enterprise Income Tax payable according to the tax rate specified in the Tax
law (FIEFETL). However, export-oriented enterprises already paying Enterprise Income Tax at the rate 15%, that satisfy the
above conditions shall pay Enterprise Income Tax at the rate of 10%."

673 See Article 10 of the Regulation for Encouraging Foreign In vestment.
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favourable standard. 674 They are exempt from payment to the state of all subsidies to
staff and workers, except for the payment of or allocation of funds for labour
insurance, welfare costs and housing subsidies for Chinese staff members and
workers in accordance with the provisions of the state. The enterprises will be given
priority in obtaining water, electricity, transportation services, and communication
facilities needed for their production and operation.675 Fees of the above services are
computed and charged at a standard rate for local state enterprises. 67 ~

Other conveniences are offered in the process of receiving loans from the Bank of
China, requiring import licences, and receiving simplified and fast service from
Customs on the imported machinery, spare parts and other materials for executing
export contracts.677

All efforts aim at encouraging foreign investment enterprises and wholly foreign
owned enterprises to sell their products in the international market.

674 See Article 4 of the Regulation for Encouraging Foreign Investment .
675 See Article 5of the Regulation for Encouraging Foreign Investment.
676 The standards set up for local state enterprises on those service are lower than those for other enterprises such as foreign
investment enterprises.

677 Article 6of the 1986 Regulation for Encouraging Foreign In vestment states that a export oriented enterprise "after
examination by the Bank of China, shall be given priority in receiving loans for short-term revolving funds needed for
production and distribution, as well as for other needed credit"; Article 12 states: "Enterprises with foreign investment may
arrange the export of their products directly or may also export by consignment to agents in accordance with state provisions.
For products that require an export licence, in accordance with the annual export plan of the enterprise, an application for an
export licence may be made every 6 months" ; Article 13 provides: " Machinery and equipment, vehicles used in production, raw
materials, fuel, bulk parts, spare parts, machine component parts and fittings which enterprises with foreign investment need to
import in order to carry out their export contracts do not require further applications for examination and approval and are
exempt from the requirement for import licences. The Customs shall exercise supervision and control, and shall inspect and
release such imports on the basis of the enterprise contract or the export contract".
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6.2.3 Comments

In so far as discussed in this thesis, joint ventures are the basic business structures
involving marketing in China. Significantly, the domestic sale of wholly foreign
owned enterprises' products becomes possible. However, the wholly foreign owned
enterprises are still more strictly restricted from accessing the domestic market.
Moreover, the domestic sale requires the approvals of the relevant local authorities.
This illustrates the necessity and advantages of having a local partner who is familiar
with the system and can provide sufficient assistance at this matter.

The concession of opening the domestic market and the liberation in foreign exchange
control signal the departure of protectionism in foreign investment, even though the
domestic sales are closely monitored by the government.

As the Chinese law indicates for a foreign investor proposing to set up business in
China with a view of entering into the Chinese domestic market, the joint venture
business vehicle is the best choice.

6.3 COCLLUSIONS

In terms of control, a wholly foreign owned enterprise can be put at the top of the
investment priority list. However, a wholly foreign owned enterprise does not have
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advantages in relation to domestic marketing. It is the joint ventures which have the
superiority in entering the Chinese domestic market.

As domestic market access is one of its major objective, it is unlikely for the potential
Australian corporate investor to limit its market advantage for the purpose of gaining
an absolute control. On the contrary, when making the business choice, the potential
Australian investor will probably be in favour of a joint venture for the consideration
of market advantage and other advantages of having a local partner.

Among the three types of joint ventures, a contractual joint venture creating a Chinese
juristic person may be the best choice. The reason is: On the one hand, it has more
flexibility in terms of control and management, comparing with an equity joint
venture. On the other hand, it has the advantage of limited liability which a
contractual joint venture without creating a juristic person does not have.
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CHAPTER 7

REMITTANCE OF PROFITS AND
REPATRIATION OF CAPITAL
(NON-TAXATION ASPECTS)

The ultimate objective of foreign investment is to make profits. However, given
everything has been planned well and has been going well, and the objective is to be
realised, an investor still needs to take the last scrutiny on the issue of whether the
profits made offshore is physically subject to free transfer. If the answer is yes, in
what currency the profits are to be transferred? If the answer is no, what kinds of
restrict does the source country impose on the investment activities? Another concern
is: Whether the capital invested abroad can be repatriated back freely?

These are the issues that the potential Australian investor wants to clarify.

7.1 REMITTANCE OF PROFITS

Under the Chinese law, the after tax net profits and the other legitimate earnings of
Chinese-Foreign joint ventures and wholly foreign owned enterprises may be remitted
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abroad from the foreign exchange deposit accounts of the ventures or enterprises,
upon application to the Bank of China.678 Foreign staff and workers employed by
joint ventures may also remit or take out of China their wages and other legitimate
after tax income. 679 The real issue is that in what currency the profits may be remitted
out of China.

A joint venture or a wholly foreign owned enterprise pays income tax on its earned
income. Following payment of income tax, profits will be distributed in the following
order:

a. payment of compensation, liquidated damages, late-payment penalties, penalty
interest and fines;

b. making up of the enterprise's losses from preceding years;

c. allocations to the reserve fund, the enterprise expansion fund and the bonus and
welfare fund for staff and workers;

d. distribution of profits to the investors. 680

678 See Article 10 of JVL
679 See Article 76 of RIJVL.
680 See Article 37 of the 1992 Administration of the Finances of Foreign Investment Enterprises Provisions of the People 's
Republic of China. Also see Article 87 of RIJVL.
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The Chinese authority used to use taxation and foreign exchange control as a
restriction to direct foreign investors to maintain their profits inside China as long as
possible. 681

Now, there is no taxation hurdle for profits remitted abroad any more. The issue goes
to foreign exchange aspect, as RMB is not a convertible currency and China exercises
foreign exchange control.

A wholly foreign owned enterprise is required to export at least 50% of its products in
order to keep the balance between revenues and expenditures in foreign exchange or
with a surplus.682 A joint venture is also obliged to maintain the balance of receipts
and expenditures on foreign exchange. 683 It is required to open a foreign currency
deposit account, profits and all foreign exchange receipts must be deposited in the
account and all of its foreign exchange expenditures must be paid from such
account. 684 If the foreign investors of a joint venture want to remit its profits out of
China, the remittance should be made from the foreign exchange deposit account of
the joint venture.

For an enterprise with products mainly sold in the international market therefore has
maintained the balance in hard currency, there should not be foreign exchange
difficulty when it remits profits abroad. However, there could be troubles for an
6 8 I For an enterprise has the status of a juristic person, the profits remitted out is in the form of dividends. China used to
impose I 0% withholding tax on the profits at the time of remittance.
682 See item 2, Article 3 ofRILWFE.
683 See Article 75 of RIJVL.
684 See Article 74 of RIJVL.
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enterprise which has over spent its hard currency or with products mainly sold in the
Chinese domestic market.

The problems in this area used to be serious. Now, the situation has been alleviated by
the mechanisms provided in later legislation. For instance, if the products of a joint
venture are permitted to be sold in the domestic market, it will obtain help from
relevant authorities in terms of solving foreign exchange problems.685 The new

Foreign Exchange Control Regulations of the People's Republic of China gos one
step further which makes purchasing foreign exchange become available with
approval. 686

The under going reform in foreign exchange system can be the preparation for RMB
becoming freely convertible currency.687

7. 2 REPATRIATION OF CAPITAL

Repatriation of capital occurs when people make investment in overseas. Before the
repatriation, there must be capital which has actually flowed out of a country at the
first place. Therefore, a trade such as sale of technology does not involve capital
repatriation in a strict sense. Among the business structures insofar discussed in this

685 See Article 75 of RIJVL.
686 See Article 15, 16, 19, and 25 of the 1996 Foreign Exchange Control Regulation of the People's Republic of China.
687 See Edward J. Epstein and Chong Tin Cho, "The Legal Reform" , China Review 1995, p 6.20.
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thesis, repatriation of capital is an important issue to a joint venture and a wholly
foreign owned enterprise.

7.2.1 Repatriation of Joint Venture Capital

A joint venture is to be dissolved upon the expiration of its term. The parties to a joint
venture may decide the term of the venture through consultation according to the
nature of project. 688 The parties of a contractual joint venture determine the term of
the venture and specify the term in the joint venture contract. 689

In terms of equity joint ventures, the law only requires those involving certain
industries such as service trades, land development and exploitation of resources, to
have a fixed term and specify it in the joint venture contract.

The law also set up the top line on the term of an equity joint venture. If an equity
joint venture involves in an ordinary project, its term should be from 10 to 30
years.690 If the joint venture involves a large investment, a long construction period
and a low profit rate, a project in which the foreign investors provide advanced
technology or key technology for producing advanced products or the products
capable of competing in the international market, the term of the venture may reach

688 See Article 12 of JVL and Article I00 of RJJVL.
689 See Article 25 of CJVL.
690 See Article I 00 of RIJVL.
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50 years, or exceed 50 years upon approval. 691 An equity joint venture without a fixed
term may be dissolved at any time upon the parties' agreement.

Except expiration, a joint venture may be dissolved in the situations where the
venture is unable to continue operations due to heavy losses, or due to the failure of
one of the parties to the venture to fulfil its obligations set forth in the joint venture
agreement, contract or articles of association, or due to serious losses arising from a
natural disaster, war or other event of force majeure, or due to the failure of the
venture to achieve its business objective, coupled with no possibility for future
development, or due to other events stipulated in the joint venture contract to be the
grounds for dissolution.692

Once a joint venture is terminated or dissolved, the liquidation procedure starts. One
thing worth mentioning, the law governing the liquidation of a foreign investment
enterprise does not apply to the situation of insolvency. There is no legislation in this
area at this moment. 693

Liquidation is carried out by the liquidation committee. A joint venture may be able
to form a liquidation committee. If the joint venture is not able to form the committee,
the board of directors or Joint Management Committee may apply to the examination
and approval authority of the venture for a special liquidation. 694 Under the special

691 Ibid.
692 See Article I 02 of RIJVL and Article 48 of RICJVL.

693 The PRC, Bankruptcy Law only applies to bankrupt State owned enterprises .
694 See Article 3of the 1996 Foreign lnvestme11t Enterprises Liquidation Procedures <!{the People's Republic <!/'China.
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liquidation process, the examination and approval authority of the venture or another
department entrusted by it will organise the Chinese and foreign investors,
representatives of the relevant authorities and relevant professionals to establish a
liquidation committee.695

Before the completion of the liquidation, foreign investors of a joint venture are not
permitted to remit or carry the funds of the enterprise out of China. 696 The joint
venture is not allowed to dispose of the venture's property on its own authority.

Creditors of claims secured by property have the right to receive payment from such
property on a priority basis. 697 The liquidation expenses are also to be paid on a
priority basis out of the liquidated property. 698 After payment of the liquidation
expenses on a priority basis out of the liquidated property, debts are cleared under the
following sequence:

•

wages of and labour insurance premiums for staff and workers;

•

State taxes;

•

other debts. 699

695

See Article

36 of the 1996 Foreign Investment Enterprises Liquidation Procedures of the People 's republic of China.

696 See Article 26, ibid.
697 See Article 24, ibid.
698 See Article 23 of the 1996 Foreign Investment Enterprises Liquidation Procedures.
699 See Article 25 of 1996 Foreig11 fllvestment Enterprises Liquidatio11 Procedures.
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The remaining property will be distributed to the investors m proportion to their
actual capital contribution.7°0 However, this does not apply if there are otherwise
provisions in law, administrative regulations, or joint venture contracts or Articles of
Association. For example, if a foreign investor to a contractual joint venture has
recovered its investment prior to the liquidation, all the remaining fixed assets of the
venture will be distributed to the Chinese investor(s). 701

There are certain ways of making an early recovery of investment. One of them is to
allow the foreign investor(s) of a contractual joint venture to receive a
disproportionate amount of profits in the early years of the venture.702

If upon dissolution of a joint venture, its net assets or remaining property exceeds its

registered capital, the excess portion is regarded as profits.7°3 With the end of the
liquidation process foreign investors can repatriate the profits to which they are
entitled.

There is no foreign exchange obstacle when foreign investors repatriate their capital.
If foreign investors receive RMB upon liquidation, the foreign investors can purchase

foreign exchange from a designed foreign exchange bank and remit or carry out the
foreign exchange out of China. 704

7 oo See paragraph 2, article 26 of the 1996 Foreign Investment Enterprises Liquidation Procedures and Article I 06 of RINL.
7 o1 See Article 22 of CJVL.
70 2 See Article 44 of IRCJVL.
703 See Article 106 of JRCJVL.
704 See Article 25 of the J996 Foreign Exchange Control Regulation <!f the People's Republic of China.
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7 .2.2 Repatriation of Wholly Foreign Owned Enterprise Capital

The Foreign Investment Enterprise Liquidation Procedures governs both joint
ventures and wholly foreign owned enterprises.

A wholly foreign owned enterprise may be wound up because its term of operation
has expired. A wholly foreign owned enterprise should submit its application
regarding its term to examination authority for approval. If the enterprise wants to
extent its term, it should, 180 days before the expiration of the term, submit the
application for renewal of the term to the examination and approval authority. The
authority will make the decision within 30 days after receiving the application.

Other circumstances triggering the winding up of a wholly foreign owned enterprise
include:

•

the enterprise suffers heavy losses due to mismanagement and the foreign
investor decides to dissolve it;

•

it suffers heavy losses due to an event of force majeure such as a natural
disaster or war;

•

it becomes bankrupt;

•

it is lawfully closed because it has violated the laws and regulations of China,
thereby harming the public interest;
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•

other grounds for dissolution occur, as specified in the articles of association
of the enterprise.705

Except the winding up of an enterprise is caused by bankruptcy which should be
governed by the non-existing bankruptcy law, 706 other situations of winding up are
governed by the 1996 Foreign Investment Enterprise Liquidation Procedures of the

People's Republic of China.

The liquidation procedure of a wholly foreign owned enterprise and the foreign
exchange aspects regarding repatriation of capital are the same as discussed in the part
dealing with the liquidation of joint ventures.

7.3 CONCLUSIONS

Physically remitting and repatriating the profits and capital of a foreign investment
enterprise out of China is no longer an issue. The only requirement is that the
enterprise must submit to the transacting bank the approval of both the board of
directors and the State Administration of Foreign exchange (SAFE). If a foreign
investment enterprise has meet all its taxation obligations in China, SAFE will verify
the remittance or the repatriation.7°7

705 See Article 75 of IRWFEL.
7 06 Article 2 of the 1996 Foreign In vestment Enterprises Liquidation Procedures of the People 's Republic of China states that
where an enterprise is declared bankrupt according to, matters shall be handled in accordance with the laws and administrative
regulations concerning bankruptcy liquidation. However, there is not such a law at the moment.
7o7 See Andreas Diem and Rosanna Grosso Gleiss Lutz Hootz Hirsch, "Foreign Exchange Regulations Applicable to Foreign
Investment Enterprises", China 1997, The Commercial & Legal Year Book, p 37.
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CHAPTERS

DISPUTE RESOLUTION

Disputes are an inevitable part of commercial activities. It is important for the parties
of the proposed cooperation to work out the possible ways of settling the disputes
between them, once they arise in the future. In relation to a country, to develop an
effective system for resolving disputes is as important as it is for preventing them. 708
China has been aware of this and has built up respectable legal structures and
institutions for resolving disputes. 709

In China, commercial disputes could be solved through consultation or mediation. If
parties are not willing to resolve the disputes through consultation or mediation, or if
the consultation or mediation is unsuccessful, the resolution may be achieved through
arbitration or the courts.

708 See Edward J. Epstein and Chong Tin Cho, "The Legal Refonn", China Review 1995, The Chinese University Press, 1995,

p 6.15.
7 o9 Ibid.
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8.1 MEDIATION110

Resolving disputes through strict legal procedures is emphasised in the Western
tradition, especially, in a country adopting the adversary system;7 11 whereas resolving
disputes through a friendly negotiation with or without the help of a third party 1s
highly appreciated in the Chinese culture.

In traditional China, litigation was regarded as interruption of social harmony. As a
result, the imperial governments had developed a striking preference for mediated
settlement of disputes. 712 The traditional philosophy found its support in communist
ideology which rejects judicial mechanisms. In Mao's China, mediation was labelled
as a method of settling "disputes among people" 7 13_ and was extensively used. Apart
from the ideological reason, there were also political and economic considerations
behind the governmental preference of mediation.

The political considerations included: Firstly, mediation was part of the Chinese
Communist Party's program of mobilising the masses and increasing their

71 O Mediation and conciliation some times are used interchangeably in a loose sense. However, in a strict sense, a distinction
can be made between them. A conciliator plays a more active role than a mediator does , during the course of settling the
disagreements between parties.
711 See Ian Govey, "Dispute Resolution in the Context of Australian/China Trade", Australia-China Trade and Investment Law
Conference, Vol. I , p 152.

7 12 See Stanley Lubman, "Mao and Mediation: Politics and Dispute Resolution in Communist China", in Ralph H. Folsom, and
John H. Minan (ed), Law in the People's Republic c!(China, Commentary, Readings and Materials, Martinus Nijhoff
Publishers, 1989, p 92.

713 During Mao's time, the government insisted on differentiating "disputes between people" and "disputes with enemy" and
regarded the two kinds of di sputes were different in nature. Disputes between people were encouraged to be solved through
mediation which was deemed as a method of ending disputes without bad feeling between individuals.
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commitment to Party policies and goals. 714 In traditional China, mediators used
ethical norms to educate and persuade parties to reach a resolution. In Mao's China,
mediators used communist ideology and the Party's policies to educate and persuade
the parties concerned. Secondly, mediation could suppress disputes rather than
escalate disputes. 715 Thirdly, mediation enhanced the party's control over people.716

The economic reason is obvious. Mediation is the most economical method of settling
disputes. 717

Contemporary China still attaches great importance to mediation.7 18 It seems that the
political considerations are no longer the reason. Traditional values and economic
considerations may be the explanations for encouraging the practice of mediation.

The preference for mediation is so strong in China, that some legislation expressly
indicates the preference. For instance, Article 37 of the 1985 Foreign Economic

Contract Law states: When contractual disputes arise, the parties should do every
thing possible to resolve them through consultation or through third party mediation.
The Foreign Economic Contract Law also provides:

714 See Stanley Lubman, "Mao and Mediation: Politics and Dispute Resolution in Communist China", in Ralph H. Folsom, and
John H . Minan (ed), Law in the People's Republic of China, Commentary, Readings and Materials , Martinus Nijhoff
Publishers, 1989, p 97.
715 Judicial means was deemed as escalating disputes. Ibid.
716 Ibid.
71 7 See Ralph H. Folsom and John H . Minan, "Mediation and Conciliation", in Ralph H. Folsom and John H. Minan (ed') , Law
in the People's Republic r!f China, Commentary, Readings and Materials, Martin us Nijhoff Publishers, 1989, p 86.
718 See Guiguo Wang, Business Law 11{ China,

Cases, Texts and Commentary, Butterworths Asia,
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1993, P 530.

Disputes arising over a contract ought to be settled, if possible, through consultations or
mediation by a third party. In case the parties concerned are not willing to, or fail to, go
through consultation or mediation, they may submit to China's arbitration agency in
accordance with the arbitration agreement reached afterwards.

Similar provision can be found in the 1991 Civil Procedure Law of the People's

Republic of China, the 1981 Economic Contract Law and JVL. 7 I 9

It is noteworthy that the Chinese distinguish the "judicial mediation" from "people's

mediation". The difference is that judicial mediation is undertaken by courts. The
agreements reached through judicial mediation are enforceable by courts. 720

The judicial mediation is an important element in court procedure. Before the
investigation and trial procedure, the courts may conduct mediation on a voluntary
basis.7 21 Once a written record of a mediation agreement is signed or sealed by both
parties, the adjudication personnel and the court clerk, it becomes legally effective
immediately. 722

719 See Article 9 of the 1991 Civil Procedure Law of the People's Republic of China , Article 48 of the 1981 Economic
Contract Law, and Article l09 of NL.
720 See Article 89 and Article 90 of the 1991 Civil Procedure Law of the People's Republic <if China.
7 2 1 However, there was a time, some courts gave implication to the parties who insist a trial without mediation, that a
judgement may not in favour of them.
722 See Article 89 of the 1991 Civil Procedure Law of the People's Republic of China.
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In terms of settling international disputes, informality and less complexity are the
advantages of mediation.7 23 For this reason, it has increasingly attracted international
attention in recent years.7 24 Some conciliation rules are adopted by some international
organisation such as UNCITRAL and the International Chamber of Commerce. 725

However, mediation is not always the effective method for resolving disputes. Some
disputes are inherently incapable of resolution by mediation. For instance, the
disputes will become incapable of mediation, if the relationship between parties is
completely broken down. 726 Moreover, a foreign party involving a commercial
dispute may prefer to seek a formal dispute resolution procedure.

In such cases, arbitration or courts may be the methods which are more appropriate
for settling disputes.

8.2 CHOICE OF LAW

Even though improvements have been made over the past years, China still does not
have a comprehensive code of private international law. Rules of private international
law exist in many specific statutes. In general, Chinese courts settle private

723 See Ian Govey , "Dispute Resolution in the Context of Australian/China Trade", Australia-China Trade and Investment Law
Conference, Vol. 1, p 153.

724 Ibid.
725 Ibid.
726 Ibid.
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international law cases by applying the principle of reciprocity and the principle of
following international custom and practice.727

The law make it clear, when dealing with foreign related cases, international
treaties,7 28 international customs and foreign laws may apply.729

The precondition of applying international treaties is that the international treaties
conflicts with relevant Chinese law .7 30 In other words, the Chinese law is inconsistent
with the international treaties. If the law and a treaty is consistent, the law will apply.
Logically, if the domestic law is absent, the pertinent international treaties should
apply.731

The law expressly states that when dealing with a foreign related case, in the absence
of domestic law and international treaties, international customs will apply.7 32 It is
noteworthy that the Chinese law does not give international customs a status of
international treaties which override domestic legislation in the case of inconsistency.
The application of international customs is limited to where domestic legislation is
absent.

727 See Henry R. Zheng, China 's Civil and Commercial Law, Butterworths, 1988, p 199.
728 Excluding those provisions to which China has made reservations .
729 Actually international treaties always override the domes ti c law in the case of inconsistence, no matter the domestic law is
foreign related or not.

73o See Article
Law.

142 of the Civil Code, Article 4 of Foreign Economic Contracr Law, and Article 189 of the Civil Procedure

73 I There is no clear statement in law on the situation.
73 2 See Article 142 of the Civil Code.
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Chinese courts also apply foreign laws in the circumstances specified by the law. The
application of foreign laws is limited to the extent that the foreign laws do not violate
Chinese public interests.7 33 The Civil Code supplies important provisions on conflict
of laws.7 34

However, it is not clear whether courts should only apply the foreign conflict laws, or
may also apply foreign substantive laws, or both. Nor has the law provisions about
whether the courts or the parties concerned have the burden of demonstrating the
content of a foreign law.735

In relation to a foreign economic contract, Chinese law gives parties the autonomy to
choose a foreign law for dispute settlement.7 36 Interestingly, there is not a "minimum
connection" requirement in Chinese law .7 37 Therefore, theoretically, parties of a
foreign economic contract may choose any foreign law to settle their disputes. In
practice, Chinese negotiators usually do not accept the idea of choosing a law which
has no connection with the contracts. 738 Fortunately, the law does provide that if

733 See Article 150 of the Civil Code.
73 4 See Chapter 8 of the Civil Code.
735 See Henry R. Zheng, China 's Civil and Commercial Law, Butterworths, 1988, p 205.
736 See Article 5 of the Foreign Economic Contract Law. Also see Article 145 of the Civil Code.
737 The requirements that parties should choose a law which has some connections with contracts, such as the law of the
country that is the place of performance, or in which the contract is made, appeared in the draft of the Foreign Economic
Contract Law. However, for unknown reason, the requirements are omitted from the law. Some local laws do have the
requirements. See Henry R. Zheng, China's Civil and Commercial Law, Butterworths, 1988, p 206.

73 8 See Henry R. Zheng, China's Civil and Commercial Law, Butterworths, 1988, p 206.
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parties to a foreign contract have not made a choice, the law of the country which has
the closest connection739 to the contract applies_740

However, there are special provisions which expressively declare that Chinese law is
the mandatory law governing joint venture contracts and contracts for the Chineseforeign cooperative exploration and development of natural resources. 741 In such a
case, if the Chinese law does not have relevant provisions, international customs and
practices apply. In other words, parties involving such contracts cannot make the
choice on law for dispute settlement.

Due to historical reasons, Chinese law has developed dual systems to govern
domestic matters and foreign related matters separately, in many areas. For example,
an economic contract between two domestic parties is subject to the jurisdiction of the

Economic Contract Law, 742 whereas a contract between a domestic party and a
foreign party is governed by the Foreign Economic Contract Law.743 The disputes
arise from the contractual relationships will be subject to separate arbitration rules and
civil procedures accordingly, if parties choose China as the forum.7 44

739 Logically, this refers to the law of the place where the contract is made or the contract is performed.
74o See Article 5 of the Foreign Economic Contract Law. Also see Article 145 of the Civil Code.
741

See Article

5 of the 1985 Foreign Economic Contract Law of the People's Republic of China.

742 See Article 2 of the 1981 Economic Contract Law of the People's Republic of China.
743 See Article 2 of the 1985 Foreign Economic Contract Law of the People's Republic of China .
744 This refers to that there are special provisions for foreign related litigation, and there are also different arbitration
institutions and different arbitration rules for foreign related disputes.
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A joint venture or a wholly foreign owned enterprise is established according to
Chinese law, within Chinese territory.745 If incorporate, the enterprise acquires the
status of a juristic person. If not incorporate, it is still a Chinese entity. 746 Therefore,
such an enterprise is governed by the Chinese law. When disputes arise among such
enterprises including joint ventures and wholly foreign owned enterprises, or between
such an enterprise and another domestic entity or person, the proper forum for settling
the disputes is China. In other words, China is the exclusive forum. 747

However, if a dispute arises between such an enterprise and a foreign party, the matter
becomes foreign related. In such a case, the Chinese law is not the exclusive law of
governing the dispute. For instance, in relation to judicial settlement of contract
disputes, Article 38 of the 1985 Foreign Economic Contract Law indicates that the
Chinese law is only an option by stating that parties may bring an action in the
People's Courts.

It is interesting to notice that a joint venture contract is a foreign economic contract
and is governed by the Foreign Economic Contract Law. However, once the joint
venture is established, the contract that it concludes with another domestic entity will
be a domestic economic contract and will be governed by the Economic Contract

Law. Disputes over a domestic contract are exclusively subject to the Chinese law.

745 See Article I of JVL, Article I of CJVL, and Article I and 2 of WFOEL.
746 Unless the foreign owned enterprise only constitutes a establishment or site in China.
747 See Article 2 of JVL, Article 2 of RIJVL, Article 3 of CJVL, and Article 4 of WFOEL. Article 2 of JVL states: "All the
activities of a joint venture shall comply with the provisions of the laws, decrees and relevant regulations of the People's
Republic of China."
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As mentioned, parties of a foreign economic contract may choose the law of another
country as the law of settling disputes. This general rule does not apply to a joint
venture contract which is expressly restricted to the jurisdiction of Chinese Law.

Parties involved in other forms of investment such as technology transfer, processing
and compensation trade may choose governing law for settling their contractual
disputes according to the law.748

To sum up, China needs a comprehensive and systematic private international code
containing general legal concepts and principles. Currently, some of the general legal
concepts and principles have to be repeated in every specific statute. A
comprehensive code will fill many legislative gaps existing.

8.3 ARBITRATION

Since the establishment of the China International Foreign Trade Arbitration
Commission (CIFTAC) in 1954, arbitration as a mechanism of dispute settlement has
been available in China. The CIFTAC was an institution of the China Council for the
Promotion of International Trade. It promulgated the Interim Provision of Arbitration

Procedure in 1958. Later, the China Council for the Promotion of International Trade
established another Institution, the Maritime Arbitration Commission (MAC). The

74 8 One of them must be a foreign entity.
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two arbitration commissions exercised the function of resolving the disputes between
the Chinese and foreigners.

Since 1980, China has developed two parallel arbitration systems by enforcing the
legislation governing the domestic disputes. The disputes between two Chinese
parties are subject to the arbitration tribunals of the State Commercial and Industrial
Administration Bureau (SCIAB). In 1983 a new legislation of SCIAB replaced the

I980 legislation.

The significant development of the law on arbitration has occurred in recent years. In
1994, the China International Economic and Trade Arbitration Commission,

Arbitration Rules became effective. The 1994 Arbitration Rules were based on the
1989 version. It was defined to govern international and foreign related disputes.
Arguments arose as to whether a dispute between a joint venture and a domestic
enterprise was international or foreign related. CIETAC officials claimed that such a
case was foreign related. However, courts were likely to challenge the view.7 49

Soon, the Arbitration Law came into effect in 1 September 1995. The legislation
governs both domestic and foreign related arbitration. 750 However, the law is general
and leaves each arbitration organisation to make detailed procedure.751

749 In 1992, the Beijing Intermediate People's Court refused to enforce a CIETAC award on the grounds that CIETAC had no
the jurisdiction to determine a dispute between a Chinese-Foreign joint venture and a domestic enterprise, because both of them
were Chinese juristic persons. Even though the rules was changed in 1994, it is still less convincing to courts that a dispute
between a joint venture and a domestic party is a "foreign related" dispute, simply on the ground that a foreign investor owns a
share of the joint venture. See Edward J. Epstein and Chong Tin Cho, "The Legal System" , China Review 1995, The Chinese
University Press, 1995, p 6.17.
750 See Article 2 and Chapter 7 of the Arbitration Law.
751 See Edward J. Epstein and Chong Tin Cho, "The Legal System", China Review 1995, the Chinese University Press, 1995, p
6.16.
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It seemed that the Arbitration Law was inclined to end up the dual system of
arbitration. However, only one month after the enacting of the Arbitration Law, the
new Arbitration Rules of China International Economic and Trade Arbitration

Commission (Arbitration Rules) came in to effect and drew a new line between
domestic arbitration and foreign related arbitration again. The new Arbitration Rules
make numerous amendments on the 1994 Arbitration Rules and bring the legislation
closer to the provisions in the Arbitration Law. Up to now , the 1995 Arbitration Law
and the 1995 Arbitration Rules are the major legislation of the regime in effect.

The legislative development of arbitration legislation reflects the Chinese authority's
efforts of enhancing the independence and fairness of the Chinese arbitration power
and strengthening CIETAC's capacity of meeting the requirements of international
parties. For example, Article 8 of the Arbitration Law states that arbitration is carried
out independently according to law and is free from interference by administrative
authorities, social organisations or individuals. Article 7 of the law provides that
disputes should be resolved through arbitration on the basis of the facts, in
compliance with the law and in an equitable and reasonable manner. Article 14 of the
law stipulates that arbitration commissions are independent from administrative
authorities and do not have subordinate relationships with administrative authorities.
The relationships between arbitration commissions themselves are not those
principals and subordinates. Furthermore, the China Arbitration Association is a
social organisation with the status of a juristic person. Arbitration commissions are
members of the China Arbitration association. The Articles of Association of the
China Arbitration Association is formulated by the all-China members' meeting.
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Those provisions are designed to dispel foreign parties' suspicions based on their past
impression that Arbitration Commissions are subsidiaries of SCIAB and CIFT AC,
and to assure foreigners that the decisions of the commissions are free from
administrative intervention.7 52

The new Arbitration Rules are also helpful in terms of clarifying some points which
otherwise would be ambiguous, and ensuring greater predicability.7 53 It also gives
parties more flexibility in relation to appointing of some and presiding arbitrators, a
movement towards international practice.754

In regard to an award rendered by CIET AC, the parties concerned are obligated to
perform the award within the time limit specified in the arbitration award.7 55 If there
is no time limit specified in the arbitration award, the parties should perform the
award immediately.756

In case one party fails to perform the award, the other party may apply to a Chinese
court for enforcement of the award according to Chinese law, or a foreign court that
has the jurisdiction for enforcement of the award in accordance with the 1958 New

752 See Qiu Yuezhang, Understanding the Arbitration in China, p 10.
753 See Sally A. Harpole, Editor's Notes, China Law & Practice, Asia Law 7Practice, Ltd, Dec 95/Jan 96, p 35.
754 Ibid.
755 See Article 63 of the 1995 CIBTAC Arbitration Rules.
756 Ibid.
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--York Convention or other international treaties to which China has concluded or
acceded. 757

There was no provision for the enforcement of foreign arbitral awards in China until
its accession in the United Nations Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement
(New York Convention). Since then, China has imposed the standard reciprocity and
commercial reservations to signatories of the New York Convention. In other words,
only the awards made by a signatory of the Convention are recognised and
enforceable in China.758

8.4 LITIGATION

If parties in disputes have neither included an arbitration clause in their contract nor
reached an arbitration agreement, one of the parties may institute an action in a
People's Court. 759

Chinese courts have four levels, Basic-Level People's Courts, Intermediate People's
Courts, Higher People's Courts and the Supreme Court.

757 See Article 62, Article 72, and Article 73 of the CIETAC Arbitration Rules.
758 See Edward J. Epstein and Chong Tin cho, "The Legal Reform", Chinese Review 1995, Chinese University Press, 1995, p
6.16.
759 See Article 257 of the 1991

Civil Procedure Law.
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Basic-Level People's Courts are district level courts and hear civil and criminal trials
in the first instance.7 60 Intermediate People's Courts are the appeal courts of the BasicLevel courts, and also have the jurisdiction as the courts of first instance over the
cases which have significant impact in the areas over which the courts exercise
jurisdiction, the cases determined by the Supreme People's Court to come under the
jurisdiction of the Intermediate Courts, and major cases involving foreign elements.76 1

Higher Courts, each of them located in the capital city of each provmce, have
jurisdictions as courts of trial over the cases with significant impact in the areas over
which they exercise jurisdictions. They are the appeal courts of Intermediate
Courts. 762

The Supreme People's Court has the jurisdiction as court of trial over the cases which
have significant impact on the whole country and the cases that the Supreme People's
Court thinks it should try itself.763

Sometimes, two or more courts may have jurisdiction over one action. In such cases,
a plaintiff can institute the action in any one of those People's Courts. If the plaintiff

760 Usually, Basic-level People's Courts have jurisdiction as courts of first instance over all civil cases, unless there are
different provisions in the Civil Procedure Law. See Article 18 of the Civil Procedure Law. Also see Article 14 of the 1982
Criminal Procedure Law.

761 See Article 19 of the 1991

Civil Procedure Law .

76 2 See Article 20 of the 1991 Civil Procedure Law.
763 See Article 21

of the

1991

Civil Procedure Law.
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institutes the action in two or more People's Courts, the court that first puts the case
on its trial docket has jurisdiction.764

In relation to domestic or foreign economic disputes, courts will trial the cases
according to the 1991 Civil Procedure Law of the People's Republic of China. The

Civil Procedure Law states that foreign nationals, stateless persons and foreign
enterprises and organisations that institute or respond to proceedings in a People's
Court have the same procedural rights and obligation as citizens, legal persons and
other organisations of China.7 65 It provides that a People's Court will try civil cases
independently in accordance with the law, and not subject to interference by any
administrative organ, social organisation or individual.7 66

A People's Court tries cases by applying general procedure, special procedure and
summary procedure according to the nature of different cases and the law.

8.4.1 Litigation Under the General Provisions

For instituting an action, a person must be a citizen, legal person or other organisation
with a direct interest in the case, and there must be a specific defendant and a specific
claim with a specific factual basis and grounds.7 67 The suit must fall within the range

764 See Article 35 of the 1991 Civil Procedure Law.
765 See Article 5 of the 1991 Civil Procedure Law.
76 6 See Article 6 of the 1991 Civil Procedure Law.
767 See Article 108 of the 1991 Civil Procedure Law.
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of civil actions accepted by the People's Court and within the jurisdiction of the
People's Court.768

The plaintiff should submit a statement of claim with a number of copies
corresponding to the number of defendants. If the court, after examination, finds the
claim satisfies the conditions for the institution of action, it will place the case on its
trial docket within seven days and notify the parties.769 If it finds the claim does not
satisfy the conditions, the court will rule the claim within seven days. 770 Then the
court will send the copy of the statement of claim to the defendant within 5 days after
the date of placing the action on the trial docket. 771

The defendant may submit a defence within 15 days after the date of receiving of a
copy of the bill of complaint. 772 Failure on the part of the defendant to submit a
defence does not affect the trial of the case by the court. If the defendant has
submitted a defence, the court should send a copy of the statement to the plaintiff
within 5 days after the date of receipt of the defence.773

768 Ibid .
769 See Article 112 of the 1991 Civil Procedure Law.
77 o Ibid.
771 See Article 113 of the 1991 Civil Procedure Law.
772 Ibid.
773 See Article 113 of the 1991 Civil Procedure Law.
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After this, a collegiate bench should be determined and notify parties within 3 days
after the determination.774

A very significant difference of the Chinese civil court procedure from the adversary
system is that the court will carry out the conduct of investigation and the collection
of evidence. The court may send its own personnel to investigate, or entrust another
court with an investigation. The court entrusted with the investigation is obliged to
complete its investigation within 30 days. 775 If the court cannot complete the
investigation within 30 days, it should notify the original court in writing.7 76

Courts try civil cases in public except the cases involving state secrets or private
matters of individuals or for which the law provides differently. 777

The investigation before court is carried on the early stage of trial. It is conducted in
the following procedure:

a.

statements by the parties are presented;

b.

witnesses are advised of their rights and obligations, and give testimony; the
depositions of witnesses not present are read;

774 See Article 115 of the 1991

Civil Procedure Law.

775 See Article 118 of the 1991 Civil Procedure Law.
776 Ibid.
777 See Article 120 of the 1991

Civil Procedure Law.
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c.

documentary evidence, physical evidence and audio-visual information are
exhibited;

d.

expert conclusions are read out;

e.

the record of the inquest is read our.778

At this stage, the parties can introduce new evidence in court and can also question
the witnesses, experts and inspectors.779 A party may request a new investigation, a
new expert evaluation or a new inquest. The plaintiff can make additional claim, and
the defendant can bring a counterclaim. A third party may present a claim related to
the case. Such claim or counterclaim will be tried together with the original action. 780

The next stage is court debates. The plaintiff and his/her agent ad litem will make
presentation of an oral statement at first which is followed by the presentation of oral
response by defendant and his/her agent ad litem. Then the presentation of oral
statement or response by the third party and his/her agent ad litem. Then the debate
between the parties will start. Before the conclusion of the court debate, the plaintiff,
defendant and the third party will be asked to make their final comments. With the
conclusion of court debate, a judgment should be made according to law. But before

778 See Article 124 of the 1991 Civil Procedure Law.
779 See Article 125 of the 1991 Civil Procedure Law.
780 See Article 126 of the 199 1 Civil Procedure Law.
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the judgement, the court should still try to seek the possibility of mediation.781 If the
mediation is not successful, a judgement will be promptly made. 782

It is noteworthy, in cases where the disputes are minor and the relationships of rights
and obligations are definite, the basic-level people's Courts and the tribunals will
initiate a summary procedure for the trials.7 83

If a party disagrees with a judgment made by a People's court of first instance, 784 he

or she is entitled to lodge an appeal with the People's Court one level higher within 15
days from the date on which the written judgment was served. 785

The Court of second instance may try an appeal case or render a judgment or ruling
without hearing, if it deems it is not necessary.7 86 The trial may be conducted in its
own court or in the court of the place where the case originated or where the Court
that originally tried the case is located.787

The Court of second instance may dismiss the appeal and uphold the original
judgment if the facts were ascertained clearly and the law was applied correctly for
781 See Article 128 of the 1991

Civil Procedure Law.

782 Ibid.
783 See article 142 of the 1991 Civil Procedure Law.
784 The judgment must be made by a local court, as a judgment made by the Supreme Court is the final judgment. Such a
judgment can only be adjusted through the adjudication supervision procedure.
785 If the disagrees with a ruling made by a local court, he or she has to lodge the an appeal with the court one level higher
within 10 days. See Article 147 of the I 991 Civil Procedure Law.
786 See Article 152 of the 1991

Civil Procedure Law.

787 Ibid.
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--the judgment; or amend the original judgment if the law was applied incorrectly in the
first instance; or quash the original judgment and remand the case to the Court of
original trial for retrial, or amend the judgment after clarifying the fact. 788

A decision made by the Court of second instance is a final decision. If the party still
disagrees with the decision, he/she can only rely on the adjudication supervision
procedure for a retrial. However, the application must satisfy a legal ground for a
retrial. 789

8.4.2 Litigation Under the Special Provisions for Civil Actions
Involving Foreign Parties190
The law sets special provisions for civil actions involving foreign elements. The
special provisions stipulate the jurisdiction of Chinese courts over the cases involving
foreign affairs. The jurisdiction of courts is defined as follows:

•

Where an action is instituted against a defendant without a domicile inside the
territory of the People's Republic of China concerning a dispute over a contract
or rights and interests in property, if the contract was executed or performed
within the territory of China, or the subject matter of the action is located within

788 See Article 153 of the 1991 Civil Procedure Law.
789 The grounds include: a. there is new evidence that is sufficient to upset the original judgment or ruling; b. the main
evidence on which the facts were ascertained in the origi nal judgment or ruling was insuffi cient; c. an error was made in the
application of the Jaw in the original judgment or ruling; d. the Court of trial violated statutory procedure and the correctness of
the judgment or ruling in the case may have been influenced thereby; e. in trying the case, the adjudication personnel involved
the conducts of embezzlement, bribes, favouritism or perverting the law. See Article 179 of the Civil Procedure Law.
79 o There is special procedure for the cases involving voter qualifications, the declaration of person as missing or dead, the
determination of a citizen as havi ng no capacity for civil acts or as having limited capacity for civil acts, or the determination of
ownerless property. See Part Fifteen of the 1991 Civil Procedure Law rifthe People 's Republic of China (199 1). This special
procedure is not the special procedure for foreign investment.
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the territory of China, or the defendant has distrainable property within the
territory of China, or the defendant maintains a representative office within the
territory of China, the action may come under the jurisdiction of the People's
Court of the place where the contract was executed, the place where the contract
was performed, the place where the object of action is located, the place where
the distrainable property is located, the place where the tort was committed or the
place where the representative office is domiciled. 791

•

If a defendant in a civil action involving a foreign party does not object to the
jurisdiction of a People's court and responds to the suit by filing a bill of defence,
he/she is deemed to have recognised the jurisdiction such court. 792

•

An action instituted for a dispute arising from the performance in China of a
Chinese-foreign equity joint venture contract, a Chinese-foreign cooperative joint
venture contract or a contract for Chinese-foreign cooperative exploration and
development of natural resources will come under the jurisdiction of the People's
Court of China.793

The above statements also confine the governing scope of those special provisions. In
other words, the actions involving the matters mentioned above are certainly
governed by the special provisions. For instance, the special provisions apply to an
action regarding a joint venture contract but not a case of a foreign investment
enterprise (a joint venture or a wholly foreign owned enterprise) against a domestic
entity or person, or another foreign investment enterprise. In the latter case, the
general provision of the 1991 Civil Procedure Law would apply.

79 I See Article 243 of the 1991 Civil Procedure Law.
792 See Article 245 of the 1991 Civil Procedure Law.
793 See Article 246 of the I 991

Civil Procedure Law.
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However, the special provisions are not exhaustive and independent. Article 237 of
the Civil Procedure Law states that for matters not addressed in the special
provisions, the other relevant provisions of this law would apply.

Under the special provisions, the service and time period are extended when the
People's Courts service procedural documents on a party without a domicile within
the territory of China.794

No party can institute an action in a Court, if disputes that arise from economic, trade,
transport or maritime activities involve foreign parties, and the parties concerned have
included an arbitration clause in their contract or subsequently reach a written
arbitration agreement that provides that such disputes will be submitted for arbitration
to an arbitration organ of China.7 95

Since the promotion of the ruled of law, civil litigation has boomed. This reflects not
only that the traditional attitude regarding law suit as interruption of social order has
been changing, but also that the social and economic structure has been changing in
current China. 796

794 See Article 247 to 250 of the 1991

Civil Procedure.

795 If the parties have neither included an arbitration clause in their contract nor subsequently reached a written arbitration
agreement, an action may be instituted in a Court. See Article 257 of the 1991 Civil Procedure Law.
796 The economic structure become more complex. Different forms of private enterprises cause more property and economic
disputes.
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8.5 CONCLUSIONS

Mediation has been favoured by the Chinese for long time.797 With the increasing
complexity of economic activities and the erosion of the traditional value of
mediation, moreover, the completion of legal infrastructure, arbitration and litigation
become important in today's China. The two play an even more significant role in the
area of foreign trade and investment.79 8

Considering the concerns of foreign investors on the Chinese arbitration and
adjudication

personnel's

capacity,

expenence

and

expertise

knowledge

of

international trade and commerce, China practises a dual system of dispute
settlement. The disputes regarding foreign elements are governed by separate
arbitration rules and special provisions in the Civil Procedure Code. Foreign-related
arbitration cases will go to CIFTAC and MAC which are regarded as more
experienced in dealing with international disputes and with more professional
personnel.

In terms of trial, foreign related cases usually go to intermediate court at first
instance.7 99 This is an effort to provide an adjudication service with higher quality.

797 The Chinese origins of the success in mediation is rooted in Confucian philosophy. Confucianism views social conflicts as
regrettable and possibly dangerous rending of a desired harmonious continuum of relationships. Especially, face-to-face conflict
is "unseemly and embarrassing". Therefore "dispute resolution aimed at repairing compromise and reasonable result rather than
absolute victory for one party". See Ralph H. Folsom and John H. Minan, "Mediation and Conciliation", in Law in the People's
Republic of China, Commentary, Readings and Materials, Martin us Nijhoff Publishers, 1989, pp 86-111.

798 As mentioned, foreign parties may prefer arbitration or litigation.
799 See Article 19 of the Civil Procedure Law,!{' the People's Republic,,( China which states major cases involving foreign
parties are under the jurisdiction of intermediate People's Courts.
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All the signs indicate that China is willing to provide and continually to improve a
competent system of dispute resolution for foreign investment.

The only significant drawback for the potential Australian investor may be: In relation
to direct investments, all activities of a joint venture or a wholly foreign owned
enterprise must be under the governance of the Chinese law, and there is no
possibility of choosing another country's law to govern a joint venture contract. 800

800 This contrast with the practices in some common law countries where parties of a joint venture have the autonomy of
choosing a governing law. See W. D. Duncan (ed) , Joint Ventures Law in Australia, The Federation Press, 1994, pp 323-33 1.
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CHAPTER9

CONCLUSIONS

After two thousand years' promotion of the Confucian ethic, China has just moved
towards the rule of law. The movement is due to the necessity of having a sound legal
infrastructure to assist the establishment of a market economy.

Foreign investors have long been concerned about China's legal system. 801 However,
after 19 years' efforts, China's legislative work concerning all the aspects of foreign
investment has shown an increasing responsiveness to the concerns of foreign
investors and a willingness to provide legal guarantees for foreign investment. 802

After gaining certain confidence in relation to the Chinese legal environment, a
foreign investor will turn to the next task that of choosing a suitable business
structure. China has provided various foreign investment vehicles, from a wholly
owned subsidiary to a strategic business alliance. Different investors may have

801 See Roman Tomasic, Angus Francis and Kui Hua Wang, "Chapter 2, China", Insolvency Law & Practice in Asia, p 21 .
80 2 See Ann Fenwick, "Equity Joint Ventures in the People's Republic of China: An Assessment of the First Five Years", The
Business Lawyer, Vol. 40, May I 985, p 878.
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different perceptions on which one is the most suitable business structure. The
preference depends on the needs and the objectives of each investor.

The comparison of the advantages and disadvantages of different business structure
available in China, is illustrated in the following diagram:
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* EJVs refers to equity joint ventures; CJVs refers to contractual joint ventures; CJV-JPs refers to
contractual joint ventures creating Chinese juristic persons; CJV-Non JP refers to contractual joint
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ventures without Chinese juristic persons; WFEs refers to wholly foreign enterprises; JVs refers to
joint ventures; FIEIXGSATDCXP refers to the Foreign Investment Enterprises Import and Export

Goods Supervision and Administration and Tax and Duty Collection and Exemption Procedures.

Where an investor's major objective is to target the domestic market, the suitable
business vehicles for the investor should be a JV or a WFE. Comparing the two, a
WFE has the best position in relation to control. In terms of flexibility in
management, an EJV is the last desirable. A CJV-JP is better. And a CJV-Non JP
offers even more flexibility. However, this structure attracts unlimited liability.

Therefore, from the viewpoint of management and liability, a WFE and a CJV-JP are
the choices. However, a WFE has the drawbacks in other aspects. For instance, the
possibility of domestic sale is limited to maximum 50% of the products. The
conditions of domestic sale are more strict, compared with a JV. Secondly, the
administrative approval of establishing a WFE is more difficult to be obtained.
Thirdly, a WFE is not able to obtain the assistance from a local partner who is
supposed to be more familiar with the economic and social system and can help in
marketing, labour arrangement, and gaining administrative approval.

From a tax saving point of view, a JV is also the most advantageous. A JV which has
or is deemed to have the status of a juristic person enjoys almost the same tax
incentives in terms of paying income tax, value-added tax, consumption tax, business
tax, and real estate tax, etc. An EJV has some limited extra tax advantages in some
other taxes,

for instance, the tax advantages
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offered by

Article

13

of

FIEIXGSATDCXP. The Australian tax consequences for a JV and a WFE are almost
the same.

From an overall consideration, an EJV and a CJV-JP are recommended. Comparing
the two, an EJV has better tax position. 803 However, the advantages of a CJV-JP in
management and control aspect seem more significant. Therefore a CJV-JP may be
the best choice.

The major motivation of the potential Australian corporate investor planning to invest
in China, is to enter into the Chinese domestic market. As analysed, it is appropriate
for the investor to choose a CJV-JP as the investment vehicle. The potential investor
has the advanced technology that is welcomed by the Chinese. If the project is
planned well, the investor can take the maximum taxation advantages offered to a JV,
eg, the tax concessions for the JV set up in SEZs and TEDZs, the tax concessions for
the JV qualified as high-tech enterprises, and the tax concessions for the JV with a
term of more than 10 years or more, etc.

All the discussions and analyses above have reflected the basic truism, that is: since
an international investment involves crossing different cultures, and social and legal
systems, the domestic business experience of an investor may become irrelevant or
impractical in relation to making the international investment.

80 3 See Article 13 ofFJEIXGSATDCXP.
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